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ABSTRACT

Using data collected by GNSS (GPS and GLONASS specifically) dual frequency
receivers network, detrended TEC maps were generated to identify and character-
ize the medium-scale traveling ionospheric disturbances (MSTIDs) over the South
American equatorial region (latitude: 0◦ to 15◦S and longitude: 30◦ to 55◦W ) dur-
ing solar cycle 24 (from January 2014 to December 2019). Among 742 MSTIDs that
were observed, 712 of them representing ∼96% were observed during geomagnetic
quiet condition and 30 events indication 4% were observed during geomagnetic dis-
turbed condition. The observed MSTIDs show strong positive correlation with the
solar activity. The positive correlation might have been caused by gravity waves
dissipation due to high viscosity in the thermosphere as a result of low and high
thermospheric temperature during solar minimum and maximum respectively. The
predominant daytime MSTIDs representing 70% of the total observation occurred in
winter with the secondary peak in equinox, while the evening time MSTIDs which is
28% of the entire events occurred in summer and equinox, while the remaining 2%
of the MSTIDs were observed during nighttime. The local time dependency of the
MSTIDs was attributed to the mechanisms generating them and/or the medium at
which they propagated while the seasonal variation could be as results of wind fil-
tering and dissipation effect during winter and summer. The horizontal wavelengths
of the MSTIDs were concentrated between 300 and 1400 km, with the mean value
of 667±131 km. The observed periods were ranging from 20 to 60 min with the
mean value of 36±7 min. The observed horizontal phase speeds were distributed
around 100 to 700 m/s, with the corresponding mean of 301±75 m/s. The MSTIDs
in winter solstice and equinoctial months preferentially propagated northeastward
and northwestward. Meanwhile, during summer solstice they propagated in all direc-
tions. The anisotropy of the propagation direction might be due to several reasons:
the wind and dissipative filtering effects, ion drag effects, the primary source region
and the presence of the secondary or tertiary gravity waves in the thermosphere.
Atmospheric gravity waves from strong convective sources originated from the equa-
torial and Amazon region might be the primary precursor of the northeastward and
northwestward propagating MSTIDs during summer solstice and autumn equinox.
Nevertheless, strong cold front emanating from low latitude might have been the
primary source for the northeastward and northwestward MSTIDs during winter
solstice and spring equinox. In all the seasons, we noted that the MSTIDs propa-
gating southeastward were probably excited by the likely gravity waves that was
generated by the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ).

Palavras-chave: Medium-scale traveling ionospheric disturbances. Equatorial iono-
sphere. Detrending TEC map. Secondary and tertiary gravity waves. Intertropical
convergence zone.
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ESTUDO DE DISTÚRBIOS IONOSFÉRICOS PROPAGANTES DE
MÉDIA-ESCALA OBSERVADOS NO REGIÃO EQUATORIAL DA

AMÉRICA DO SUL

RESUMO

Usando dados coletados pela rede de receptores GNSS de dupla frequência (especi-
ficamente GPS e GLONASS), obtêm-se mapas de TEC perturbado com o objetivo
de identificar e caracterizar os MSTIDs (sigla em inglês para Medium-Scale Trav-
eling Ionospheric Disturbances) na região equatorial da América do Sul (latitude:
0◦ to 15◦S and longitude: 30 to 30◦W ) durante o ciclo solar 24 (Janeiro de 2014
e dezembro de 2019). Entre os 742 MSTIDs observados, 712 deles, representando
∼96%, foram observados durante a condição geomanéticas calmas e 30 eventos, 4%
durante períodos geomagneticamente perturbadas. Os MSTIDs observados mostram
uma forte correlação positiva com a atividade solar. Essa correlação pode ter sido
causada pela dissipação das ondas de gravidade devido à alta viscosidade na termos-
fera, e como resultado da baixa e alta temperatura termosférica durante mínima e
máxima solar, respectivamente. Os MSTIDs ocorrem predominante durante o dia,
70% da observação total, com pico no inverno e pico secundário no equinócio, en-
quanto que os MSTIDs noturnos, 28% de todos os eventos, ocorrem no verão e no
equinócio, enquanto os 2% restantes dos MSTIDs foram observados durante a noite.
A dependência do hora local dos MSTIDs foi atribuída aos mecanismos que os ger-
aram e/ou ao meio em que se propagam. A variação sazonal pode ser resultado dos
efeitos de filtragem das ondas através do vento e dissipação, durante o inverno e o
verão. Os comprimentos de onda horizontais dos MSTIDs variam entre 300 e 1400
km, com valor médio de 667±131 km. Os períodos observados variam de 20 a 60
min, com valor médio de 36±7 min. As velocidades de fase horizontal observadas
foram observados entre 100 e 700 m/s, com a média de 301±75 m/s. Os MSTIDs du-
rante os solstício de inverno e nos meses de equinócio se propagam preferencialmente
para noroeste , norte e nordeste. Enquanto isso, durante o solstício de verão, eles se
propagavam em todas as direções. A anisotropia da direção da propagação pode ser
devida aos efeitos de filtragem do vento, efeitos dissipativos, efeitos de arrasto de
íons, além da região de fonte primária e por fim, a presença das ondas de gravidade
secundária ou terciária na termosfera. As fontes de convecção troposférica originadas
da região equatorial e amazônica podem ser o precursor primário dos MSTIDs que
se propagam para nordeste e noroeste durante o solstício de verão e o equinócio de
outono. Por outro lado, uma frente fria que emana de altas latitudes pode ser sido a
principal fonte para os MSTIDs que se propagam para nordeste e noroeste durante
o solstício de inverno e o equinócio da primavera. Em todas as estações, observamos
que os MSTIDs que se propagam para o sudeste provavelmente são originadas por
ondas de gravidade geradas pela Zona de Convergência Intertropical (ZCIT).

Keywords: distúrbios ionosféricos propagantes de média-escala. ionosfera equatorial.
Mapa de TEC de "detrend". Ondas de gravidade secundárias e terciárias. Zona de
convergência intertropical.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Medium-scale traveling ionospheric disturbances (MSTIDs) are plasma density fluc-
tuations that propagate as waves through the ionosphere at a wide range of velocities
and frequencies. These wave-like perturbations of the ionospheric plasma have hori-
zontal phase velocities of hundreds of meters per second (m/s), periods of less than
1 hour, and wavelengths of several hundred to few thousands of kilometers (SQUAT;

SCHLEGEL, 1996; TSUGAWA et al., 2007; OTSUKA et al., 2013). They vary with lati-
tude, longitude, local time, season, and solar activities. They were first postulated
to be the ionospheric manifestation of gravity waves from the neutral atmosphere
by Hines (1960), however, the advent of Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
receivers, all-sky imagers, ionosondes, incoherent scatter radars, and HF Doppler
systems including space weather probes and models among others have helped to
better understand the origins of MSTIDs.

MSTIDs constitute a specific type of space weather and geophysical phenomenon
that can be solar driven or driven by other processes from auroral sources at the
high latitude thermosphere to the solar terminator and storms, tropospheric convec-
tion, hurricanes and tornado in the troposphere (KOTAKE et al., 2007; HERNANDEZ-

PAJARES et al., 2006). Independently of the source, the negative effects arising from
MSTIDs at ionospheric altitudes are very important and need to be addressed. The
main concern of the scientific community is to be able to have direct and timely
information of MSTID events and hence, be able to mitigate the effects in the af-
fected operations. Meanwhile, due to the high occurrence rate of MSTIDs in daily
bases and the variety of their characteristics regarding the velocity, wavelength, pe-
riod, propagation direction and amplitude, their identification and tracking are very
complicated and has not been fully achieved in operational service mode yet.

Nevertheless, the characterization of MSTIDs in South American equatorial region
into wavelength, phase velocity, propagation direction, source region and period of
propagation among others are not known. Meanwhile, MSTIDs and their effects on
radial waves speak to the need for a better understanding of their morphology and
climatology, and ultimately the need to predict their behavior more accurately in the
future. Before such improvements are achieved, more measurements of MSTIDs are
needed in which South American equatorial region is not an exception. So far there
is no useful F-region MSTID climatological study for the South American equatorial
region at the moment that could be used to predict MSTID periods, amplitudes,
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speeds and directions at a given location. Therefore, any operational requirement
for MSTID information means the MSTID characteristics have to be measured at
the required location. Because of the variability of MSTIDs, their occurrence even
on a statistical basis are unable to be predicted. This variability arises from the
multiple sources of gravity waves in both the troposphere and thermosphere, and
the variability of the medium (background winds and temperature) through which
they propagate (as state in second paragraph).

The Ionosphere is an important domain in the Earth’s atmosphere due to its ability
to modify the properties of radio waves propagation that passes through (ABDU,
2016). It consequently provides the means as well as the constraints for sustaining
radio-based communication and navigation systems in the globe. The nature of
this ionic layer has a significant impact on a variety of space-based application
systems of our technology-based modern life. Therefore, it is very important for
the scientific community to understand the variability of the ionosphere in order
to develop models to study the ionospheric weather. This goal remains a highly
challenging task because of the major drivers of the variability arising from sources
not limited to neutral atmospheric forcing from below but also geomagnetic storms,
and solar activities from the above (KUBOTA et al., 2000).

The equatorial ionosphere possesses distinguish features from the other latitudes due
to the low inclination of geomagnetic field lines and the relatively larger fraction of
the incident solar ionizing radiation that characterizes the region. This region in
question can be characterized with the highest values of the peak-electron density
with the most pronounced amplitude and phase scintillation effects. The combined
effects of the high radiation level from the sun, and electric and magnetic fields
of the earth results in rising of the plasma along the magnetic field lines. This
leads to a phenomenon known as Equatorial Ionization Anomaly (EIA) when the
rising plasma loses its momentum and energy and gravity and pressure gradient
act on it. Narayanan et al. (2014) reported that the EIA constrains the MSTIDs
that are propagating from the middle latitudes to disappear when reaching the low
latitudes. Shiokawa et al. (2002) also suggested that crest region of EIA restricts
the equatorward propagation of MSTIDs.

In the equatorial region of South America, there have been a few MSTIDs studies
such as the first ever measurements by Röttger (1977) using HF-ground-backscatter
in Peru: In the western longitudes of South America, Makela et al. (2010) also
used optical methods to study nighttime TIDs. Moreover, MacDougall et al. (2011)
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studied day and nighttime MSTIDs using one year measurement made by ionosonde,
however, it was limited to small area over northeast of Brazil (about 10◦ south
of the magnetic and geographic equators). Paulino et al. (2016) recently studied
the nocturnal MSTIDs propagating over Cariri (36◦W, 7.4◦S). Jonah et al. (2017)
also studied the characteristics of geomagnetic conjugate MSTIDs but was limited
to daytime summer MSTIDs that were generated at the conjugate hemispheres.
However, the characterization of MSTIDs over South America equatorial latitude
has not been done yet.

In the low latitude ionosphere over South America, few studies on MSTIDs have
been done by Jonah et al. (2016) and Figueiredo et al. (2018a) using GPS detrend-
ing TEC (dTEC) maps but were mostly daytime. Moreover, nocturnal MSTIDs
have been extensively observed as ’dark bands’ at the atomic oxygen red line air-
glow emission (OI 630.0 nm) by all-sky-imagers (PIMENTA et al., 2008; CANDIDO et

al., 2008; AMORIM et al., 2011; MACHADO, 2017; FIGUEIREDO et al., 2018b) over the
low latitude of South America. Furthermore, in the mid-latitude over the northern
hemisphere, observation of MSTIDs using global position system (GPS) detrending
TEC maps have been explored extensively (TSUGAWA et al., 2004; TSUGAWA et al.,
2007; OTSUKA et al., 2004; OTSUKA et al., 2013) probably due to the dense distribu-
tion of the GPS receivers at the region. In the equatorial region over Asia, Shiokawa
et al. (2006) studied nocturnal MSTIDs in Indonesia at geomagnetic latitude −10.4◦.
Husin et al. (2011) studied day and nighttime MSTIDs in Malaysia equatorial re-
gion (around 3◦ north of the geographic equator or about 6◦ south of the magnetic
equator) using GPS TEC measurements. Fukushima et al. (2012) also studied night-
time MSTIDs at Kototabang, Indonesia (geographic longitude: 100.3◦E, geographic
latitude: 0.2◦S and geomagnetic latitude: 10.6◦S). Among others, Chou et al. (2018)
also used simulation such as SAMI3 to study the lowâlatitude nighttime MSTIDs
triggered by the typhoonâinduced concentric gravity waves (CGWs).

There are various features of the ionosphere, among others plasma bubbles and equa-
torial electrojet that are unique to the equatorial ionosphere. Sieradzki e Paziewski
(2016) reported that TEC fluctuations caused by MSTIDs in the equatorial iono-
sphere is one of the main unresolved problems degrading ambiguity resolution and
affect the reliability of the position and navigation of GNSS and related applications.
Therefore, the need to study the MSTIDs should be vital to the scientific commu-
nity. The equatorial region over South America has not been fully explored as far as
MSTIDs are concerned, probably due to less number of GNSS receivers, and other
ionospheric instruments in the region. Krall et al. (2011) simulated plasma bubble
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seeding using the effect of MSTIDs during the post-sunset hours. Takahashi et al.
(2018) also reported that MSTIDs as a possible candidate to generate equatorial
plasma bubbles.

1.1.1 Motivation of the research

The motivation of this work is neither limited to what have not been done in the
South American equatorial region or what have been done in other latitude. In-
stead, we attest the fact that, MSTIDs constitute a specific type of space weather
phenomenon that can sometimes be solar driven or mostly be driven by other pro-
cesses acting below the ionosphere. The urgent concern is to be able to have direct
and timely information of ionospheric perturbation due to MSTIDs, and hence be
able to mitigate the effects in the affected operations. It is for this reason that enough
studies have to be done in the ionospheres over different geographic/geomagnetic
latitude to unravel the mystery of their occurrence rate, time dependence, charac-
teristics, seasonal variations, source regions, generation mechanisms and the effect
they impose on technology.

South American equatorial ionosphere is among the regions where high spatial vari-
ations of the ionospheric plasma density among others can be found. There is a
particular interest in MSTIDs in this region because of their implied role (MILLER,
1997) in the triggering of plasma bubbles and associated strong Spread F irregular-
ities that can cause dropouts and Scintillation of GPS based systems (KINTNER et

al., 2007). Yet, there have been few systematic measurements of day and nighttime
MSTID in the region.

The inability to study MSTIDs in the South American equatorial region, could
be probably due to the availability of instruments, their low occurrence rate and
the prominent variability of their characteristics regarding their wavelength, period,
phase velocity, propagation direction, and amplitude, thus making their identifi-
cation and tracking very complicated (CANDIDO et al., 2008). Nevertheless, if the
above-mentioned phenomenon is well studied, it will still improve the understand-
ing regarding the physical processes of its formation, source regions and then identify
the necessary drivers. This will help to reduce the impact they have on space-based
navigation systems such as GNSS among others, and other ground-based radio re-
lated instruments in the region (CROWLEY; AZEEM, 2018). Therefore, mitigation
strategies can then be designed for the technologies affected by MSTIDs and in
close collaboration with operators of these technologies, to demonstrate the added
value of the proposed mitigation techniques. Another relevant point is that long-
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term study on MSTIDs during daytime have not been done especially, using GNNS
receivers.

For that matter, the motivation of this research is to investigate the occurrence,
characteristics and the source regions of the MSTIDs in the South American equa-
torial region. In order to fully achieved this, the spatial and temporal resolution
of the GNSS (GPS and Global Orbiting Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS))
TEC perturbation maps have to be improved to identify and analyze the TEC per-
turbations in the region.

1.1.2 Research questions

In this regard, the following research questions will resolve all the loopholes if answers
are provided to them.

a) What is the long term variability of the MSTIDs in relation to the solar
cycle?

b) What is the local time dependence of the MSTIDs in the area under in-
vestigation?

c) Do the equatorial MSTIDs have different characteristics from those ob-
served in other latitudes e.g. Figueiredo et al. (2018a), Otsuka et al. (2011),
MacDougall et al. (2011) and Kotake et al. (2006)?

d) What are the source regions and generation mechanisms of the MSTIDs
in the region?

1.1.3 Objectives of the Research

The overarching aim of this research work is to develop a methodology that will
characterize day-to-day MSTIDs over the South American equatorial region during
solar cycle 24 (2014 to 2019) using GPS and GLONASS TEC perturbation maps.
In order to achieve such objective, this work will be guided by the following specific
objectives:

• Study the statistical analysis of the MSTIDs during the solar maximum ac-
tivity phase (January 2014 to December 2015), descending phase (January
2016 to December 2017) and minimum phase (January 2018 to December
2019) of the solar cycle 24.
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• Characterize the MSTIDs by horizontal wavelength, period, horizontal
phase velocity, propagation direction and amplitude

• Investigate the seasonal variability of the MSTIDs.

• Comparative study of the MSTID characteristics between the equatorial
(present work) and low to mid latitude among others Figueiredo et al.
(2018a), Otsuka et al. (2011), MacDougall et al. (2011) and Kotake et al.
(2006).

• Investigate the source locations and generation mechanisms.

1.2 Structure of the Research

In order to achieve the above-mentioned aim and objectives, this thesis will follow
the order below.

• In other to provide the basic understanding about ionosphere and theoret-
ical basis within which phenomena will be discussed in chapter 2 presents
the Earth’s ionosphere and its electrodynamics processes; the mathemat-
ical description of the MSTIDs. This will be presented from the linear
theory of gravity waves in the presence of the plasma. In addition, the
historic review of global observation of MSTIDs will be presented.

• The instrumentation and methodology will be presented in chapter 3. The
description of the instruments will encompass GPS and GLONASS. The
methodology will be used to calculate the detrending TEC and conse-
quently generate the detrending TEC maps. Finally, chapter 3 will calcu-
late the parameters of the MSTIDs using spectral analysis.

• chapter 4 presents the results on the statistical analysis of the occurrences
and characteristics of the MSTID observed during solar cycle 24. It furthers
elaborate the time dependence, seasonality and the long term solar cycle
dependence of the observed MSTIDs.

• chapter 5 presents the interpretation and discussion of the result presented
in chapter 4. It will first and foremost, discuss the characteristics and
statistical occurrences rate of MSTIDs. The anisotropy of the wavelength,
period, phase velocity and azimuth will be discussed and compare to the
previous works in the equatorial, low and midlatitude. The variation of
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the time dependence of MSTIDs will be looked into and the annual and
seasonal variation of the occurrence rate of the observed MSTIDs and their
solar cycle dependence will be discussed thoroughly. The variability of
background winds and temperature effects on the propagation of MSTIDs
will also be considered.

• chapter 6 will present the possible primary source regions of the MSTIDs
over the South American equatorial region. Effort will be thrown into
discussing the possible mechanisms where gravity waves produce these
MSTIDs. Pertinent to the present work, three possible sources for the
MSTIDs will be discussed: upward propagating and filtered meteorologi-
cal atmospheric gravity waves (AGWs) as well as secondary and tertiary
gravity waves.

• chapter 7 will present the conclusion of the present research and recom-
mendation for future work.
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2 MEDIUM-SCALE TRAVELING IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES:
THE THEORY AND HISTORICAL REVIEW

The purpose of chapter 2 is to present the Earth’s ionosphere and its electrodynamic
process; the background of TIDs and the mathematical description of MSTIDs. The
mathematical model of TIDs is presented from the linear theory of gravity waves
in the presence of the ionospheric plasma. In addition, a historical review of global
observation of MSTIDs will be elaborated.

The atmosphere which is a spheroidal gaseous envelope surrounding the earth is
generally held around the planet in approximately hydrostatic equilibrium by the
gravitation force of the planet. Small oscillations such as gravity waves can take
place in this equilibrium state and propagate into the ionospheric level as traveling
ionospheric disturbances (TIDs). The bulk of atmosphere is electrically neutral,
however, above 50 km the constituents are ionized. The region where ionization is
so important is called ionosphere.

2.1 The Earth’s ionosphere

The existence of the ionosphere was first inferred by Marconi through the trans-
Atlantic radio wave propagation experiment in 1901. In 1902, Kennelly and Heaviside
further hypothesized the existence of ionized layer around the earth that could
guide the electromagnetic waves to greater distances and was named Heaviside layer
(named after the physicist Oliver Heaviside). In 1926, Robert Watson-Watt proposed
the term ionosphere to replace Heaviside layer. Appleton and his associates set up
experiments to measure the height of the ionized layer and its properties, which
won Appleton Nobel Prize in physics in 1926. This really provided much knowledge
about the ionosphere until the age of rockets and satellites began in the 1940 and
1950’s.

Though tremendous amount of research works have been devoted to studies of the
ionosphere, nevertheless, for more than a century after its discovery, the Earth’s
ionosphere remains a poorly explored region. Still, scientific community is unable
to predict the ionospheric behavior precisely, either during geomagnetic storms, or
during geomagnetically quiet time conditions. The knowledge of the structure and
dynamics of the ionospheric plasma at each moment of time is vital for various sci-
entific applications and services, such as telecommunication via radio signals, point
positioning based on global navigation satellite systems (GNSS). The ionosphere is
where free electrons exist in enough density to have an appreciable effect on the
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propagation of electromagnetic waves (RISHBETH; GARRIOTT, 1969; BANKS et al.,
1974; KELLY, 1989; HARGREAVES, 1992; RISHBETH et al., 2009). This ionic layer lies
at the altitude between 50 to 1000 km above the surface of the Earth and overlaps
the mesosphere, thermosphere, and exosphere. The ionized layer is formed as a result
of the process called photoionization of neutral atoms and molecules by solar X-ray,
extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation and the precipitation of energetic charged par-
ticles at higher latitudes. Furthermore, cosmic rays also cause some minor ionization
primarily at lower ionosphere (60-90 km) (NICOLET; AIKIN, 1960; WEBBER, 1962).
The rate of ionization depends on the intensity of the ionizing radiation, atmospheric
density, composition, and ionization cross sections of the atmospheric constituents.
The electrodynamic nature of the ionosphere has latitudinal dependence. For the
purpose of this thesis, the discussion will be limited to the equatorial ionosphere.

2.1.1 The dynamics of equatorial ionosphere

A variety of chemical and dynamical processes in the ionosphere result in the re-
distribution of ionization which leads to the formation of distinct peaks and layers
denoted by D, E, F1 and F2 as shown in Figure 2.1. The three dominant constituents
in the ionosphere are N2, O2 and O that are ionized by solar radiation to produce
N+

2 , O+
2 , N+, O+ and NO+ (RISHBETH; GARRIOTT, 1969; RICHMOND et al., 1992).

Figure 2.1 - A temperature profile of the Earth’s ionosphere.

Source: Heelis (2004).
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The D-region is located between the altitude of 60-90 km which corresponds to
a sparse layer of polyatomic ion such as NO+ and O−2 . Solar L-alpha (121.6 nm)
radiation seems to be the most important for ionizing NO, solar X-rays (<0.8 nm)
for ionizing N2, O2, and Ar, solar ultraviolet (UV) radiation (λ < 111.8 nm) for
ionizing unstable O2, and galactic cosmic rays for ionizing all the constituents in
D-layer (MEIRA, 1971).

The E-region is located around 90-120 km above the Earth’s surface and moderately
dense layer of principal molecular ions such as NO+ and O+

2 as shown in Figure 2.1.
The ionization in the E-region is mainly caused by X-rays between 8 and 10.4 nm as
well as the UV radiation from 80 nm to L-beta (102.6 nm). This layer exhibits the
Chapman model behaviour with daily maximum at local noon, seasonal maximum
in summer, and highly solar cycle dependence (MEIRA, 1971). Metallic ions such
as Fe+, Mg+, Na+ and Si+ have also been discovered to form a thin layer called
sporadic E within the E-region. The source of these metallic ions are the ablation
of meteors that become ionized by photoionization or exchange of charges with ions
present in the ionosphere. The metallic ions have a lifetime much longer than the
molecular ions of E-region, therefore, the sporadic-E persist during the night once
is formed (RISHBETH; GARRIOTT, 1969; MEIRA, 1971; HEELIS, 2004).

The F-region is a major segment of the terrestrial ionosphere and the most important
from the point of view of radio communications and Global Navigation Satellite
Systems (GNSS). It lies between the 140 and 600 km with altitudes extending to
the upper limits of the ionosphere (MEIRA, 1971) depending on the season, latitude
and rate of ionization. The F-region, corresponds to a dense layer consisting mainly
of O+, O+

2 , NO+, and N+
2 ions as shown in Figure 2.1. As a result of the complex

physical processes involved in its formation, solar radiation causes the F-region to
split into two separate layers, called F1 and F2.

Figure 2.2 depicts a typical electron density profile showing the various ionospheric
layers for day and night (RISHBETH; GARRIOTT, 1969; HEELIS, 2004). The regions
below and above the F2 peak are called the bottom-side and topside ionosphere
respectively. The F1 layer is the layer with maximum electron density which occurs
at midday and exhibits dependence on solar zenith angle and sunspot numbers.
Accordingly, the F1 layer is more pronounced in summer than in winter season,
however, it always disappears during the night: The main source of ionization is
extreme ultraviolet (EUV) solar radiation in the wavelengths λ ≈ 58.4 and 30.4 nm
(RISHBETH; GARRIOTT, 1969; MEIRA, 1971).
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Figure 2.2 - A typical electron density profile of the Earth’s ionosphere.

Source: Komjathy (1997).

The existence of F2 region during day and night makes it unique and an interesting
research zone for scientific studies. In this region, the ratio of collision to gyrofre-
quency for both ions and electrons are very large, so the ion and electron velocities
perpendicular to geomagnetic field (B) are very nearly equal to each other. This
means that the plasma flow velocity can be uniquely defined and related to the
electric field.

The thermospheric wind system produced by the pressure inequalities in the solar
EUV heating is the main driving force for the F-region dynamo. According to Rish-
beth (1971), the idea of F-region having its own dynamo after sunset is due to the
fact that the E-region conductivity becomes too small, thus the plasma in the F-
region forms a layer with a well defined lower boundary as shown in the configuration
Figure 2.3.

From Figure 2.3, the F-region plasma has a constant finite Pedersen conductivity
inside the slab and zero outside, and a constant zonal wind (u) within the slab. The
vertical polarization electric fields develop at the F-region, giving rise to a zonal drift
(VD = E × B/B2) of the plasma, which is in the same direction and magnitude
as that of the neutral wind during nighttime (RISHBETH, 1971; HEELIS, 2004). The
magnitude of the electric fields which builds up as a result of these charges is such
that
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Figure 2.3 - Electrodynamics of the equatorial F-region in which the density and conduc-
tivity profiles subject to a constant zonal eastward neutral wind.

Source: Kelley (2009).

Jz = σpEz + σpuB = 0 (2.1)

This means that, Ez = −u×B = −uB. Thus, the perfect F-region dynamo can be
generalized as,

E+U × B = 0 (2.2)

This implies that during nighttime, the electromagnetic force on the plasma vanishes
and the thermospheric wind blows freely without ion drag. However, during daytime
the process changes due to the integrated E-region conductivity which is comparable
to or more than the magnetic field line integrated F-region conductivity. Hence, the
F-region field cannot build up, and the daytime ion drag remains high (HEELIS et

al., 1974). The magnitude of the electric field is essentially determined by the winds
in the E-region and the ionospheric conductivity during the day.

Ez = − (u(z)B)ΣF
P (z)

ΣF
P (z) + 2ΣE

P (z) (2.3)

The model in Equation 2.3 can be used to explain the general diurnal variation in the
vertical electric field that maps E- to F-region. During the nighttime, ΣE

P becomes
very small and thus Ez ≈ −U×B in regions where ΣF

P smaller, for instance, near
the F-region plasma density peak. On the order hand, during the daytime, the E-
region conductivity is comparable to or larger than the magnetic field line-integrated
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F-region conductivity (ΣF
P ). For large ΣE

P the E-region controls the electrodynamics
of the ionosphere. The dynamo in the E-region is driven by daytime tidal winds,
which are smaller than the thermospheric winds in the F-region, explains the diurnal
variation in the F-region zonal plasma drifts. At night the conductivity of the E-
region becomes low, and the high zonal winds at several hundred kilometers altitude
determine the vertical electric field and thus the horizontal plasma flow. For ΣF

P

and ΣE
P the electric field will be almost equal to U × B. The eastward plasma

velocity nearly matches the neutral wind speed. During the day, however, the F-
region dynamo loses control of the electrodynamics, and the resulting electric fields
are determined by winds in the E-region. Since these winds tend to be weaker, the
plasma drift is smaller during the day.

Furthermore, the equatorial ionosphere sometimes exhibits the presence of an addi-
tional layer known as the F3 layer between 500 km and 700 km altitude, depending
on the meridional wind. This layer was first called the G-layer, however, when it
was discovered that the layer had no distinct neutral species within it with also no
new ionization processes occurring but arose essentially due to the dynamics of the
F-layer at low-latitudes, Balan et al. (1997) named it F3.

2.2 Traveling Ionospheric Disturbances (TIDs)

One of the most important dynamic properties of the Earth’s atmosphere is its abil-
ity to withstand oscillatory movements such as gravity waves, planetary waves, tidal
waves and acoustic waves. The impact of these atmospheric waves on ionospheric
plasma and variability has been realized for decades. These waves have the ability to
carry energy and momentum from one point to another as well as modifying the local
thermodynamic state of the atmosphere (??). In 1960, Hines (1960) pioneering work
first proposed gravity waves as the cause of irregular motions in the thermosphere
and ionosphere. This irregular motion is called Traveling Ionospheric Disturbances
(TIDs) which is seen as the fluctuations on electron density in the ionosphere.

TIDs can be classified into three groups according to their characteristics such as am-
plitude, wavelength, velocity, period and source among others (HUNSUCKER, 1982;
??): They are Large-Scale Traveling Ionoshperic Disturbances (LSTIDs), Medium-
Scale Traveling Ionospheric Disturbances (MSTIDs) and Small-Scale Traveling Iono-
spheric Disturbance (SSTIDs) as shown in Table 2.1: LSTIDs are excited by high
latitude processes in the auroral regions usually associated with geomagnetic storms.
They are characterized by long horizontal wavelengths and high speeds and can
travel long distances as far as equatorial region. For instance, in the midlatitude
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Tsugawa et al. (2004) reported that LSTIDs are observed when the geomagnetic
index, kp >∼ 4. AndFigueiredo et al. (2017), studied LSTIDs over South American
sector during 17 and 18 March 2015 Saint Patrick geomagnetic storm. The SSTIDs,
which have not been studied extensively, have wavelengths of less than 100 km and
periods of few minutes. For the purpose of the present thesis, the discussion of TIDs
will be limited to MSTIDs.

Table 2.1 - Types and characteristics of TIDs (NW, NE, SH and NH are Northwest, North-
east, Southern and Northern hemispheres respectively).

Type Period Wavelength (km) Velocity (m/s) Source region Propagation direction

LSTIDs 30 min to several hours λ>1000 300 to 1000 High latitudes Equatorward

MSTIDs 15 min to 1 hour λ ≤ 1500 100 to 300 High and mid-latitudes In all directions
but mostly they propagate;

from SE to NW in SH
and NE to SW in NH

SSTIDs few minutes λ ≤ 100 λ ≤ 200 Not known Not known

Adopted: Figueiredo et al. (2017) PhD thesis

MSTIDs have horizontal wavelength less than 1500 km, amplitude of less than 10%
of TEC and velocities ranging from 100 to 500 m/s with a corresponding period of
10 to 40 min. region. Mostly, daytime MSTIDs occur in winter and tend to prop-
agate southeastward and northeastward in the northern and southern hemispheres
respectively Their propagation direction depends on the time of the day, season as
well as the latitudes and the hemisphere of the source region (TSUGAWA et al., 2007;
OTSUKA et al., 2013). Meanwhile, the nighttime MSTIDs occur during the summer
months and propagate southwestward in the northern hemisphere and northeast-
ward (OTSUKA et al., 2013) in the southern hemisphere (PIMENTA et al., 2008). The
dawn and dusk MSTIDs occur frequently in summer and propagate eastward and
north-northwestward respectively (OTSUKA et al., 2011). At midlatitude this pro-
duces approximately eastward propagating TIDs after sunrise, and approximately
westward propagating waves after sunset (MACDOUGALL et al., 2009; MACDOUGALL

et al., 2011). The daytime MSTIDs are not associated with F region irregularities,
however, the nighttime is characterized with F-region irregularities (OGAWA et al.,
2009).
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MSTIDs were known to be the ionospheric manifestation of gravity waves from the
neutral atmosphere (HINES, 1960), however, the advent of Global Positioning System
(GPS) detrending TEC maps and airglow observations had also shown that night-
time MSTIDs are related to polarization electric fields in the mid latitude ionosphere
(SHIOKAWA et al., 2003; TSUGAWA et al., 2007; PIMENTA et al., 2008; OTSUKA et al.,
2013). Meanwhile, there is no enough proof yet that the nighttime MSTIDs from
midlatitude propagate to the equatorial region (MAKELA et al., 2010), therefore, the
concept of gravity waves is relevant to the dynamic procedures that occur in the
atmosphere/ionosphere leading to MSTIDs.

2.2.1 Atmospheric gravity waves

Atmospheric gravity waves (AGWs) are periodic movement of air parcels that are
generated in the troposphere by convective systems or by airflow over mountains
which propagate vertically and horizontally, contributing to the atmospheric pro-
cesses ranging from the transport of momentum and energy from their source to the
sink, the mixing of the atmospheric constituents dynamics and coupling of neutral
atmosphere and ionosphere (HINES, 1960; HOOKE, 1968; MEDVEDEV et al., 2015;
ESSIEN et al., 2018). Another reason for the importance of AGW studies related
to their practical applications is that energy and momentum fluxes transported by
gravity waves from the lower to the upper atmosphere/ionosphere are comparable
or even larger than those coming from the solar wind or other sources (FRANCIS,
1975; EBEL, 1984; FRITTS et al., 1990; KIM; MAHRT, 1992; ALEXANDER; PFISTER,
1995). Most complete survey of the observations of medium-scale gravity waves that
are capable of propagating into ionosphere over Brazilian equatorial region has been
presented by Essien et al. (2018).

The basic equations governing the idealized model of gravity waves in the neutral
atmosphere are considered stationary, monochromatic with temperature and den-
sity. Thus, neutral atmospheric oscillations are characterized by three principles;
conservation of momentum, mass and energy which are explained in Figueiredo et
al. (2017), Fritts e Alexander (2003).

2.2.2 Gravity wave dissipative dispersion relation and amplitude decay
in time

Inasmuch as MSTID is concerned, the AGWs dissipative dispersion and polarization
relations, the amplitude decay rate in time, as well as the procedure to determine
the gravity waves perturbations as a function of altitude are relevant using Vadas e
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Becker (2017) analogy.

The thermosphere begins at the turbopause, which is located at an altitude of z∼107
km and extends up to z∼500-600 km in the Earth’s atmosphere, depending on the
latitude. This layer is characterized by a rapidly increasing kinematic viscosity with
altitude, v = µ/ρ̄ where µ is the molecular viscosity and ρ̄ is the background neutral
density (HINES, 1960). Molecular viscosity resulting from collisions between neutral
molecules. As the thermosphere becomes more rarefied with increasing altitude,
molecular collisions are less frequent, so the velocity amplitude and direction of the
molecules associated with a gravity waves are not transmitted effectively, thereby
damping the gravity waves (PITTEWAY; HINES, 1963; HICKEY; COLE, 1988; VADAS,
2007; VADAS; BECKER, 2017; WALTERSCHEID; HICKEY, 2011; HEALE et al., 2014;
FRITTS; ALEXANDER, 2003).

The gravity waves dispersion relation shown in Equation 2.4 is derived using the
Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) approximation (VADAS; BECKER, 2017)

m2 = k2
HN

2
B

ω2
lr (1 + δ+ + δ2/Pr)

[
1 + v

2

4ω2
lr

(
k2 − 1

4H2

)2 (1− Pr−1)2

(1 + δ+/2)2

]−1

− k2
H −

1
4H2

(2.4)

where ω2
lr is the real part of the complex intrinsic frequency; k, l andm are the zonal,

meridional, and vertical wave numbers, respectively; kH =
√
k2 + l2 is the horizontal

wave number; k2 = k2
H + m2; NB is the buoyancy frequency; H = −ρ̄ (dρ̄/dz)−1 is

the neutral density scale height; κ = v/Pr is the thermal diffusivity; Pr is the
Prandtl number; δ = vm/Hωlr; and δ+ = δ(1 + Pr−1). The zonal, meridional, and
vertical wavelengths are λx = 2π/l, λy = 2π/l, and λz = 2π/m, respectively, and
the horizontal wavelength is HH = 2π/kH .

For an upward propagating gravity waves, δ is negative since m < 0. This dispersion
relation is anelastic and includes molecular viscosity and thermal conduction, the
main mechanisms for damping high-frequency gravity waves in the thermosphere
(VADAS; BECKER, 2017). It neglects ion drag, which is appropriate for gravity waves
having periods less than one to several hours (GOSSARD; HOOKE, 1975) and neglects
wave-induced diffusion, which is appropriate for gravity waves having periods less
than an hour (GENIO et al., 1979). It also neglects the Coriolis force, which is ap-
propriate for gravity waves having periods less than a few hours (VADAS; BECKER,
2017).
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Relating the gravity waves intrinsic frequency to its observed frequency, ωr = 2π/τr,
via

ωr = ωlr + kU + lV = ωlr + kHUH (2.5)

where U and V are the background zonal and meridional winds, respectively, UH
is the projection of the background neutral wind along the propagation direction of
the gravity waves, and τr is the period of the observed gravity wave.

UH = (kU + lV )/kH (2.6)

When dissipation is negligible (i.e., v = δ = 0), Equation 2.4 reduces to the fa-
miliar gravity waves anelastic dispersion relation (GOSSARD; HOOKE, 1975; MARKS;

ECKERMANN, 1995).

ω2
lr '

k2
HN

2
B

m2 + k2
H + 1

4H2
(2.7)

Considering the dissipation of a gravity waves packet explicitly in time and implic-
itly in z (rather than explicitly in z and independent of time, which results in a
steady state gravity waves solution), it assumed a complex intrinsic frequency ωl

(rather than a complex vertical wave number m). Thus, the ansatz utilized to derive
Equation 2.4 is as follows:

ωl = ωlr + iωli (2.8)

where ωli is the inverse decay rate in time of a gravity waves. Because a gravity
waves amplitude is proportional to exp(−iωli) = exp(ωlit) exp(ωlrt), a gravity waves
decays explicitly in time here rather than explicitly in altitude. This ansatz results
in an inverse decay rate in time of (VADAS; FRITTS, 2005). Note that ωli varies
significantly along a gravity waves raypath.

ωli = v

2

(
k2 − 1

4H2

) [1 + (1 + 2δ)/Pr]
(1 + δ+/2) (2.9)
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2.2.3 Grace wave dissipative polarization relations

As a linear gravity wave dissipates in the thermosphere, the amplitudes and phases
between the various perturbation components such as velocity, temperature, and
density change (VADAS; FRITTS, 2005; VADAS; NICOLLS, 2012; VADAS; BECKER,
2017). The equations which describe these changes are called the gravity wave po-
larization relations (VADAS; BECKER, 2017). These expressions differ from the usual
gravity waves dispersion relations in Vadas (2013), Fritts e Alexander (2003). They
included gravity waves dissipation from kinematic viscosity and thermal diffusivity.

For the purpose of deriving the gravity waves polarization relations, the back-
ground temperature T = T̄ is set to be constant (i.e., isothermal): (Afterward,
these relations can be applied to a fluid with a slowly varying background:) This
results in a background neutral density which varies exponentially with altitude:
ρ̃ = ρ̃0 exp(−z/H), where ρ̃0 is the background density at z = 0 and over lines
denote mean values (HINES, 1960; VADAS; BECKER, 2017). The density-scaled per-
turbations are thus defined as

ũ = e−z/2Hu
′

ṽ = e−z/2Hv
′

w̃ = e−z/2Hw
′

ũH = e−z/2Hu
′

H

ρ̃ = e−z/2Hρ
′

T̃ = e−z/2HT
′

(2.10)

where tildes ′′∼′′ represent the density-scaled variables, u′ =
√

(u′)2 + (v′)2 is the
gravity waves horizontal velocity perturbation (positive by definition) and all the
primes denote perturbations, which can be expressed as,

u
′ = k

kH
u′H

v
′ = l

kH
u′H

(2.11)

Here the gravity waves perturbation variables are the zonal, meridional, and ver-
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tical velocities u′ , v′ , and w′ , respectively, the density ρ′ , and the temperature T ′ .
The fluid equations are linearized and then write each perturbation component in
Equation 2.10 as, for example, and ũ0, ũ0 among others are the amplitudes of the
gravity waves at (x, y, z, t).

ũ = ũ
′

0 exp[i(kx+ ly +mz − ωt)] (2.12)

where ω and ωl are the complex frequency and intrinsic frequency respectively and
ũ0, ũ0 among others are the amplitudes of the gravity wave at (x, y, z, t).

ωl = ω − kU − lV (2.13)

The dissipative anelastic gravity wave polarization relations interrelating these per-
turbations are (VADAS; FRITTS, 2005; VADAS; NICOLLS, 2009; VADAS; NICOLLS,
2012):

w̃

˜uH0

= − kH
m2 + 1

4H2

[
1−

k2 + 1
4H2 (ωl − iαv)

2mHk2
HN

2
B

[(
2
γ
− 1

)
ωl −

iαv

Pr

]]
(2.14)

T̃

w̃0
' (γ − 1)T̃

HD

(
im− 1

2H

)
(2.15)

ρ̃

w̃0
' (γ − 1)ρ̃

HD

(
im− 1

2H

)
(2.16)

ũ0

˜uH0

= k

kH
(2.17)

ṽ0

˜uH0

= l

kH
(2.18)

where

α ≡ −b + 1
4H2 + im

H
(2.19)
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D =
[
iωl

(
γim+ 1

H
− γ

2H

)
+ γαv

Pr

(
im+ 1

2H

)]
(2.20)

γ − 1 = R/Cv and Cv is the mean specific heat at constant volume, R =
(8314/XMW )m2s−2K−1, andXMW is the mean molecular weight of a molecule in the
fluid (in gâmol). Note that the right-hand sides of Equation 2.14 to Equation 2.20
only depend on the parameters of a gravity waves (such as (k, l,m) and ωlr ) and on
the background parameters (such as H and NB), and not on the gravity waves ampli-
tude. In general, the ratios w̃0/ũH0, T̃0/w̃0, ρ̃0/ũ0, ũ0/ũH0, and ṽ0/ũH0 are complex
and thus can be written as a exp(ib), where a is the ratio of the amplitudes and b
is the phase difference between the components. Equation 2.10 and Equation 2.12
are then used to extract the perturbation amplitude and phases. For example, using
equations Equation 2.10, Equation 2.12, and Equation 2.16, the ratio of the density
perturbation to the vertical velocity perturbation is

ρ′

w′
=
(
ρ̄

ρ0

)(
ρ̃

ρ̃0

)
= −(γ − 1)ρ̃

HD

(
im− 1

2H

)
(2.21)

The perturbation quantities of a gravity waves are determined along its ray path,
and the initial momentum flux of a gravity waves at x = xi and t = ti is u′w′(x, t).
The momentum flux of this gravity waves at a later time t and location x along its
ray path is (VADAS; NICOLLS, 2009) is as expressed as:

u′Hw
′(x, t) = u′Hw

′(x, t)
¯ρ(zi)

ρ(z) exp
(
−2

∫ t

ti
|wli| dt′

)
(2.22)

An absolute value around ωli is put to ensure that the gravity wave dissipates even
if k2 < 1â4H2 and where the integral of |ωli| is performed along the ray path. The
horizontal and vertical velocity, temperature, and density perturbations along the
ray path are then

w′ =
√∣∣∣∣ w̃0

˜uH0

∣∣∣∣u′Hw′ (2.23)

u′H =
(
w̃0

˜uH0

)−1
w′ (2.24)
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u′H =
(
ũ0

˜uH0

)
u′H (2.25)

v′H =
(
ṽ0

˜uH0

)
u′H (2.26)

ρ′ = ρ̄

ρ̄0

(
ρ̃

w̃0

)
w′ (2.27)

where the phases are defined relative to the phase of w′, and Equation 2.27 is ob-
tained from Equation 2.21. Here, (0/ ˜uH0), (ṽ0/ ˜uH0), (w̃0/ ˜uH0), (T̃0/w̃0), and(0/w̃0)
are calculated from Equation 2.14 to Equation 2.18, and

∣∣∣∣∣ w̃0

˜uH0

∣∣∣∣∣ =

√√√√( w̃0

˜uH0

)(
w̃0

˜uH0

)?
(2.28)

where the complex conjugate are denoted with "asterisk". General, u′, v′, w′H , T ′

and ρ′ are complex numbers and hence, have nonzero phases relative w′. In the
present work, Equation 2.23 to Equation 2.23 do not take into account the decrease
of a gravity waves amplitude due to the geometric spreading of a wave packet in
time, which is proportional to 1/z2. This is likely adequate here, since mostly the
gravity waves that propagate into the ionosphere are medium to large scale, and
their momentum fluxes are only computed from zi = 220 km to z ∼ 385 km.

2.2.4 TID created by a gravity wave

Here, the review the mechanism by which a gravity wave creates a TID as well as the
expression for a gravity wave momentum flux at the observation altitude in terms
of the TID properties and the Earth’s magnetic field orientation are considered.

The thermosphere is generally considered to begin just above the turbopause at
z ∼ 107 km, while the ionosphere is located above z ≥ 90 km. As a gravity wave
propagates within the neutral thermosphere, the neutral molecules in the gravity
wave collide with the ions. The neutral wind perturbations associated with a grav-
ity wave push and pull the plasma along the Earthâs magnetic field lines through
ion drag, thereby creating a TID (KLOSTERMEYER, 1972; YEH; LIU, 1974; KIRCHEN-

GAST, ; SQUAT; SCHLEGEL, 1996; VADAS; BECKER, 2017). This plasma disturbance
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is not self-sustaining but relies on the gravity wave for its maintenance (VADAS;

BECKER, 2017).

From Appendix A in Nicolls et al. (2014), the ion velocity perturbations induced
by a gravity wave is therefore, reviewed here. Then compute the vertical displace-
ment of the ions created by a gravity waves. Considering the F region of the iono-
sphere, whereby a single ion, O+, dominates (approximately z > 200 km) [(BANKS;

KOCKARTS, 1973). (Other ions important in the D and E regions of the ionosphere,
N+

2 , O+
2 , and NO+, can be taken into account via the inclusion of chemical reac-

tions) (BANKS; KOCKARTS, 1973; YU et al., 2017). If a gravity wave propagates with
an azimuth of ψ (clockwise from north), then

k = kH sinψl = kH cosψ (2.29)

The corresponding wind velocity vector of this gravity wave can be written as follows:

u′ = (u′0î+ v′0ĵ + w′0k̂)exp(iφ) (2.30)

where u′0, v′0, and w′0, are the zonal, meridional, and vertical velocity amplitudes,
respectively; Ì̂i, Ìĵ, and k̂ are the unit vectors in the geographic zonal (positive east-
ward), meridional (positive northward), and vertical (positive upward) directions,
respectively; and ω is the phase of the gravity wave:

φ = kx+ ly +mz − ωrt (2.31)

Note that u′0 and v′0 are in general complex in order to capture the phase difference
between u′0 and w′0 and between v′0 and w′0.

Due to the neutral-ion collisions, and an ion can only easily move along the Earth’s
magnetic field, the induced ion velocity perturbation is approximately equal to the
projection of the gravity waves velocity vector along the magnetic field. The unit
vector along the magnetic field is

B̂ = cosIsinDî+ cosIcosDĵ − sinIk̂ (2.32)
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where I is the dip or inclination angle andD is the magnetic declination angle (or the
angle between magnetic and geographic north). HereI is defined positive down by
convention in order to be consistent with the International Geomagnetic Reference
Field (IGRF) model, whereas it was oppositely defined in (NICOLLS et al., 2014).
For example, in the Southern (northern) Hemisphere B̂ points upward (downward)
although I < 0 (I > 0) in the IGRF model. Thus, the results of (NICOLLS et al., 2014)
can be applied here with the substitution I → −I). The ion velocity perturbation
induced by a gravity waves is then given by

v′i = v′i0exp(iφ)B̂ (2.33)

Here v′i0 is the ion velocity amplitude and is determined from equations Equation 2.30
and Equation 2.32:

v′i0 = (u′ · B̂)/exp(iφ) = cosI(u′0sinD + w′0cosD)− w′0sinI (2.34)

The vertical component of the induced ion velocity is

w′i = w′i0exp(iφ) (2.35)

Using equations Equation 2.32 and Equation 2.33,

w′i = v′i · k = −v′i0sinIexp(iφ) (2.36)

Therefore, the amplitude of the TIDs vertical velocity is

w′i0 = v′i0sinI (2.37)

The vertical displacement of the ions during one quarter of a gravity wave period is
then

hi =
∫ τr/4

0
|w′i| dt =

∣∣∣∣∣ei(kx+ly+mz)w′i0
wr

exp(−iωrt)
∣∣∣∣∣
τr/4

0
= |v

′
i0sinI| τr

2π (2.38)
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Where hi is the height of the wave amplitude at the radio reflection height and since
τr is measured, the ion velocity amplitude, v′i0 can be determined from Equation 2.38.

2.3 Observation of MSTIDs

MSTIDs have been studied since 1940s using variety of techniques such as ionosondes
(RÖTTGER, 1977; MORGAN et al., 1978; MACDOUGALL et al., 2009; MACDOUGALL et

al., 2011; AMORIM et al., 2011), satellite (EVANS; WAND, 1983; EVANS et al., 1983; JA-

COBSON et al., 1995), incoherent scatter radar (BEHNKE, 1979; KIRCHENGAST, ), all-
sky-imager (SOBRAL et al., 2001; CANDIDO et al., 2008; PIMENTA et al., 2008; PAULINO

et al., 2016) and Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers network (SAITO et al.,
1998; TSUGAWA et al., 2007; OTSUKA et al., 2013; JONAH et al., 2016; FIGUEIREDO et

al., 2017; FIGUEIREDO et al., 2018a) among others. This section will exclusively focus
on the global observation of MSTIDs.

2.3.1 Observation of MSTIDs in Low and Equatorial Region

In the equatorial ionosphere (±15◦), we will discuss the work done by Röttger (1977)
in Congolese and Peruvian regions using HF-ground-backscatter, MacDougall et
al. (2011) work on day and nighttime MSTIDs in northeast of Brazil also using
ionosonde,Husin et al. (2011) work in the Malaysian region using GPS detrending
TEC maps, Jonah et al. (2017) work on conjugate daytime MSTIDs also using GPS
dTEC maps and Paulino et al. (2016) nighttime MSTIDs using all-sky images among
others.

In the South America low latitude (between 15◦S and 30◦S), the first nighttime
MSTID observations was reported by Sobral et al. (2001) using the All-Sky imager
in Cachoeira Paulista, Brazil. Pimenta et al. (2008) extensively observed 5 years
nighttime dark band purported to be MSTIDs using all-sky imaging systems in the
Brazilian low latitude sector. Candido et al. (2008) observed nighttime MSTIDs at
the same site, intensifying what Pimenta et al. (2008) studied by 15 months. They
also reported that Perkins instability is main mechanism to explain the direction of
propagation and origin of nighttime MSTIDs over southeast of Brazil. Amorim et al.
(2011) also conducted a statistical study between 1990 and 2008, using six years of
the data used by Pimenta et al. (2008) and Candido et al. (2008) as well as the ion
probe data to obtain h′F and foF2 values which presented spread F associated with
the observed MSTIDs. Figueiredo et al. (2018a) recently studied day and nighttime
MSTID over south-southeast of Brazil using GPS detrending TEC map.
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Röttger (1977) used HF-ground-backscatter to investigate the characteristics of
MSTIDs over the equatorial zones of Africa and South America. The backscatter
ionograms were recorded in Tsumeb/Southern Africa, transmitting to the north at
the area of ∼ 5◦ − 10◦S geographic latitude. The mean phase velocity, period and
horizontal wavelength of the MSTIDs obtained from the African equatorial region
were 110 m/s, 20 min and 130 km respectively, and they propagated meridional out
of the equatorial region over Africa. On the other hand, the results from Huancayo,
Peru, yielded the mean horizontal velocity of 210 m/s, period between 30 min and
the mean horizontal wavelength of 150 km, and they propagated southward away
from the tropical rainforest. They found out that the diurnal variation of the occur-
rence of MSTIDs were maxima during the morning and the afternoon/evening hours.
The seasonal variation of the MSTIDs indicated that during summer in southern
hemisphere(October-February) only a small number of events were observed around
noon, however, the diurnal maximum in summer showed up in the evening hours.
Meanwhile, the morning and late afternoon maxima were most pronounced dur-
ing the equinoxes and southern winter (May-August) as shown in Figure 2.4. Each
vertical line is the mean of three days of evaluation. Local time in the probed iono-
spheric area near the Tsumeb territory is approximately UT + 1h. In both regions,
significant correlation of the TID occurrence and tropical rainfall activity was inves-
tigated to prove that the observed MSTIDs were caused by gravity waves excited
by penetrative cumulus convection in the intertropical convergence zone.

Figure 2.4 - TID occurrence in the equatorial zone of Africa, deduced from backscatter
records (11.345.3 MHz). The indications C, E denote that no evaluation was
possible due to equipment failure or due to too low critical frequency.

Source: Röttger (1977).
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In the equatorial region of Brazil around latitude 10◦ south of the magnetic and geo-
graphic equators, MacDougall et al. (2011) measured the motion of day MSTIDs for
one year (January to December 2010), using spaced fixed frequency radio transmit-
ters. They reported that most of the MSTIDs propagated to southeast direction (i.
e. 150◦ clockwise from north). However, there were few that propagated northeast-
ward during local winter months (April to September) and this occurred normally
during the afternoon and evening hours as shown in the upper panel of Figure 2.5.
They postulated that the possible source of the MSTIDs that propagated south-
eastward could be the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) which is located
south in December solstice and north in June solstice (CITEAU et al., 1986; WALISER;

GAUTIER, 1993; TSUNODA, 2010). They proposed that for further evidence to estab-
lish the connection between the ITCZ and TIDs, further continuous measurements
should be done at the same location. They reported that the source location of the
northeast propagating MSTIDs were not compatible with any of the possible source
patterns in the study area, so they suggested that further source possibility for the
northward propagating MSTIDs might be the known MSTIDs that are generated
by powerful weather disturbances near the Antarctic continent (GALUSHKO et al.,
2007). The propagation speeds of the observed MSTIDs were typically between 150
and 300 m/s in all months as shown in the lower panel of Figure 2.5. Meanwhile,
the nighttime MSTIDs were rare whenever there was strong sporadic-E and spread
F occurrences.
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Figure 2.5 - The propagation direction Azimuth and speed of the TID measured from
March 2010 to February 2011 at northeast of Brazil.

Source: MacDougall et al. (2011).
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In the Malaysian equatorial latitude (3◦ south and 12◦ north of the geographical
equator), Husin et al. (2011) observed time variations of TEC caused by MSTIDs
during geomagnetic quiet time in September 2007, using GPS MyRTKnet network
over Peninsular Malaysia. They associated the two dimensional map of the vTEC
fluctuation (detrended TEC) variations with the occurrence of MSTIDs. The anal-
ysis of the cross correlation of the detrended TEC data yielded MSTID velocities
around 100± 50 m/s in daytime and 60± 30 m/s during nighttime with the prob-
ability of occurrence of 17.6% and 13.7% respectively. Figure 2.6 shows the vTEC
perturbation obtained using Ionospheric Piercing Point (IPP) trajectories during
four intervals of 30 min (i.e., 0000-0030 UT , 0030-0100 UT , 0100-0130 UT and
0130-0200 UT ): It is evident that the MSTIDs over the map is propagating equa-
torward and westward, and they reported that all the MSTID oscillations during
the period of the study predominately followed the same directions. They suggested
that the propagation direction might be influenced by the background thermospheric
wind around an altitude of ∼ 400km.

Figure 2.6 - MSTIDs oscillations on Malaysian map based on 6th September 2007 during
the following observation periods: (a) 0000-0030 UT, (b) 0030-0100 UT, (c)
0100-0130 UT and (d) 0130-0200 UT.

Source: Husin et al. (2011).
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Jonah et al. (2017) also observed the characteristics of geomagnetically conjugate
daytime MSTIDs over the South America sector using detrended TEC derived from
GPS receivers over the Brazilian. They selected the geographic grid of latitude 1◦N
to 14◦S and longitude 60◦W to 50◦W for the study, and used the cross-correlation
method between two latitudes and longitudes in time to observe the propagation of
the MSTID waves. Figure 2.7 presents example of TEC disturbances derived during
quiet geomagnetic conditions (Kp ≤ 3) on 17 December 2014 during 12-17 UT.
The upper panel represents the TEC polynomial fit 4TEC as function of universal
time which depicts the temporal variations of the TEC disturbance extracted in the
latitude. In this case, each line plot represents the latitudinal oscillation for each
0.5◦ latitude. Whereas the lower panel denotes the corresponding cross-correlation
maps in latitude as function of universal time which shows MSTID events oscillate in
time with period of 20 to 35 min at both southern and northern regions. According
to them, the MSTIDs were well developed at both hemispheres and their peak
amplitudes varied from one hemisphere to another. Therefore, they suggested that
the MSTIDs were generated in one Hemisphere by gravity wave-induced electric
fields, and mirrored along the magnetic field lines to the conjugate hemisphere.

Figure 2.7 - (top) The TEC disturbance in latitude. Each line represents lati-
tude/longitude as indicated in the legend. (bottom) MSTID propagation de-
rived from the cross-correlation coefficients in latitude.

Source: Jonah et al. (2017).
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Paulino et al. (2016) studied nighttime periodic wave structures so called be MSTIDs
in the thermosphere over Brazilian equatorial region from September 2000 to Novem-
ber 2010 using OI630.0 nm airglow images at Cariri (geographic coordinates: 36.5◦W,
7.4◦S; geomagnetic coordinates based on IGRF model to 2015: 35.8◦ W, 0.48 N).
In total, they characterized 98 waves. The period, horizontal wavelength and phase
speed observed were ranged from; 10 to 35 min, 100 to 200 km, and 30 to 180 m/s
respectively. Figure 2.8 shows a typical example of a periodic wave observed on 20
September 2006 that was propagating from southeast to northwest. Most of the ob-
served waves appeared during magnetically quiet nights, and the occurrence of those
waves followed the solar activity. On the other hand, most of the waves observed
did not present a phase front parallel to the northeast-southwest direction, which
is predicted by the Perkins instability process. They suggested that the observed
waves have different generation mechanisms from the Perkins instability, which is
the source mechanism for the nighttime MSTIDs generated in the midlatitude lower
thermosphere.

Figure 2.8 - Sequence of unwarped images showing a gravity wave propagating to the
northwest observed on 20 September 2006. Darkened grooves in the center of
the images represent the Milky Way and the white arrows are pointed in the
propagation direction of the wave.

Source: Paulino et al. (2016).
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Takahashi et al. (2018) studied the occurrences of equatorial plasma bubbles (EPBs)
and MSTIDs using GPS TEC map, ionograms, and 630 nm all-sky airglow images
observed over the South American continent during the period of 2014-2015. Accord-
ing to them, they observed a close relationship between the inter-bubble distance
and the horizontal wavelength of the MSTIDs which followed by EPBs occurred
primarily in the afternoon to evening period under strong tropospheric convective
activities. They suggested based on the relationship that MSTIDs could be one of
the seeding sources of EPBs. They proposed that many MSTIDs likely had their
origin in atmospheric gravity waves generated in tropospheric convection and the
ITCZ.

In the low latitude region over Brazilian sector, Pimenta et al. (2008) used two
ground-based all-sky imaging systems to detect some moving dark band structures
in the OI 630.0 nm night-glow emission purported to be MSTIDs. These measure-
ments were made on 30-31 August 1995, 18-19 July 1998, and 13-14 July 1999 at
Cachoeira Paulista (22.7◦S, 45◦W, magnetic declination 20◦W). They reported that
the dark band structures observed stretched across the entire image and propagated
from southeast to northwest with propagation velocity between 50 and 200 m/s as
shown in Figure 2.9. They suggested that the observed dark band structures were
probably formed in the midlatitude region and propagated into the field of view of
the imaging system situated in the low latitude region of Brazil. They also used
Digisonde observations to register abrupt increases in both the F-layer peak height
(hmF2) and minimum virtual height (h′F ) on 19 July 1998 and 13 July 1999 when
the low-intensity band passed over Cachoeira Paulista. They pointed out that the
nighttime MSTID events were not related to geomagnetic disturbed conditions since
the period was with Kp < 2. They also reported that the nighttime MSTIDs were
more frequent during low solar activity and rising phase.

Figure 2.9 - Dark band structure observed by the airglow OI 630 nm emission on 13 July
1999 from 2147 to 2355 LT at Cachoeira Paulista using all-sky imager.

Source: Pimenta et al. (2008).
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In the low latitude region over South America (south-southeast of Brazil), Figueiredo
et al. (2018a) studied day and nighttime MSTIDs from December 2012 to Febru-
ary 2016 using GPS TEC perturbation maps and keograms. Out of 826 MSTIDs
observed, most of them were found during the daytime around 11 to 15 local time
in winter (June-August) and near to dusk solar terminator (17-19 local time) in the
other seasons. According to them, the highest occurred in the winter months (44%),
followed by the equinoxes (42%), and summer solstice (14%). Figure 2.10 shows an
example of dTEC map on 10 August 2014, between 17:00 and 18:00 UT propagating
northeastward (where from red and blue denote crest and trough respectively). The
mean horizontal wavelength, period, and horizontal phase velocity were 445 ± 107
km, 23±4 min and 322±81 m/s, respectively. They found out that during the winter,
the waves propagated to north-northeast, while in the other seasons they propagated
to other directions. The anisotropy observed in the MSTID propagation direction
were attributed to the source region of the gravity wave in the troposphere. They
also suggested that atmospheric gravity waves in the thermosphere, mesosphere,
and troposphere could be the possible precursor of the MSTIDs. According to them,
the source region might had influenced the propagation direction of the MSTIDs.
However, they suggested that ray tracing could be the possible method understand
the source region of the MSTIDs observed (VADAS, 2007; VADAS; CROWLEY, 2010).
They also recommended to investigate MSTIDs in the equatorial region to find out
if they act as a precursor of plasma bubble generation or not.

Figure 2.10 - dTEC map on 10 August 2014, between 17:00 and 18:00 UT propagating
northeastward over south-southeast of Brazil (where from red and blue de-
note crest and trough respectively).

Source: Figueiredo et al. (2018a).
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2.3.2 Observation of MSTIDs in Mid and High latitude

In the mid-latitude ionosphere, traveling ionospheric disturbances (TIDs), have been
observed by using various techniques. Among others, this section will discuss, the
work done by Saito et al. (1998), Saito et al. (2001), Tsugawa et al. (2007), Kotake et
al. (2006) and Otsuka et al. (2013), in which all of them used GPS TEC perturbation
maps to study MSTIDs over the midlatitude.

Saito et al. (1998) is the pioneer of the two-dimensional GPS TEC perturbation maps
when they first used the technique to study the TIDs over Japan. Figure 2.11(a)-(d)
shows the first ever two-dimensional nighttime TEC perturbations maps covering
longitude 128◦E to 146◦E and latitude 32◦N to 46◦N that was composed to separate
spatial and temporal variations of TIDs. At 21:40:00 JST several bandlike structures
of high and low TEC values elongated from north-northwest to south-southeast
are seen. In Figure 2.14(a), the difference between the maximum and minimum
perturbation of TEC around 136◦E and 134◦E respectively is 0.8×1016el/m2. During
the next 40 minutes, the TID structures kept traveling to southwestward as their
amplitude changes gradually. They recommended TEC perturbation mapping as a
strong tool to investigate the ionospheric structures such as TIDs.

Figure 2.11 - Two-dimensional maps of GPS TEC perturbations over Japan at (a)
21:40:00, (b) 21:50:00, (c) 22:00:00 and (d) 22:10:00 on July 03, 1997 in
JST. One pixel is 0.15◦ latitude × 0.15◦ longitude.

Source: Saito et al. (1998).
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Also, Saito et al. (2001) observed nighttime TIDs at midlatitudes in May, 1998 and
August, 1999 using all-sky CCD cameras and a GPS receiver network observed a
wide area of the ionosphere over Japan. Figure 2.12 shows a typical example of GPS
TEC perturbation map and Structures of 630 nm band airglow were detected on
May 22, 1998 by all-sky imager over Japan. From Figure 2.12a, the wave fronts of
TEC stretching from the northwest to the southeast. The wavelength was longer in
the northern part of Japan than in the southern part whereas the amplitude was
more intense in the southern part. At 00:00 on May 22, 1998 JST, the wavelengths
in the southwestern part of Japan were 160km, 240km, 320km and 400km, and those
in the northeastern were 320km and 500km. The peak to peak amplitudes of TEC
variations around 00:00 was 1.59 TECU over Shigaraki and 0.32 over Moshiri. The
cluster of all-sky CCD cameras observed wavefront structures of the airglow that
were similar to the TEC structures. The composite map of the airglow around 23:20
on May 22, 1998 JST is presented in Figure 2.12b. The structures of airglow shows
significant coincidence with the GPS TEC perturbation structures.

Figure 2.12 - Two-dimensional distribution of total electron content at 23:20:00 (a) and
630nm band airglow between 23:17:34 and 23:21:39 (b) on May 22, 1998
(JST).

Source: Saito et al. (2001).

In the midlatiude, Tsugawa et al. (2007) detected day and nighttime MSTIDs with
the dense and wide dTEC maps over North America using multiple GPS receiver
networks. Figure 2.13 shows an example of time sequence of two-dimensional maps of
TEC perturbation between 03:30 UT (21:30 CST) and 06:10 UT (00:10 CST) on July
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20, 2006 with a 20 minutes interval. The Kp index during this day was between 0 and
1, indicating geomagnetic quiet time. From Figure 2.13b, clear wavelike structures
with the wavelengths of 200-500 km and the wavefront stretching in NW-SE direction
gradually appear around 03:50 UT in 70-90◦W and 30-45◦N, and in 110-120◦W and
30-40◦N with peak-to-peak amplitudes larger than ∼0.5 TECU. Figure 2.13b, c, d,
and e clearly show that the wave-like structures were propagating in a southwestward
direction from 03:50-04:50 UT (1 hour). Therefore, their propagation velocity were
100-150 m/s.

Figure 2.13 - Time sequence of two-dimensional maps of TEC perturbation, detrended
with one-hour window, in the nighttime between (a) 03:30 UT (21:30 CST)
and (i) 06:10 UT (00:10 CST) on July 20, 2006, with a 20 min interval.

Source: Tsugawa et al. (2007).

Also, Figure 2.14 shows the Time sequence of two-dimensional maps of TEC per-
turbation between 19:20 UT (13:20 CST) and 22:00 UT (16:00 CST) on November
28, 2006. On this day, the Kp index was between 1 and 2+, still indicating geomag-
netic quiet time. From Figure 2.14a, b, c, d, e, and f consecutive wavelike structures
with the wavefront stretching in NE-SW direction were seen in the entire field of
observation between 19:20-21:00 UT propagating southeastward at the velocity of
100-200 m/s. They had wavelengths around 300-1000 km, wavefront and peak-to-
peak amplitudes larger than ∼2,000 km and ∼0.5 TECU, respectively. They also
observed southwestward propagating MSTIDs in the late afternoon between 21:20
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and 22:00 UT (15:20 and 16:00 CST) as shown in Figure 2.14g, h, and i. However,
they had a comparable wavelength and velocity, but relatively small peak-to-peak
amplitude to the former southeastward propagating MSTIDs. They concluded that
the two MSTIDs propagating in the different directions are superimposed on each
other around mid- to late afternoon.

Figure 2.14 - Time sequence of two dimensional maps of TEC perturbation, detrended
with one hour window, in daytime between (a) 19:20 UT (13:20 CST) and
(i) 22:00 UT (16:00 CST) on November 28, 2006.

Source: Tsugawa et al. (2007).

In the midlatitude over the Europe too, Otsuka et al. (2013), used TEC obtained
from more than 800 GPS receivers networks to revealed two-dimensional structures
of MSTIDs. Figure 2.15 shows local time and seasonal variations of the MSTID
occurrence rate for higher and lower latitudes in Europe, respectively. It was in-
ferred from their observation that, the occurrence rate of MSTIDs was high during
daytime around 10:00-13:00UT in winter at the higher latitudes, and at the lower
latitudes, daytime was around 08:00-16:00 and nighttime was between 02:00-05:00
UT in winter. In summer, they realized a secondary peak around 20:00-22:00 UT
at the lower latitudes. According to them, the maximum occurrence rate at lower
latitudes is approximately 50% whereas that of the higher latitudes is not visible.
However, they found out that the maximum occurrence rate in monthly and hourly
bin exceeds 70% at lower latitudes, whereas it was approximately 45% at higher
latitudes.
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Figure 2.15 - The Local time and seasonal variations in MSTID occurrence rate at (left)
higher latitudes (> 55◦ N) and (right) lower latitudes (< 55◦ N) of Europe
in 2008.

Source: Otsuka et al. (2013).

Figure 2.16a and b also shows the examples of daytime and nighttime TEC pertur-
bation maps of MSTIDs. From Figure 2.16a, it is obvious that wave structures of the
TEC perturbations with phase fronts were aligned in the east-west direction during
daytime, and in the NW-SE direction during nighttime. Since most of the daytime
MSTIDs propagate southward, they speculated that it could be caused by atmo-
spheric gravity waves in the thermosphere. They also reported that the nighttime
MSTIDs propagating southwestward were consistent with the theory of polarization
electric fields. Therefore, they proposed that polarization electric fields might play
an important role in generating those MSTIDs.

Figure 2.16 - Two-dimensional maps of TEC perturbations observed with GPS networks
in Europe (a) at 12:30UT on 9 January 2008, and (b) at 22:40 UT on 17
August 2008.

Source: Otsuka et al. (2013).
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Kotake et al. (2006) also investigated TEC perturbations associated with MSTIDs
almost globally. Figure 2.17 shows the local time and seasonal variations of MSTIDs
activity over Japan, Europe, Eastern U.S, Western U.S, Australia, and South Amer-
ica regions in 1998, 2000, and 2001. They found that MSTIDs activity during day-
time was different from that of the nighttime with respect to seasonal, solar activity,
longitudinal, and latitudinal dependence. Daytime MSTID activities were high in
winter in all the six regions. However, seasonal variation of nighttime MSTID was
coupled with its longitudinal variation. In the Japanese and Australian longitudi-
nal sector, they realized that nighttime MSTIDs were most active near the June
solstice, whereas it was most active near the December solstice in the European
longitudinal sector. Nighttime MSTIDs activity at the Japanese and Australian lon-
gitudinal sector showed negative correlation with solar activity, whereas solar activ-
ity dependence was not seen in daytime MSTID activities. They suggested that the
mechanisms causing the MSTIDs could be different between daytime and nighttime.
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Figure 2.17 - Local time and seasonal variations of MSTIDs activity in (a) 1998, (b) 2000,
and (c) 2001 over (1) Japan, (2) Europe, (3) Eastern U.S., (4) Western U.S.,
(5) Australia, and (6) South America, respectively.

Source: Kotake et al. (2006).
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In the high latitude, Negale (2018) used the Poker Flat Incoherent Scatter Radar
(PFISR) in central Alaska (69◦N, 147◦W) to obtained continuous electron density
measurements from 2012 to 2013 and analyzed to quantify the properties of over
650 high latitude MSTIDs. Figure 2.18a shows the derived relative electron density
perturbations for the MSTID event for the zenith-pointing beam. The constant phase
lines of the MSTID slope downward in time, indicative of upward energy propagation
for gravity waves which is consistent with a lower atmospheric gravity waves source.
Figure 2.18b shows the relative electron densities are band-passed filtered to further
enhance the phase structures. The seasonal day/night distributions of MSTIDs at
high northern latitudes yielded mean values of the horizontal wavelength, horizontal
phase speed and period are 446 km, 187 m/s, and 41 min respectively. According to
them, the MSTIDs measurements revealed predominantly eastward during summer,
while winter was southward. Their results suggested a cyclic change in the seasonal
horizontal propagation directions that was found to be consistent with critical level
wind and dissipative filtering.

Figure 2.18 - Derived relative electron density perturbations and (b) band-passed pertur-
bations used in the medium-scale traveling ionospheric disturbance analysis
for the case on 18 May 2011 for the zenith-pointing beam.

Source: Negale (2018).
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2.3.3 Ionospheric irregularities related to ITCZ

Some previous works suggest that ITCZ is responsible for the MSTIDs that prop-
agate south, southwest and southeastward in South America equatorial and low
latitude region (MACDOUGALL et al., 2011; FIGUEIREDO et al., 2018a). In this sce-
nario, gravity waves are assumed to be generated by mesoscale convective systems
(MCSs) in the troposphere and propagate up to the F region, where they seed
perturbations; TIDs, Plasma bubbles or ESF in the ionosphere: These MCSs are
usually found within the inter-tropical convergence zone, and even ESF morphology
is assumed to be controlled by the seasonal migration of the ITCZ (SU et al., 2014;
TSUNODA, 2010). According to Tsunoda (2010), for the gravity wave to seed the
RT instability, it should appear close to the location where the RT instability is
initiated at the dip equator. However, when the generated irregularity rises with the
geomagnetic flux tube, it can be observed at different latitudes depending on the
location of the flux tube.

Tsunoda (2010) presented the tangible link between lower atmospheric disturbances
and ESF. They showed for the first time, that gravity waves and magnetic field
alignment (GWBA) occurs most often during solstice, when the ITCZ is collocated
with the magnetic dip equator. They also showed that occurrences of ESF during the
solstices are likely produced by enhanced seeding by supporting with the following
hypothesis, that perturbations in the neutral gas, produced by gravity waves, elicit a
response in plasma density only when there is alignment in the phase fronts of gravity
waves with magnetic field lines (HUANG; KELLEY, 1996). According to them, when
the solar terminator magnetic field alignment (STBA) and GWBA hypotheses are
combined, then a complete description of ESF morphology, which seems to account
for its major features, would be arrived. A highly reflective cloud detected at visible
and infrared wavelengths from satellites were used to identify ITCZ and data from
ground track of the C/NOFS satellite was also used for the ESF.

As shown in Figure 2.19a, each curve represents averaged behavior over three
months, the letters indicate months of the year. In summary, they found the most no-
ticeable anomalies in the South American and African sectors as shown in the NDJ
and ASO curve respectively. Figure 2.19b shows the sum of the monthly curves;
it has two maxima, a shoulder, and two minima. The maximum is situated over
Africa, while the smaller maximum is situated over Micronesia, in the western Pa-
cific region. The shoulder brackets South America and the eastern Pacific region.
The probability of ESF occurrence during any season over Africa is comparable to
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that over South America during the December solstice. This implies that the large
sum is a consequence of an almost perpetual presence of ESF over Africa. In con-
trast, the deepest minimum, which brackets Vietnam and the Philippines, appears
to be produced by a virtual absence of ESF in that sector throughout the year.
The other minimum, located to the east of Christmas Island, in the eastern Pacific
region, is not as deep because there is some enhancement in ESF activity during the
fall equinox.

Figure 2.19 - (a) The curves for ESF probability, for different month-sets of the year, are
superposed to allow comparison of seasonal behavior at different longitudes.
(b) A curve showing the sum of the curves in Figure 1a. (c) Global map
showing locations of interest to this proposal, indicated by black circles, as
well as other stations located near the magnetic dip equator, indicated by
squares. A possible ground track of the C/NOFS satellite is also shown. (d)
Plots showing the latitudinal migration of the ITCZ as a function of month
of year, for four different locations

Source: Waliser e Gautier (1993).
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Also, Su et al. (2014) studied the seeding mechanism of ionospheric irregularity oc-
currences by carrying out a correlation study between the global monthly/latitudinal
(m/l) distributions of irregularity occurrences and the deep atmospheric convective
clouds in the ITCZ indicated by the outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) measure-
ments. ROCSAT satellite was used for the observation of the ionospheric density ir-
regularities and atmospheric convective clouds in the ITCZ was used as the proxy of
gravity wave occurrences. They selected seven longitudinal sectors; African, Indian,
West Pacific, Central Pacific, East Pacific, South American, and Atlantic sectors for
the study. Figure 2.20 shows the global seasonal/longitudinal (s/l) distributions of
density irregularity occurrences observed by ROCSAT-1 from 1999 to 2004 at the
upper panels of each season; March equinox, June solstice, September equinox, and
December solstice, and the lower panels are the corresponding OLR measured in the
ITCZ during the same period. A gravity wave was assumed to exist in the deep con-
vective clouds. From the figure, the white dotted line is drawn along the geographic
equator in the plot of OLR observations to highlight the seasonal variation in the
latitudinal migration of OLR occurrences between hemispheres, which is to contrast
the irregularity distribution seen in the upper panel for the same season. There was a
topographic overlap of high occurrence patterns in the December solstice and in the
equinoxes only in the South American and African sectors, respectively. Therefore,
they concluded that good correlations exist only in the South American sector and
to some extent in the African sector.
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Figure 2.20 - The global seasonal/longitudinal distributions of density irregularity occur-
rences observed by ROCSAT-1 from 1999 to 2004 are plotted in the upper
panels of each season - March equinox, June solstice, September equinox,
and December solstice. The lower panels are the OLR measured in the ITCZ
from NOAA 14 and 16 during the same period.

Source: Su et al. (2014).
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2.4 Summary of the MSTID Observation

Though tremendous amount of research works have been devoted to studies of the
ionosphere, nevertheless, for more than a century after its discovery, the Earth’s
ionosphere still remains not fully explored region. Still, scientific community is un-
able to predict the ionospheric behavior precisely, either during geomagnetic storms,
or during geomagnetically quiet time conditions. The knowledge of the structure and
dynamics of the ionospheric plasma at each moment of time is vital for various sci-
entific applications and services, such as telecommunication via radio signals, point
positioning based on global navigation satellite systems (GNSS). MSTIDs are among
the ionospheric disturbances not well known especially the daytime MSTIDs in the
South American equatorial region.

So far, many reviews have been presented to spell out major studies on global
MSTIDs, however, the climatology and morphology of daytime MSTIDs in the
equatorial region is totally missing. Therefore, this present is studying the statisti-
cal analysis of the occurrence rate and characteristics of the MSTIDs in the South
American equatorial region using GNSS TEC perturbation maps. In addition, the
long term solar cycle dependence of MSTIDs is still not well understood, hence the
present work will fully explored that and go ahead to look in the time dependence
of MSTIDs as well.

In general, TIDs and their effects on radio systems speak to the need for a bet-
ter understanding of their morphology and climatology, and ultimately the need
to predict their behavior more accurately. Before such a climatology can be done,
more measurements of TIDs are needed. At the moment, there is no useful daytime
MSTID climatology and characteristics in the South American equatorial region
that could be used to predict TID periods, amplitudes, speeds and directions at a
given location. Therefore, any operational requirement for TID information means
the TID characteristics have to be measured at the required location not limited to
equatorial region over South America.
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3 INSTRUMENTATION AND METHODOLOGY OF THE RE-
SEARCH

3.1 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to present the instrumentation and the methodology
used in this thesis. The instrumentation will focus on Global Navigation Satellite
System (GNSS) and their respective ground receivers network in South America
region. It further elaborates the method of calculating TEC and dTEC, generating
dTEC maps, creating keograms and characterization of the dTEC oscillation using
spectral analysis by applying the fast Fourier transform (FFT).

3.2 Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)

GNSS is a system of satellites in constellation that provide geo-spatial positioning
with global coverage and allow electronic receivers on the surface of the earth to
determine their location (longitude, latitude, and altitude/elevation) using time sig-
nals transmitted along a line of sight by radio waves from satellites. In summary
GNSS provides positioning, navigation, and timing services on a global or regional
basis. Currently, four GNSS systems are in operation; Global Positioning System
(GPS) from United States of America, the GLONASS (Globalnaya Navigazionnaya
Sputnikovaya Sistema) which is owned and operated by Russian Federation, the
European Space Agency’s Galileo and Chineseâs BEIDOU. Each of these systems
employs a constellation of orbiting satellites working in conjunction with a network
of ground stations. For the purpose of this research, the discussion will be limited
to GPS and GLONASS due to the fact that there are adequate number of receivers
of the aforementioned navigation systems in the South American equatorial region
to develop dTEC maps with good resolution.

The GNSS receivers network in the South America region comprises of "Rede
Brasileira de Monitoramento Continuo" (RBMC) which belongs to "Instituto
Brasileiro de Geografia e Estatistica (IBGE)"’, "Rede Argentina de Monitoreo
Satelital Continuo" (RAMSAC), Low Latitude Ionospheric Sensor Network (LISN),
and International GNSS Service (IGS) are shown in Table 3.1. Combination of all
the four networks together provide more than 236 GNSS receivers in the whole South
American region. Among them, 83 of the GNSS receivers in located in the equatorial
region in which are more useful for the present work.

Figure 3.1 shows the distribution of the GNSS ground-based receivers network on
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Table 3.1 - GNSS receivers network in South America.

Network Total number number of receivers
of receivers in the Equatorial region

RMBC 149 76
Ramsac 33 0
LISN 32 3
IGS 30 4
Total 244 83

the South America map. The dot (RMBC, RAMSAC, LISN and IGS are represented
by red, blue, violet and green, respectively) shows the latitudinal and longitudinal
position of the receivers in this present work. From the map, the study area indicated
by red rectangle, covers latitude 0◦ to 15◦S and longitude 30◦ to 55◦ west equivalent
to a distance 1667 km by 2778.0 km respectively, covering a total area of 4630926 km2

(Converter: https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/gccalc.shtml). The study area was selected
to investigate about the MSTID behavior and their possible source regions.

Figure 3.1 - Distribution of the GNSS ground receivers network. RMBC, RAMSAC, LISN
and IGS are represented by red, blue, violet and green respectively.
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3.2.1 Global Positioning System (GPS)

GPS satellites transmit positioning signals on two L-band frequencies. Ranging is
carried out by measuring the time required for a signal to propagate from a GPS
satellite to the ground base station. GPS system consists of space, control and user
segment. The space segment currently consists of 32 operational satellites in six
orbital planes. They operate in circular orbits at a height of about 20,200 km inclined
at an angle of 55◦ with the corresponding orbit period of about 12 sidereal hours. The
control segment consists of five monitoring stations passively tracking all satellites
in view to accumulate data. The information is processed at the master control
station to estimate the satellite orbital position, clock error, and other navigation
data parameters such as the health of each satellite. This information is transmitted
to each satellite via Ground Antennas. The user segment consists of antennas and
receivers providing positioning, velocity and precise timing (LEE, 1988; RAI, 2012).

The two L-band frequencies on which the GPS satellites transmit with their corre-
sponding wavelength are shown in Table 3.2. The pseudorange and the carrier phase
are the two basic observables. Two pseudorandom noise codes (PRN) are modulated
onto the carrier signals, the Coarse/Acquisition (C/A)-code and the P-code (preci-
sion code). The C/A-code is modulated on the L1 carrier only and the P-code is
modulated onto both L1 and L2 carriers. A low bit rate navigation message is mod-
ulated onto both L1 and L2 carriers (COUNTERMEASURES. . . , ; GREWAL et al., 2007;
WANG et al., 2008). There is also an L5 signal (1176 MHz) which is the third GPS
signal, designed to meet demanding requirements for safety-of-life transportation
and other high-performance applications. L5 is broadcast in a radio band reserved
exclusively for aviation safety services. It features higher power, greater bandwidth,
and an advanced signal design. However, the L5 signal is not relevant for the present
work, hence, it’s absence from Table 3.2.

Table 3.2 - Frequencies and their respective wavelengths for GPS.

L-Band Frequency (Hz) Wavelength (cm)
L1 f1 = 1575.42 λ1 = 19.05
L2 f2 = 1227.60 λ2 = 24.45

Users of single frequency receivers have access to lower accuracy C/A code which
is provided in the GPS Standard Positioning Service (SPS), the level of service
authorized for civilian users. The Precise Positioning Service (PPS) provides access
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to both C/A code and encrypted P-code and is designed for military users. The
SPS incorporates denial of full accuracy (Selective Availability or SA) which can be
accomplished by intentionally degrading the broadcast orbit ephemeris and dithering
the satellite clock. Operationally, the current SA approach uses the delta-process
(LANGLEY, 1996; KOMJATHY, 1997; WITCHAYANGKOON, 2000).

With the use of relative or differential techniques, error sources such as satellite
position errors, satellite clock errors, tropospheric and ionospheric delays that are
common to simultaneously observing receivers, one with a well determined position,
can be eliminated or greatly reduced. Depending on the sophistication of the al-
gorithm, code differential techniques can routinely achieve accuracies at the level
between 1 to 10 meters (KOMJATHY, 1997). For high precision geodetic applica-
tions, carrier phase observations are used. Depending on the level of sophistication
of the post processing software, a few parts in 109 precision can be achieved over
baseline lengths of thousands of kilometers (HAGER et al., 1991; KOMJATHY, 1997;
WITCHAYANGKOON, 2000; BOND et al., 2007).

GPS uses a spectrum multiple access called code modulation multiple access
(CDMA) techniques for the transmission of the signals. In CDMA, signals are sent
at the same time in the same frequency band (L1 and L2).

3.2.2 Globalnaya Navigazionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema (GLONASS)

GLONASS is the Russian equivalent of GPS with 24 satellites in constellation in-
cluding three spares. The GLONASS satellites are arranged in three orbital planes
with each orbital plane contains 8 equally spaced satellites. Two carrier signals in the
L-band are broadcast and modulated by binary codes and a navigation message. The
GLONASS satellites transmit in two frequency bands; between 1602.0 and 1615.5
MHz (Ll) and between 1246.0 and 1256.5 MHz (L2). The carrier frequencies (f1 and
f2) on which a satellite broadcasts are defined as, (HOFMANN-WELLENHOF et al.,
2007).

f1 = 1602.0 + 0.5625k

f2 = 1246.0 + 0.4375k
(3.1)

Here, k is the frequency channel numbers shown in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3 - Slot number and their respective channel number for the GLONASS
(https://www.glonass-iac.ru/en/GLONASS/ Accessed: 04 May, 2020).

Slot Number Reference Channel
1,5 01
2,6 -4
3,7 05
4,8 06
9,13 -2
10,14 -7
11,15 0
12,16 -1
17,21 04
18,22 -3
19,23 03
20,24 02

Unlike GPS, GLONASS uses frequency modulation multiple access (FDMA) tech-
nique, where every two antipodal satellites are assigned with the same carrier fre-
quencies as shown in Table 3.3. The main advantage of FDMA over CDMA is the
guarantees signal separation since each signal is transmitted in a different frequency.
Also, a narrow band interference source that disrupts only one FDMA signal would
disrupt all CDMA signals simultaneously. Furthermore, FDMA eliminates the need
to consider the interference effect between multiple signal codes. However, the use
of multiple frequencies does introduce the possibility for hardware delays that are
different for each channel (HURSKAINEN et al., 2008; HUMPHREYS et al., 2008). Nev-
ertheless, this requires a higher complexity and cost regarding antenna and receiver
design, related to the implementation of the different band-pass filters and calibra-
tion.

3.3 Method of calculating detrending TEC (dTEC)

3.3.1 The Ionospheric Effects on the Propagation of Electromagnetic
Waves

When radio waves emitted from GNSS pass through the ionosphere, there are two
effects: the trajectory of the beam is refracted and the signal delays (MARKOVIĆ,
2014). This phenomenon is cause by the free electrons in the ionosphere, due to
refraction, which is defined by Snell’s law (PARAZZOLI et al., 2003; REPP et al., 2004).
However, the behavior of the waves in the ionosphere cannot be described with
Snell’s law only. Thus, in order to be able to adequately describe the behavior
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of radio waves passing through the ionosphere, it is assumed that the ionosphere
is only partially ionized, spherically stratified plasma with a broad spectrum of
unevenly spaced irregularities, which extends along the uneven magnetic field, which
is distorted in itself due to the disorder that arises as a result of the occurrence of
solar winds (IVANOV-KHOLODNY; MIKHAILOV, 2012; MARKOVIĆ, 2014).

In the case of the ionosphere, the refractive index is a complex quantity, which Ed-
ward Appleton has described in his magnetic-ionospheric theory. Appleton demon-
strated first that when going through the magnetized plasma, a plane polarized wave
splits into two circularly polarized waves rotating in opposite directions. Hartree then
suggested that the Lorentz polarization should be applied in the theorem, so the
formula for calculating the complex refractive index was named Appleton-Hartree
formula. This formula refers to an electrically neutral environment with equal num-
ber of electrons and positive ions, which extends along a constant magnetic field:
Where the effect of the positive ions on the wave is negligible. Letting a plane elec-
tromagnetic waves travel along the x-axis of orthogonal coordinate system as shown
in Figure 3.2, and a uniform external magnetic field lie in x-y-z plane forming an
angle of Θ with the direction of wave propagation.

Figure 3.2 - The orthogonal coordinate system.
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The complex index of refraction given by Appleton-Hartree is:

n2 = 1− X

1− iZ − Y 2
T

2(1−X−iZ) ±
√

Y 4
T

4(1−X−iZ) + Y 2
2

(3.2)

where n is the complex refractive index (µ− iχ), with real part µ and imaginary
part χ.

where, X = f 2
N

f 2 , Y = fH
f
, YL = fL

f
, YT = fT

f
, and Z = fc

f

Here,

• f [Hz] is the carrier frequency

• fN [Hz] is the frequency of the plasma

• fH [Hz] - gyro frequency of free electrons

• fL[Hz] - longitudinal gyro frequency

• fT [Hz] is the transverse gyro frequency

• fc[Hz] is the frequency of collisions between electrons and heavy particles

• Θ is the angle between the signal and the vector magnetic field

In this case, Equation 3.2 can be developed into endless series, for instance, when
collisions (Z ≈ 0) and the influence of magnetic fields (Θ ≈ 0) are neglected, then
only the first two terms remain as,

n = 1− 1
2
f 2
N

f 2 (3.3)

Given, that for each point f 2
N=80.6 · N Hz2 (where N is the electron density in

electron/m3), then the refractive index can be calculated as:

np = 1− 40.3N
f 2 (3.4)

ng = 1 + 40.3N
f 2 (3.5)
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where np and ng are phase and group refractive index respectively.

After integrating Equation 3.4 or Equation 3.5 along the line of sight of the radio
signal path result in ionospheric delay (∆iono) which is an error caused by signal
propagation through the ionosphere. This error is known as ionospheric signal delay
which is proportional to slant TEC and inversely proportional to square of the
frequency. Since the frequencies of GNSS signal are known, it follows that ionosphere
signal delay is the only function of the slant TEC as shown in Figure 3.3.

∆iono = 40.3
f 2 TEC (3.6)

Figure 3.3 - The total electron content from the satellite to the receiver on the Earth’s
surface.

Source: ROB (2014).

The slant TEC (STEC) which is the line integral of electron density along the signal
path between the receiver and a satellite given in the TEC units (1 TECU = 1016

1/m2 ), which can be expressed as (MANNUCCI et al., 1998),
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TEC = 1
40.3

f 2
i f

2
j

(f 2
i − f 2

j ) [(L1 − L2)− (λ1N1 − λ1N1) + br + bs] (3.7)

where L1 and L2 are the carrier phase values of the signal (converted to distance
units). GNSS data include carrier phase and group delays (P-code pseudoranges)
of dual frequency GNSS signals every 30 seconds in a file format called RINEX
(Receiver Independent Exchange Format) and Hatanaka; λ1N1 and λ2N2 are integer
cycle ambiguities, and br and bs are satellite and receiver instrumental biases. The fi
and fj corresponds to the frequencies of GPS and GLONASS. Due to the ambiguity
in the carrier phase measurements, the level of the TEC is unknown. Meanwhile, the
level is adjusted to the slant TEC derived from the pseudoranges for each satellite-
receiver pair. TEC obtained by the above procedure still contains biases inherent
in satellite and receiver hardware. Moreover, the ambiguities as well as the biases
of both the satellite and receiver ought to be estimated to obtain the absolute
value of TEC (KOTAKE et al., 2006; TSUGAWA et al., 2007). However, this study
is not interested in the absolute TEC, but instead focusing on the perturbation
components of TEC caused by MSTIDs. Besides, the STEC is calculated by the
average of the L1 and L2 signals, so all the constant terms become zero.

To obtained the vertical TEC (vTEC), the Zenith angle ψ of the signal path through
the ionospheric piercing point (IPP) in the F2 region has to be estimated as,

ψ = π

2 − El − sin
−1
(

Re

Re − 300 × cos(El)
)

(3.8)

where Re is the radius of the Earth, El is the elevation angle which can be estimated
from ephemeris file called Sp3 (Standard parameter 3) that gives the final orbital
position (XYZ coordinates) of the satellite for both GPS and GLONASS in every
30 min. In this case, interpolation is necessary to synchronized the time of the XYZ
coordinates with that of TEC. GPS broadcast ephemeris are linked to the position
of the satellite antenna phase center in the World Geodetic Service-84 (WGS-84)
reference frame. WGS-84 is a unified terrestrial reference system for position and
vector referencing of GPS. Whereas GLONASS broadcast ephemeris are given in
the Parametry Zemli 1990 (Parameters of the Earth 1990) (PZ-90) reference frame.
Therefore, transformation of the XYZ coordinates from PZ-90 to the WGS-90 is
necessary. Thus, the matrix transformation in Equation 3.10 (BOUCHER; ALTAMIMI,
2001; CAI; GAO, 2009; GORAL; SKORUPA, 2012) can be used.
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where T1, T2,and T3 are 3 translation parameters, D is a scale factor, and R1, R2

and R3 are three rotation angles which are constant values as shown in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4 - The transformation parameters of GNSS reference frame.

T1 T2 T3 D R1 R1 R1
(cm) (ppb) (mas)

7 0 -77 -3 -19 -4 353

where mas is milli-arcseconds (radians) and ppb is parts per billion (1ppb=10−9).

Now, the vertical vTEC can be obtained by the product of the slant TEC and cosine
of the zenith angle

vTEC = TEC × cos(ψ) (3.10)

With regard to these available information, the detrending TEC (dTEC) is can be
calculated by subtracting one hourly moving average (vTEC(t ± 30min) from the
time sequence of vTEC(t). These methods of deriving the two-dimensional TEC
perturbation maps have been used by Saito et al. (1998), Kotake et al. (2006),
Tsugawa et al. (2007), Otsuka et al. (2013), Figueiredo et al. (2018a).

dTEC(t) = vTEC(t)− < vTEC(t± 30min) > (3.11)

Figure 3.4 shows the TEC with its running average (upper panel) and the dTEC
(lower panel) GPS PRN 32. The data derived from paths with low elevation angle
are uncertain because of errors on conversion from slant to vertical TEC include
cycle slips. Therefore, data from elevation angles lower than ±30◦ are not included
in this procedure (TSUGAWA et al., 2007). The upper panel shows the STEC profile
(black) and the corresponding one hour running average (±30 min) TEC (red) while
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the lower panel is the TEC perturbation cause by MSTIDs which can be seen at
the amplitude greater than 0.1 TECU (KOTAKE et al., 2007; TSUGAWA et al., 2007;
OTSUKA et al., 2013; FIGUEIREDO et al., 2018a) as shown in Figure 3.4. The maximum
MSTID oscillations are seen between 9:00 UT and 12:05 UT, and 13:00 and 15:00
UT. In the present study, the TEC values elevation angles greater than 30◦ are
considered to minimize errors due to cycle slips and slant factor.

Figure 3.4 - STEC (upper panel) with El>30◦ and the corresponding dTEC (lower panel).

3.3.2 Generation of two-dimensional dTEC maps

Generating of dTEC maps required the longitude and latitude of ionospheric piercing
point (IPP) position, which can be estimated from the following model (OTSUKA et

al., 2002; BASU et al., 2001; PROL et al., 2017).

φipp = sin−1 [sin (φr) cos(ψ) + cos(φr)sin(ψ)cos(Az)] (3.12)

λipp = λr + sin−1
[
sin(ψ)sin(Az)
cos(φipp)

]
(3.13)

where λr and φr are longitude and latitude of the receiver respectively.
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Figure 3.5 GPS (upper panel) and GLONASS (lower panel) trajectories at IPP
for all the PRNs at the respective latitudinal and longitudinal IPP for Elevation
angle greater than 30◦ over Sao Luis (2.36◦S, 44.13◦W) on 10th August, 2014. These
describe the signal path through ionosphere interpolated on the South American
map.

Figure 3.5 - GPS (upper panel) and GLONASS (lower panel) trajectories at IPP for all the
PRNs at the respective longitudinal and latitudinal IPP for Elevation angle
greater than 30◦ over Sao Luis (2.36◦S, 44.13◦W) on 10th August, 2014.
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Having the information about the dTEC, longitude and latitude at the IPP position,
two-dimensional maps of the TEC perturbations within the area of 30◦− 55◦W and
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0◦−15◦WNwere derived with a temporal resolution of 1 min and a spatial resolution
of 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ in longitude and latitude. Figure 3.6 shows an example of two-
dimensional maps of TEC perturbations during the passage of MSTIDs over South
America on June 30th, 2015 at 16:45:00 Universal time (UT= 13:45:00 local time
(LT)). From the dTEC map, the MSTID oscillations can be identified with red and
blue denoting crest and trough respectively. On this day, MSTIDs oscillations with
wavefront elongated from the northwest to the southeast were observed propagating
northeastward between, at 15:00 UT and 18:00 UT (12:00 LT to 15:00 LT).

Figure 3.6 - dTEC maps with 1 min resolution over South America equatorial region June
30, 2014 at 16:45:00 Universal time (UT) (13:45:00 local time (LT)).
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3.4 Method of Creating Keograms

Keograms shows the time variation of longitudinal (zonal) and latitudinal (merid-
ional) components of series of images, in the present case, dTEC maps. This has been
used in many research works not limited to Sobral et al. (2001), Saito et al. (2007),
Taylor et al. (2009), Paulino et al. (2011), Narayanan et al. (2014), Figueiredo et al.
(2018a), Essien et al. (2018). This technique helps in identifying the oscillations in
dTEC maps, since it is possible to observe the behavior over 24 hours in one single
frame.

In other to characterize the MSTIDs into wavelength, propagation direction, period,
velocity and amplitude, keograms are created from series of the series of dTEC maps
(FIGUEIREDO et al., 2018a) by taking latitudinal and longitudinal slice of each dTEC
map. For example, a cut was made at latitude −12.5◦S and longitude −45.0◦W in
every 1 min of the series of dTEC maps generated from 30th June 2015 as shown
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Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7 - Series of dTEC maps on June 30th, 2015 selected for the keogram process.

The keogram from the series of dTEC map is shown in Figure 3.8, where the ab-
scissa determines the interval of time and the ordinate determines the corresponding
distance in geographic coordinates. From the keogram, the MSTID oscillations can
be identified with positive (red) and negative (blue) dTEC lines denoting crest and
trough respectively. The black dashed lines indicate the dawn and dusk solar termi-
nator.

Figure 3.8 - Keograms created from dTEC maps on June 30th, 2015; longitudinal (top)
and latitudinal (bottom). The black dashed lines indicate the dawn and dusk
solar terminator.
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The flow chart shown in Figure 3.9 demonstrates the complete processes involving in
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the processing of the data to the generating of dTEC maps and creating of keograms.

Figure 3.9 - Flow chat to illustrate the method of genrating 2D dTEC maps and creating
keograms.

3.4.1 dTEC keogram analysis

This method of analysis has been developed to calculate the wavelength, period,
direction of propagation, amplitude and phase velocity. It employs the spectral
analysis, using discrete Fourier transform. This procedure had already been used
by Figueiredo et al. (2018a) to characterized the MSTIDs over the low latitude of
South America region.

In order to analyze the parameters, the areas of the MSTID oscillations are first
selected from the longitudinal and latitudinal keogram as indicated by the white
box shown in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10 - Spectral analysis of Keogram produced on 30th June, 2015 zoomed between
10 to 24 hours. Example of one of the areas to be analyzed are selected in
white boxes in the longitude and latitude keograms.

The following criteria are used in identifying and analyze the MSTID oscillations.

• The amplitude of dTEC oscillation should be more than 0.1 TECU.

• It is requested that the areas to be analyzed are equal in both zonal and
meridional components of the keogram

• The time interval for the oscillation(s) should be at least 30 min.

• The oscillation should have at least two wavefront and propagates on the
maps, when assume that the propagation direction is perpendicular to the
wavefront of the MSTID.

• The Wavefront should be greater than 3◦ in latitude and longitude on the
keograms.

• The inclination of the MSTID in the latitudinal and longitudinal compo-
nents determines the direction of propagation.
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• Propagation direction must be perpendicular to the front of the TID, and
the variation azimuth starts from the geographic North (0◦) and clockwise.

• The wave phases selected in a particular component should be moving in
the direction.

• The horizontal wavelength should be at most 1,500 km.

After selecting the required MSTID oscillations in both latitudinal and longitudinal
frames (as shown in the white boxes), the discrete Fourier transform is apply to the
selected set of time series to calculate the frequency (Equation 3.14).

F (ω) =
N−1∑
n=0

f(t)e−2πωni
N (3.14)

where F (ω) is the transform of the Fourier function f(t), n = 0, ..., N − 1 is the
frequency index, and N is the number of points in time series in selected regions.

Then, the cross spectrum is calculated using Equation 3.15:

C(ω) = FS(ω)F ∗S+1(ω), (3.15)

Here, C(ω) is the cross spectrum between two time series and FS(ω) and F ∗S+1(ω)
represent the Fourier transform of the series fS(t) and fS+1(t), respectively. F ∗S+1(ω)
is the complex conjugate of FS(ω). The one-dimensional cross power spectrum is
defined by the quadratic modulus, |C2|. If the number of time series selected is S,
the resulting cross power spectrum will be the average of S−1 cross power spectrum
computed.

Thus, the amplitude of the cross power spectrum is expressed by 2
√
|C2| with the

phase of the spectrum being defined as,

∆ψ = tan−1 Im(C(ω))
Re(C(ω)) ,−π ≤ ψ ≤ π (3.16)

For the frequency ω, in which the amplitude is maximum, the phase of the cross
spectrum is the phase difference caused by the wave propagation between these time
series. With the frequency known the period can be estimated as,
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a) Period (min)

τ = 1
|f(ω)| ; (3.17)

b) Then, the wavelength (km) for the zonal and meridional components
(λ(NS,EW )):

λNS,EW = ∆d
∆ψ/360◦ (3.18)

in which ∆d represents the distance between the time series.

c) Consequently, the horizontal wavelength (km) can be calculate as,

λH = λNSλEW√
λ2
NS + λ2

EW

(3.19)

d) Finally, the horizontal phase velocity, CH (m/s), and phase of propagation
direction, φ, can be obtained by

CH = λH
τ

(3.20)

φ = cos−1
(
λH
λNS

)
(3.21)

Apart from calculating the φ, there are other visualization techniques that are neces-
sary to be done in order to testify whether the propagation direction calculated are
correct. The information in Table 3.5 can be used to identify the propagation direc-
tion of the MSTID and is the interpretation to the simulation made by (FIGUEIREDO

et al., 2017) to estimate the approximately propagation direction of MSTIDs using
keograms visualization. Here, the "incre" indicates an increase of the profile phase,
"decr" is decreasing from the phase profile and "const" is the constant profile phase.

The block diagram shown in Figure 3.11 summarizes the keogram analysis described
above.
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Table 3.5 - Propagation direction of MSTID obtained from the keograms visualization.
"incre" indicates an increase of the profile phase, " decr" decreasing from the
phase profile and "const" is the constant profile phase.

Phase N NE E SE S SW W NW Stationary
Latitude incr incr const decr decr decr const incr const
Longitude const incr incr incr const decr decr decr const

Source: Paulino et al. (2011).

Figure 3.11 - Block diagram illustrating the process of keogram analysis and the respective
equations.

3.4.2 The outcome of spectral analysis of dTEC keograms

The results of the spectral analysis for the dTEC keogram in Figure 3.10 are shown
in Figure 3.12; wavelength (λH) of 552.0 km; period (τ) of 29.9 minutes; horizontal
phase velocity (CH) of 308.1 m/s and propagation direction (φ) is 8.1◦ which implies
almost northward. The left and right columns show the analysis of the zonal section
and meridional respectively. The upper panel are the longitudinal (RHS) and latitu-
dinal (LHS) keograms selected in Figure 3.10 as indicated by the white boxes. The
middle panel shows the amplitudes and the lower panel shows the phase difference
of the waves. The red dashed lines represent the level of significance, which is 95%.
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Figure 3.12 - Result from the spectral analysis for the keogram in Figure 3.10. The upper
panels are the result from the longitudinal (RHS) and latitudinal (LHS)
keograms in Figure 3.10, indicated by west east (E-W) and north south (N-
S), the second panel shows the amplitudes calculated by spectral analysis;
the dashed line in red represents the level of significance which is 95%. The
lower panels are the phase differences of the analyzed spectrum.
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It is important to emphasize the need to interpolate the selected dTEC values.
The reason is that the networks of GNSS receivers are not dense enough for the
production of keograms with continuous spatial coverage. The region selected in
rectangles present a discontinuity in the data, due to the adopted spatial resolution.

3.5 The uncertainty and significance level ot the spectral analysis

It is fundamental importance to know the uncertainty in the calculations of spectral
analysis and its propagation to the other parameters such as (λH , τ, CH and φ). The
propagation of uncertainty in the spectral analysis is not trivial until it is not con-
sidered as an uncertainty produced by the Fourier transform. In the present study,
an uncertainty of 5% was considered in the estimation of the period of propagation
as a consequence of the level of significance estimated at 95% as shown in the spec-
tral analysis result in Figure 3.12. Equations 3.12-3.15 from Bevington et al. (1993)
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(page 41) were adopted to estimate the propagation of uncertainties.

An analysis was performed, in which waves with wavelengths of 100 to 1500 km were
simulated, with a 50 km step; periods of 10 to 120 min, with a 10 min rate; and
propagation directions from 0 to 600 m/s, with a pitch of 30 m/s. In the calculations
of λH and CH shows uncertainties less than 10%, with the corresponding uncertainty
of propagation direction less than 5%.

To determine the significance levels for each Fourier spectrum, one must first and
foremost chooses an appropriate background spectrum. For many geophysical phe-
nomena, an appropriate background spectrum is white noise which is distributed
consistently across all frequencies of the Fourier spectrum, or red noise, charac-
terized by a noise that is distributed as follows: increases energy with decreasing
frequency (TORRENCE; COMPO, 1998).

To estimate the normalized Fourier spectrum for red or white noise, Equation 3.22
is used Torrence e Compo (1998), which is assumed as the coefficient of the auto-
correlation ωn= 0, ..., N / 2 is the frequency index; Note that for white noise, zero is
used. On the other hand, the value of red noise is between 0 and 1, estimated from
models that use auto-correlation.

Pω = (1− α2)
1 + α2 − 2αcos(2πω/N) (3.22)

The Fourier power spectrum of the time series is normalized by the variance (σ2/N),
and the spectra calculated in the present work use white noise with a 95% significance
level. Thus, to use the level of significance, the null hypothesis must be defined. The
null hypothesis is the amplitude of the mean spectrum that is above the white
noise amplitude with a certain level of confidence; which is 95% for the current
study. An example is shown in the middle panel of Figure 3.12, the 4 peaks in the
mean spectrum amplitude above red dotted lines. From the definition of the null
hypothesis, we can assume that the oscillation presents a period with a confidence
level of 95%.

The significance level is defined by the multiplication of the calculated mean spec-
trum (Pω) By the variance of the mean temporal series (σ2) with the 95% percentile
of the distribution of χ2 to two degrees of freedom (χ2

2) (TORRENCE; COMPO, 1998).
In that the distribution of χ2 to 2 degrees of freedom relative to the Fourier power
spectrum as,
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N |F (ω)|2

σ2 ⇒ 1
2Pωχ

2
2 (3.23)

It uses the concepts of variance defined by Torrence e Compo (1998), and thus, the
theoretical Fourier spectrum becomes ω2Pω, conforming to the normalized spectrum.
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4 RESULTS: STATISTICAL ANNALYSIS OF MSTID CHARACTER-
ISTICS OBSERVED OVER SOUTH AMERICAN EQUATORIAL RE-
GION DURING SOLAR CYCLE 24

4.1 Introduction

In chapter 4, the outcome of the statistical analysis of the characteristics occurrence
rate of the day-to-day variability of the MSTIDs observed over South American
equatorial ionosphere using GPS and GLONASS will be presented. It will first and
foremost, focus on the result from the characterization (horizontal wavelength, pe-
riod, phase speed) of the present equatorial MSTIDs. It will futher present the
monthly and annual occurrences of the MSTIDs during the solar maximum phase
(January 2014 to December 2015), descending phase (January 2016 to December
2017) and minimum phase (January 2018 to December 2019) of the solar cycle 24.
Finally, conclusion will be drawn based on the statistical distribution and the char-
acteristics derived from the results.

Over the equatorial region of South America a few works on MSTIDs had been
carried out (PAULINO et al., 2016; JONAH et al., 2016) and (MACDOUGALL et al., 2011).
They reported and discussed the propagation velocity, period and possible source
mechanisms. So far, no thorough work has been done on the long term and seasonal
variations of MSTIDs occurrence rate and characteristics in relation to the solar
cycle phases over the equatorial region of South American and beyond. Therefore,
the present work will throw more light on the characteristics and occurrences of
MSTIDs observed by GPS and GLONASS during solar cycle 24 over South American
equatorial region (0◦-15◦S, 30◦-55◦W).

4.2 Characteristics of MSTIDs over South American equatorial region

The TEC data obtained with the GLONASS and GPS receivers in South America
from January 2014 to December 2019 were processed, dTEC (also called TEC per-
turbation) calculated and interpolated on the map at their corresponding longitude
and latitude of the IPP positions. In total, 13140 keograms were created from the
sequences of TEC perturbation maps as described in section 3.4. This implies that
6 different keograms were created for each day throughout the observation period.
This was done in order to characterize the possible MSTID structure. Using the FFT
cross spectrum analysis, the characteristics of 742 MSTIDs were calculated from Jan-
uary 2014 to December 2019. In order to investigate the seasonal variations of the
MSTIDs characteristics and their local time dependence, the 6-year dataset was di-
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vided into all seasons, equinoxes (March-May and September-November), summer
(December-February) and winter (June-August). The MSTIDs events are charac-
terized by their usual horizontal wavelength, period, horizontal phase velocity and
propagation direction.

4.2.1 Horizontal wavelength of the MSTIDs

Using Equation 3.18, the wavelengths of all the MSTIDs captured on the keograms
were calculated. Figure 4.1 shows the distribution of the number of MSTID occur-
rence as a function of the horizontal wavelength of the MSTIDs observed (at the left
hand side (left column)) from January 2014 to December 2019 in (a) all seasons, (b)
equinoxes, (c) summer, and (d) winter. The horizontal wavelengths are divided into
100 km bins and the solid black line represent the Gaussian fit of the distribution.
In order to investigate the local time dependence of the horizontal wavelength, the
data were divided into 200 km bins, and plotted against the corresponding time of
occurrence at the right hand side (right column). Most of the horizontal wavelengths
in (a), (b) and (d) are between 500 and 800 km and occurred during daytime and
evening time, although there are few nighttime events during equinox. In summer,
the majority of the events are distributed between 500 and 900 km and occurred
during dusk and nighttime with few daytime events. The corresponding mean values
are for (a), (b) (c) and (d) are 667 ± 131, 705 ± 120, 719 ± 163 and 628 ± 114 km
respectively.
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Figure 4.1 - The horizontal wavelength distribution (left column) and the time variation
(right column) of the MSTIDs observed between December 2012 and February
2016 for (a) all seasons, (b) equinoxes, (c) summer, and (d) winter. The solid
black line is a Gaussian fit (left column).
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4.2.2 Period of MSTIDs

The corresponding periods of the MSTIDs were calculated using Equation 3.16.
The left column of Figure 4.2 shows the number of events as a function of MSTID
period for (a) all seasons, (b) equinoxes, (c) summer, and (d) winter. The periods
are divided into 5 min bins and solid black line represent the Gaussian fit of the
distribution. The periods for (a), (b), (c), and (d) are ranging from 20 and 60 min
with mean value of 36± 7 , 37± 7, 39± 7 and 34± 6 min respectively. In all season
and equinoxes, the maximum period is concentrated around 30 to 45 min while
summer and winter are 35 to 45 min and 30 to 40 min respectively. The respective
time dependence of the periods of the MSTIDs for (a), (b), (c) and (d) are shown
at right column. The periods of the daytime and evening time MSTIDs are widely
distributed for (a), (b), (c), and (d) compare to nighttime MSTIDs. Meanwhile, it
is difficult to compare the day and dusk to nighttime due to the limited number of
events.
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Figure 4.2 - Distribution of the observed period (left column)) and the time variation
(right column)) of the MSTIDs observed between December 2012 and Febru-
ary 2016 for (a) all seasons, (b) equinoxes, (c) summer, and (d) winter. The
solid black line is a Gaussian fit.
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4.2.3 Horizontal phase velocity of the MSTIDs

The phase velocities of the respective MSTIDs observed from January 2014 to De-
cember 2019 over South American equatorial region were calculated using Equa-
tion 3.19. The left column of Figure 4.3 presents the horizontal phase velocity of
the MSTIDs for (a) all seasons, (b) equinoxes, (c) summer, and (d) winter. They
are divided into 200 m/s bins and the solid black line is a Gaussian fit for the dis-
tribution. It is clear that the MSTIDs phase velocities peak at 200 to 400 m/s for
all seasons, equinox, summer and winter components. The mean distribution of the
horizontal phase velocity for (a), (b), (c), and (d) are 301± 60, 309± 78, 317± 85
and 291 ± 66 m/s, respectively. The summer mean is higher as compare to winter,
and equinox. The RHS of Figure 4.3 shows the time dependence of the horizontal
phase velocity of MSTIDs observed for (a), (b), (c), and (d). They are also divided
into 200 m/s bin, and the horizontal phase velocities are plotted as a function of
the local/universal time. The phase velocities are distributed between 100 and 600
m/s in the summer daytime and evening hours, and 300 to 600 m/s in the summer
nighttime. The dominants winter daytime and dusk MSTIDs are distributed be-
tween 100 to 500 m/s. Meanwhile, the daytime and dusk MSTIDs during equinoxes
are widely distributed between 100 and 700 m/s with nighttime peaked around 100
to 400 m/s. The high values of horizontal phase velocities occurred during daytime
MSTIDs, which implies that present the phase velocity is found to be slightly faster
in daytime than evening and nighttime.
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Figure 4.3 - The horizontal phase velocity distribution and time variation of the ob-
served medium-scale traveling ionospheric disturbances for (a) all seasons,
(b) equinoxes, (c) summer, and (d) winter. The solid black line is a Gaussian
fit.
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4.2.4 Propagation direction of the MSTIDs

The propagation direction of the MSTIDs observed as a function of phase velocity
from January 2014 to December 2019 for (a) all seasons, (b) equinoxes, (c) summer,
and (d) winter are shown in the left column of Figure 4.4. The propagation direction
was defined as the angle clockwise from geographical north. The data was classified
into 30◦ bins and calculated the occurrence rate in each azimuthal bin. The red
arrows indicate the nighttime MSTIDs events while that of the blue are daytime and
evening time. In (a) and (b), the MSTID activities propagated predominantly north-
northeast, north-northwest and south-southeast directions while few are propagating
westward. There is a significant different between summer and winter events in
their propagation directions. That is, in summer, the propagation directions are
preferentially south-southeastward and westward while in winter is predominantly
north-northeast and north-northwest directions with few southeastward.

The left column of Figure 4.4 shows the azimuth of the MSTID propagation direction
as a function of local time for (a), (b), (c), and (d). The occurrence rate was defined as
the ratio of the period for the entire MSTIDs observation interval. In summer,∼ 50%
of the daytime and evening time MSTID propagation direction are concentrated in
south-southeast direction (120◦ to 180◦); another ∼ 30% daytime and evening time
MSTID also propagating in the north-northwestward (300◦ to 360◦); also about
∼ 15% of them propagate in the westward (140◦ to 300◦) direction. The few night-
time events captured did not show any preferential propagation direction. In the
equinoxes, ∼ 90% of the daytime and dusk MSTIDs occurred propagated to north-
northeastward, north-northeastward and south-southeastward. In winter, ∼ 90% of
the daytime and evening time MSTIDs are preferentially north-northeastward and
north-northeastward with ∼ 10% propagating in the south-southeast direction.
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Figure 4.4 - The propagation direction and time variation of the observed medium-scale
traveling ionospheric disturbances for (a) all seasons, (b) equinoxes, (c) sum-
mer, and (d) winter. The red arrows indicate the nighttime MSTIDs events
while that of the blue are daytime and dusk.
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4.3 The evolution of the observed MSTID characteristics during solar
cycle 24

In other to investigate the evolution of the characteristics of the MSTIDs observed
during solar cycle 24, we plotted the horizontal wavelengths, periods, phase velocities
and azimuths from 2014 to 2019.

For instance, Figure 4.5 shows the wavelengths of MSTIDs observed from January
2014 to December 2019 over South American equatorial region. Most of the wave-
length in 2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017 propagated around 500-800 km with the mean
of 654±110, 634±120 , 675±61 and 709±122 km respectively, while those of 2018
and 2019 range between 400-800 and 500-1000 km with the mean of 660± 153 and
755± 166 km respectively. The mean wavelengths of the MSTIDs observed increase
with solar activities. In the solar maximum and descending phases, the wavelengths
ranges are widely spread as compare to the minimum solar phase epoch. The corre-
sponding mean values of the wavelengths are tabulated in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.5 - The evolution of wavelength of MSTID observed from January 2014 to De-
cember 2019 over South American equatorial region.
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Table 4.1 - The annual mean distribution of period, horizontal wavelength, phase speed
and the number of events of the MSTIDs events observed during solar cycle
24.

Parameter Wavelength (km) Period (min) Phase Velocity (m/s)
2014 654± 110 35± 7 292± 73
2015 634± 120 35± 6 292± 62
2016 674± 128 35± 5 312± 67
2017 709± 122 37± 7 310± 85
2018 660± 154 36± 9 307± 85
2019 752± 165 38± 9 306± 86

As shown in Figure 4.6, majority of the periods in 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018 and
2019 propagated around 30-45 min with the mean of 35± 7, 35± 6, 35± 5, 37± 7,
36 ± 9 and 38 ± 9 min respectively. The mean periods of the observed MSTIDs
indicate clear correlation with solar activities as increasing with decreasing solar
flux. The corresponding mean values of the periods are tabulated in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.6 - The evolution of period of MSTID observed from January 2014 to December
2019 over South American equatorial region.
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The maximum phase velocities of the MSTID events observed in 2014, 2015, 2016,
2017, 2018 and 2019 propagated around 200-400 m/s with the mean values of
292 ± 73, 292 ± 6, 312 ± 66, 310 ± 8, 307 ± 8, and 307 ± 7 m/s, respectively as
shown Figure 4.7. The mean horizontal phase velocities of the observed MSTIDs in-
dicate clear correlation with solar flux. The corresponding mean values of the phase
velocities are tabulated in Table 4.1.

Figure 4.7 - The evolution of phase velocity of MSTID events observed from January 2014
to December 2019 over South American equatorial region.
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To analyze the anisotropy of the azimuth, the propagation direction of the MSTIDs
are plotted as a function of the phase velocity as shown in Figure 4.8. Actually,
all the years shows same azimuthal preference to north-northeastward and north-
northwestward, south-southeastward and few to westward. There are more nighttime
events in 2016 than the other years as indicated by the red color.

Figure 4.8 - The propagation direction of the MSTIDs observed from January 2014 to
December 2019 over South American equatorial region.
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4.4 The occurrences rate of MSTIDs over South American equatorial
region during geomagnetically quiet and disturbed conditions

Day-to-day visual assessment of the TEC perturbation keograms were done to record
the number of MSTIDs that propagated during the period of study. The selected
number of MSTIDs were analyzed using FFT cross spectrum described in subsec-
tion 3.4.2 to confirm their existence and then characterized them into wavelength,
phase velocity, period and propagation direction.

After thorough assessment, the total number of MSTID events registered within
the six years of observation were 742 for both geomagnetically quiet and disturbed
condition. A total of 30 MSTIDs events were recorded during geomagnetic disturbed
time. The climatological MSTIDs observed are 712 which account for ∼ 96% of the
total number of wave activities observed in the South American equatorial region
from January 2014 to December 2019. Table 4.2 shows the statistical distribution of
the number of MSTID events observed during geomagnetically quiet and disturbed
conditions.

Table 4.2 - The number of MSTIDs observed during geomagnetically quiet and disturbed
conditions from 2014 to 2019

Year Geomagnetically Geomagnetically Total
Quiet time disturbed time MSTID

2014 162 2 164
2015 146 12 158
2016 139 2 141
2017 96 14 110
2018 86 2 88
2019 83 0 83

The Dst (Disturbance Storm Time) is the H-component perturbation on equatorial
magnetometers (BOROVSKY; SHPRITS, 2017; MAYAUD, 1980) which is a historical
definition of a magnetic storm that goes back to von Humbolt in the early 1800’s
(MALIN; BARRACLOUGH, 1991). The creation of the Dst index was initiated by
Bartels who advocated for the development of an index for monitoring the equatorial
ring current (BOROVSKY; SHPRITS, 2017; KERTZ, 1964; MAYAUD, 1980; SUGIURA,
1963). The Dst index represents the longitudinally averaged part of the external field
measured at the geomagnetic dipole equator at the surface of the Earth (SUGIURA,
1963; BOROVSKY; SHPRITS, 2017) and is provided by the World Data Center for
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Geomagnetism, Kyoto. The most often used definition of a geomagnetic storm is
an event wherein the minimum of the Dst index goes below a critical value, for
example,-50 nT or -100 nT (SUGIURA; CHAPMAN, 1961). Hence, the present work
classified MSTID as geomagnetically storm related events when the Dst≤-50 nT.

4.4.1 Solar cycle dependence of the MSTID occurrence rate

The ionosphere is part of the upper atmosphere where free electrons occur in suffi-
cient density to have an appreciable influence on the propagation of radio frequency
electromagnetic waves. The ionization depends primarily on the Sun and its activity.
Ionospheric structures and peak densities in the ionosphere vary greatly with time
(sunspot cycle, seasonally, and diurnally), with geographical location (polar, auro-
ral zones, mid, low latitudes and equatorial regions), and with certain solar-related
ionospheric disturbances.

The sunspot cycle is an important periodicity of solar variability that indicates the
extent of closed magnetic field structure on the sun, hence, determining the solar
activity. The solar radio flux at 10.7 cm (2800 MHz) which is often called the F10.7
index is an excellent indicator of the solar radiation, and one of the longest running
records of solar activity. Unlike many solar indices, the F10.7 flux can easily be
measured reliably on a day-to-day basis from the Earth’s surface, in all types of
weather. The “solar flux units (SFU)” can vary from below 50 to above 300 over
the course of a solar cycle. Therefore, F10.7 index has proven very valuable in the
study of space weather since is a long record, which provides climatology of solar
activity. The F10.7 radio emissions originates from the chromosphere and corona of
the sun, and tracks other important emissions such as Extreme Ultra-Violet (EUV)
emissions that affect the ionosphere through photoionization process.

The recent ended solar cycle is the 24th since 1755, when the extensive recording
of solar sunspot activity began. Figure 4.9 shows the profile of the complete cycle
24. It began in December 2008 with a smoothed minimum sunspot number of 2.2
and reached maximum in April 2014. The maximum phase continued through 2015
and assumed descending phase in 2016 and 2017. In 2018 and 2019, it attained a
minimum phase with low solar activities. The green points represent the daily F10.7
indices and the blue is the six months corresponding running averaged.
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Figure 4.9 - The entire Solar cycle 24 in green and the Six month running averages of the
daily mean values in blue.
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The present study covers the half period of solar cycle 24 epoch, therefore, in order
to investigate the possible effect of solar activity on the occurrence rate of MSTIDs
events. The statistical analysis of the occurrence rate of the MSTIDs observed during
the solar cycle 24 is plotted as a function of month and year as shown in Figure 4.10.
The most significant difference between the geomagnetic quiet and disturbed con-
dition is seen in September 2017 MSTID events where the total MSTID events for
both geomagnetic quiet and disturbed condition were 24, but considering the days
with only geomagnetically quiet condition, it becomes 13 MSTID events. These dif-
ferences are due to the sequences of geomagnetic storm that occurred between 6-10
and 25-26 September.

The typical examples of MSTIDs observed during the geomagnetic disturbed con-
dition were 2015 March 18-19 (St. Patrick’s Day storm), 2017 September 6-12, and
2018 August 20-26 among others. This result is interesting, because there have been
many studies investigating the relationship between the occurrence of MSTIDs with
such geophysical activity (CHIMONAS, 1970; CROWLEY et al., 1987; FRANCIS, 1974;
FRANCIS, 1975; HE et al., 2004; MACDOUGALL et al., 2011; GROCOTT et al., 2013;
FRISSELL et al., 2014; FRISSELL et al., 2016). For instance, Frissell et al. (2016) in-
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vestigated whether or not space weather had an effect on MSTID occurrence. They
concluded that the AE and SYM-H indices did not correlate with MSTID occur-
rence. The new availability 4% MSTID measurements in the equatorial latitude of
South America as presented herein during high Dst indices, has therefore, opened
the door to new correlative investigations. However, the present study will focus on
the MSTIDs that propagated during the geomagnetically quiet condition since that
account for only 96% of the total events.

From Figure 4.10, in 2014 and 2015 which denote the maximum solar phase, 165
and 156 MSTID events respectively, were observed with majority occurring during
the winter solstice (June, July and August). In 2016, in the solar declining phase,
a total of 141 MSTID events were recorded with high occurrence rate in the win-
ter months as well. This is similar to what Figueiredo et al. (2017) observed over
south-southeastern region of Brazil. Although, the number of MSTIDs activities
continued decreasing to 110 in 2017; but unlike the previous years, most activities
in September equinox followed by the usual winter majority. In the 2018 and 2019,
the minimum solar phases, 88 and 83 MSTID events were recorded respectively, but
they do not show the usual winter predominance. Therefore, the six-year statistical
analysis reveals positive MSTID occurrence rate dependency with the solar activity.

Figure 4.10 - The occurrence rate of MSTIDs over South America equatorial region during
solar cycle 2, for both geomagnetic quiet and disturbed conditions.
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There is an annual variations in the statistical analysis of the MSTID events. For
example, from the maximum solar phase, the MSTIDs occurrence rate decrease
rapidly through the descending phase to the minimum solar phase. Meanwhile, the
seasonal variation exhibited by MSTID occurrence rate peaks around the winter
solstice months in all the years with the exception of the minimum solar phase where
the usual winter preference are not clear. On the other hand, the summer events
seems to increase from the solar maximum to minimum. The common lack of MSTID
activity is noticeable in summer months, especially during maximum solar phase,
which can be a potential interest for applications where MSTID is a significant.
The occurrence pattern during equinoxes from 2014-2016 are quite similar as well
as 2017-2019. Therefore, we report that in the South American equatorial region,
there is a clear positive solar activity dependence of the annual MSTIDs occurrence
rate. The significant of the solar cycle influence on the MSTIDs dependence will be
discussed in the chapter 5

In summary, Table 4.3 show the occurrence rate of MSTIDs and the corresponding
percentage from 2014 to 2019. For instance during solar maximum phase, 2014 and
2015 the observed MSTID occurrence rates are 164 and 158 with corresponding
percentage of ∼ 22.1% and ∼ 21.0%. During descending solar phase we recorded
141 and 110 MSTID events in 2016 and 2017 with corresponding percentage of
∼ 19% and ∼ 14.8%. In 2018 and 2019 solar minimum phase, we obtained 88 and
83 activities representing ∼ 11.9% and ∼ 11.2% respectively.

Table 4.3 - The annual occurrence rate of MSTIDs and the corresponding percentage from
2014 to 2019

Year Solar cycle phase MSTID events Percentage
2014 Maximum 164 22.1
2015 Maximum 158 21.0
2016 Descending 141 19.0
2017 Descending 110 14.8
2018 Minimum 88 11.9
2019 Minimum 83 11.2

4.4.2 Time dependence of MSTIDs occurrence rate

The occurrence rate of MSTIDs has been reported to be dependent on local time
by many authors (KOTAKE et al., 2007; TSUGAWA et al., 2007; OTSUKA et al., 2013;
FIGUEIREDO et al., 2018a). However, in the South American equatorial region the
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local time dependency of MSTIDs are not known. Thus, this section will investigate
the monthly/seasonal time dependence of MSTIDs occurrence rate during the six
years of observation. The yearly interval was divided into four seasons; winter (June-
August), summer (December-February), and spring equinox (September-November)
and autumnal equinox (March-May). Figure 4.11 shows the time dependence of the
MSTID occurrence rate in monthly and hourly bins for the six years data combined
(January 2014 to December 2019). The occurrence rate is defined as the ratio of the
time duration of the MSTIDs to the monthly and hourly observation intervals. The
months are represented by their initials and the dawn and dusk solar terminator are
shown at the altitude of 100 km (dotted lines) and 300 km (broken line).

Figure 4.11 - Time dependence of rate of occurrence of MSTID observed from January
2014 to December 2019 over South American equatorial region. The months
are represented by their initials and the dawn and dusk solar terminator are
shown at the altitude of 100 km (dotted lines) and 300 km (broken line).
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It is obvious from Figure 4.11 that the MSTID occurrence rate strongly depends on
the local time. The occurrence rate can be classified into three as daytime, evening
time and nighttime. The daytime (7:00-17:00 LT) which mostly occur during winter
with secondary peak in equinox whereas the evening time (17:00-20:00 LT) occur in
winter and summer with minor peak in equinox while the few nighttime (21:00-4:00)
events do not show any clear seasonality. The occurrence rate in daytime is ∼70%
of the total number of MSTIDs observed, while evening time MSTIDs is ∼28% and
the nighttime account for only ∼2% of the total MSTIDs observed. The local time
occurrence of MSTID near the dawn terminator side in the present work is rare.
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Moreover, Figure 4.12 shows the evolution of the time dependence of MSTIDs from
2014 to 2019. The nighttime MSTIDs were rare during solar maximum but frequently
occurred in summer and equinox descending and minimum solar phase. The daytime
MSTIDs occurred mostly during winter maximum solar phase and decreases with
the solar activities.

Figure 4.12 - Time dependence of rate of occurrence of MSTID observed from January
2014 to December 2019 over South American equatorial region. The months
are represented by their initials and the dawn and dusk solar terminator are
shown at the altitude of 100 km (dotted lines) and 300 km (broken line).
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4.5 Summary of the results

Using the GNSS detrending TEC maps and keograms we studied the occurrence
rates and characteristics of MSTIDs in the South America equatorial region during
solar cycle 24. The outcome of the statistical analysis and the characteristics are as
follows;

• The horizontal wavelengths for all seasons, equinoxes and winter are peaked
between 500 and 800 km with mean values of 667 ± 131, 705 ± 120 and
628 ± 114 km respectively, while summer events are distributed between
500 to 900 km with mean value of 719±163. The wavelength in 2014, 2015,
2016 and 2017 propagated around 500-800 km with the mean of 654±110,
634± 120 , 675± 61 and 709± 122 km while those of 2018 and 2019 range
between 400-800 and 500-1000 km with the mean of 660±153 and 755±166
km respectively.

• The periods for all seasons, equinoxes, summer, and winter are ranging
from 20 and 60 min with mean value of 36 ± 7 , 37 ± 7 , 39 ± 7 and
34± 6 min respectively. The periods of the daytime and dusk MSTIDs are
widely distributed compare to nighttime MSTIDs. Periods in 2014, 2015,
2016, 2017, 2018 and 2019 propagated around 30-45 min with the mean of
35± 7, 35± 6, 35± 5, 37± 7, 36± 9 and 38± 9 min respectively.

• The MSTIDs phase velocities peak at 200 to 400 m/s for all seasons,
equinoxes, summer and winter components with the mean values of
301 ± 60, 309 ± 78, 317 ± 85 and 291 ± 66 m/s, respectively. The max-
imum phase velocities of the MSTID events observed in 2014, 2015, 2016,
2017, 2018 and 2019 propagated around 200-400 m/s with the mean values
of 292±73, 292±6, 312±66, 310±8, 307±8, and 307±7 m/s, respectively.

• The MSTID activities in equinoxes and winter propagated predomi-
nantly north-northeast, north-northwest and south-southeast directions
while in summer they propagation directions are preferentially south-
southeastward. In addition, a few MSTID events propagated in westward
during summer and equinox

• The annual occurrence rate of MSTIDs for 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018
and 2019 are 164, 158, 141, 110, 88 and 83 representing ∼ 22.1%, ∼ 21.0%,
∼ 19%, ∼ 14.8%, ∼ 11.9% and ∼ 11.2% respectively.
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• A total of 742 MSTIDs events were observed during geomagnetically quiet
and geomagnetically disturbed condition with 30 of them observed during
geomagnetically disturbed condition representing 4% respectively. Among
them 307, 106 and 329 were observed in equinoxes, summer, and winter.

• Most of the MSTIDs were observed during winter daytime (7:00-17:00 LT)
with minor peak in equinoxes; evening time (17:00-20:00 LT) MSTIDs were
frequent in equinox and the few nighttime (21:00-4:00) events were seen in
summer.
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5 DISCUSSION I: OCCURRENCE RATE AND CHARACTERISTICS
OF MSTIDs OVER SOUTH AMERICAN EQUATORIAL REGION
DURING SOLAR CYCLE 24

5.1 Introduction

Using GPS and GLONASS data obtained over South America equatorial region (be-
tween longitude: 30◦ to 55◦W and latitude: 0◦-15◦N ) from January 2014-December
2019, the characteristics and statistical occurrences rate of MSTIDs were investi-
gated to reveal the annual and seasonal variation of the MSTID occurrence rate,
horizontal wavelength, period, phase velocity and propagation direction as well as
their time and solar cycle dependence. This Chapter presents the interpretation and
discussion of the result presented in chapter 4. First and foremost, the anisotropy of
the wavelength, period, phase velocity and azimuth will be discussed and compare to
the previous works in the equatorial, low and midlatitude. Since the MSTIDs in the
present work occurred during daytime, dusk hours and nighttime, the variation of
the time dependence of MSTIDs will be looked into. The annual and seasonal varia-
tion of the occurrence rate of the observed MSTIDs and their solar cycle dependence
will be discussed thoroughly. The variability of background winds and temperature
effects on the propagation of MSTIDs will also be considered.

5.2 Characteristics of MSTIDs over South American equatorial latitude

TIDs are classified based on their horizontal wavelengths, periods, phase velocities
and propagation directions, hence, the present equatorial MSTIDs characteristics are
equal importance. In total, 748 MSTIDs were analyzed and their aforementioned
characteristics calculated as presented in section 4.2 in chapter 4. The horizontal
wavelength observed in the present work ranges between 300 and 1300 km and
most of them are concentrated between 500 and 800 km with the mean value of
667 ± 131 km. The present experiment yielded MSTIDs with periods between 20
and 60 min and the maximum peak around 30 to 50 min with the mean values
of 37 ± 7. One of the key parameters that determines the survival of waves in
the atmosphere/ionosphere is the phase velocity. The horizontal phase velocities
observed in the present work are between 100 and 700 m/s with majority of having
values between 200 and 400 m/s, with the mean of 301± 75 m/s.
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5.2.1 Horizontal wavelength, period and phase speed of equatorial
MSTIDs and the possible presence of secondary gravity waves in
the thermosphere

Previously, Figueiredo et al. (2018a) used GPS dTEC maps to study MSTIDs and
observed the horizontal wavelength, period and phase speed between 200 and 1000
km, 15 and 35 min, 100 to 600 m/s with the mean values of 445 ± 106 km, 23 ± 3
min and 322 ± 80 m/s respectively in the southeast of Brazil (15◦ to 30◦S). In the
midlatitude over California, Kotake et al. (2007) as well used GPS dTEC maps to
obtain MSTIDs with the horizontal wavelength, period and phase velocity ranging
between 100 and 450 km, 20 to 60 min, 50 to 200 m/s respectively; while using
densely spaced GPS receivers in Japan, Otsuka et al. (2011) used same dTEC maps
to observe MSTIDs with horizontal wavelength, period and phase velocity ranging
from 100 to 600 km, 15 to 60 min and 50 to 300 m/s respectively. In the low-latitude
region over China, Chen et al. (2019) used the Hong Kong Continuously Operating
Reference Stations network to record MSTIDs with the horizontal wavelength, phase
speed and period in the spring, autumn and winter daytime (from 10:00 to 17:00
LT) between 250 and 450 km, 140 and 240 m/s and 20 and 50 min, while these data
and between 200 and 450 km, and 220 m/s and 30 and 45 min in the spring and
summer nighttime (from 22:00 to 03:00 LT) respectively.

Generally, the horizontal wavelengths and phase velocities in the present equatorial
MSTIDs are much longer and faster than the previous works done by Chen et al.
(2019), Figueiredo et al. (2018a) and Kotake et al. (2007), Otsuka et al. (2011) in
the low and midlatitude respectively. Although, the aforementioned works used the
same 1 hour running average principle as well as the same GNSS dTEC map tech-
nique, yet their periods are lesser than the MSTIDs in the present work. Therefore,
the differences could be as a result of the variations in latitudinal and longitudinal
ionospheric dynamics and their responses to gravity waves or the mechanisms that
generated them (KOTAKE et al., 2007; OTSUKA et al., 2011). Moreover, some of the
phase velocities of the present equatorial MSTIDs are faster than the sound speed
below the turbopause. Probably, these present equatorial MSTIDs were likely in-
duced by the secondary or tertiary gravity waves created in the thermosphere from
the dissipation of primary gravity waves that were excited from deep convection in
the troposphere (VADAS; CROWLEY, 2010).

Using forward ray tracing model, Vadas e Fritts (2006) calculated the body forces
which resulted from the saturation and dissipation of the gravity waves excited by
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Tropical Storm Noel at 04:32 UT on 30 October 2007. They concurrently analyzed
59 TIDs located at the bottomside of the F layer at 230-290 km, observed by the
TIDDBIT ionospheric sounder. The TIDs had periods of 15 to 90 min, horizontal
wavelengths of 100 to 3000 km, and horizontal phase speeds of 140 to 650 m/s.
They reported that the observed TIDs were likely secondary gravity waves excited
by thermospheric body forces with 40% of their phase speeds faster than 280m/s.
They noted that those secondary gravity waves spectrum peaked at ∼100-300 km
and ∼100-300 m/s. Most of the horizontal wavelengths and phase velocities of the
present equatorial MSTIDs are consistent with Vadas e Fritts (2006) ray tracing
model analysis.

Vadas e Becker (2019) investigated the effects on the mesosphere and thermosphere
from a strong mountain wave (MW) event over the wintertime Southern Andes using
a gravity wave resolving global circulation model (GCM). They reported that the
MWs broke and attenuated at altitude of 50-80 km, thereby, creating local body
forces that generated large-scale secondary gravity waves having concentric ring
structure with horizontal wavelengths between 500 and 2000 km, horizontal phase
speeds from 70 to 100 m/s, and periods of 3 to 10 hr. These secondary gravity
waves were said to dissipate in the upper mesosphere and thermosphere and further
created local body forces having horizontal wavelength of 180 to 800 km, depending
on the constructive/destructive interference between wave packets and the overall
sizes of the wave packets. They found out that the largest body force at 80-130 km
altitude had an amplitude of∼2,400 m/s/day, and was located∼1,000 km east of the
Southern Andes. This force excites medium- and large-scale tertiary gravity waves
having concentric ring structure, with horizontal wavelengths decrease with radius
from the centers of the rings. They further realized that near the Southern Andes,
these tertiary gravity waves had phase speed of 120-160 m/s, horizontal wavelength
between 350 to 2,000 km, and period of 4 to 9 hr. Some of the larger-horizontal
wavelength of tertiary gravity waves propagated to as far as the west coast of Africa
with large phase speeds of 420 m/s.

In the equatorial region over Brazil, Paulino et al. (2016) used all-sky imager to
observe nighttime MSTIDs over northeast of Brazil with horizontal wavelength,
period and phase velocity ranging from 100 to 220 km, 5 to 45 min and 30 to
120 m/s with the mean values of 144 ± 24 km, 21 ± 10 min and 109 ± 37 m/s
respectively. In the same region, MacDougall et al. (2011) also used ionosonde to
observe the MSTIDs horizontal phase velocities between 150 and 300 m/s. The
relatively short horizontal wavelength, period and phase velocity of the previous
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nighttime events in the northeast of Brazil compare to the present work could be as
a result of instrumental limitations and techniques for analyzing the data since they
were conducted with different instrument with different time resolutions. The field
of view of all-sky imager is 1500 km with typically time resolution of 90 s for the OI
577.7 nm, and OI 630.0 nm emissions (CLEMESHA et al., 2001; TAYLOR, 2001). Thus,
they are limited to horizontal wavelength of 600 to 700 km (MAKELA et al., 2010).
The ionosonde is only capable of observing the base of the ionosphere with limited
time resolution of 10 min covering the frequency range from 0.5 to 30 MHz (BATISTA
et al., 1990; MACDOUGALL et al., 2011). Meanwhile, the GNSS time resolution is 15
and 30 seconds for the TEC data with at least four satellite observing at a time.

To investigate the seasonal variability of the MSTID characteristics, we grouped
the MSTID parameters into the summer, winter, and equinox (combining spring
and fall) as shown in Figure 4.1 to Figure 4.3. We found out that the summer
mean of horizontal wavelength, period and phase speed are higher than that of
winter. This could be attributed to the high dissipative and filtering rate in summer
due to high meridional and zonal wind (FISHER et al., 2015; MAKELA et al., 2013).
Thus, only MSTID events with longer horizontal wavelength and faster phase speeds
consequently survived the thermospheric dissipation. Furthermore, Vadas (2007)
reported that gravity waves with horizontal wavelength of 400 km can dissipate at
the highest altitudes if they are launched from 120 km altitudes while gravity waves
with horizontal wavelength of 600 km can penetrate to higher altitudes especially
during active solar conditions. This implies that higher penetration altitudes are
achievable for gravity waves propagating in hotter summer thermosphere (VADAS,
2007). This might be the reason for the high mean values for the equatorial MSTID
characteristics since the solar activity affect equatorial thermosphere directly during
summer.

5.3 Propagation direction of equatorial MSTIDs

The propagation direction of the present MSTIDs are divided into 4 main groups;
north-northeastward, north-northwestward, south-southeastward and westward with
waves propagating within ±30◦ due west as shown in Figure 4.4. To further in-
vestigate the seasonal variability of the anisotropy in the propagation direction
we grouped them into winter, equinox and summer based on their corresponding
azimuthal value. The winter and equinox MSTIDs predominantly propagated to
north-northeastward, north-northwestward and south-southeastward. In addition,
few number of MSTIDs propagating westward. Moreover, the summer azimuthal
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orientation is more prevalent to southeastward, westward and northwestward. Mac-
Dougall et al. (2011) had already reported that the dominant azimuth of the MSTIDs
in the local winter months was southeast direction with few propagating northward
which are consistent with the present work even though the study times are differ-
ent between the two works. Importantly, the seasonal measurements of summer and
winter suggest a consistent cyclic picture with predominantly north-northeastward
propagation during the winter months, transitioning to south-southeastward during
the summer periods.

The propagation direction for equinox in the present work is similar to that of
Figueiredo et al. (2018a) at the low latitude though the period of study are not ex-
actly the same. Meanwhile, the propagation direction during summer in the present
work demonstrates the sparseness of MSTIDs propagating in the north-northeast
direction compare to Figueiredo et al. (2018a) whose summer MSTIDs propagated
in all directions as shown in Figure 5.1. Moreover, in winter, there are strong link
between the Figueiredo et al. (2018a) and the present work except that the former
shows sparseness in the south-southeast direction. The MSTIDs that propagate in
south-southeastward in the South American region have already been reported to
be the gravity waves that are generated by ITCZ which lies at the north of the
study area during winter and migrates southward during summer (RÖTTGER, 1977;
MACDOUGALL et al., 2011). The main difference between the present work and that
of Figueiredo et al. (2018a) is the south-southeastward propagating MSTIDs of the
former.
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Figure 5.1 - Comparison of MSTID propagation direction between the present work (left
column) and Figueiredo et al. (2018a) right column.
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On the other hand, in winter and equinox, both the present work and that of
Figueiredo et al. (2018a) have similar propagation direction. The most interest-
ing and proving connection between the two studies is the fact that during win-
ter the MSTIDs propagated preferentially to the north-northeastward and north-
northwestward. Although the two works were not conducted in exactly same years,
it is still possible that the winter MSTIDs could have been generated from gravity
waves from common hotspot or similar source location for their origin. Some of the
north-northeastward MSTIDs could be excited by the secondary and tertiary grav-
ity in the thermosphere (VADAS; BECKER, 2019). The north-northwestward MSTIDs
could also be those MSTIDs that propagating along the magnetic field lines. Al-
though, we recommend for ray-tracing for both works to unravel the mystery of
their sources, it is still clear from the propagation directions that they have similar
sources in winter and equinoxes both are consistent with (VADAS; BECKER, 2019)
secondary and tertiary waves.

There are three main factors, which could explain the anisotropy of the characteris-
tics of the MSTIDs in this present work. First and foremost, the wind and dissipative
filtering effects in which the background wind causes the gravity waves to dissipa-
tive in the mesosphere or thermosphere. Secondly, the ion drag effects which favors
gravity waves propagating equatorward along the magnetic field lines due to the
less ion-neutral collision which gives rise to the ions in the F region gyrate along the
geomagnetic field lines. Finally, the source region of the gravity waves in the neutral
atmosphere which will be discussed in chapter 6.

5.3.1 Wind and dissipative filtering effects on the propagation direction
of equatorial MSTIDs

It is known that the signatures of gravity waves in the ionospheric plasma are
TIDs seen as fluctuations of the ionospheric electron density. These electron den-
sity perturbations are caused by atmospheric via ion-neutral collisions (HINES, 1960;
HOOKE, 1968; SQUAT; SCHLEGEL, 1996). Thus, it is known that MSTIDs and the
underlying gravity waves play a critical role in driving the day-to-day variability of
the ionosphere. According to Vadas e Crowley (2010) and Vadas e Becker (2017),
the theoretical understanding of upward gravity propagation in the atmosphere sug-
gests that while small-scale gravity waves are confined to below the stratopause,
the medium and large scale AGWs have appropriate characteristic amplitudes and
phase velocities to penetrate into the mesopause and ionosphere. Essien et al. (2018)
observed small- and medium-scale gravity waves in the MLT over Brazilian equato-
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rial latitude and reported that the medium-scale gravity is less susceptible to wind
filtering compare to small-scale due to the high phase velocities of the later.

To investigate the critical level wind and dissipative filtering of atmospheric gravity
waves the phase velocity, horizontal wavelength and propagation directions among
others are considered. The critical level wind filtering mechanism is well known to
affect the spectrum and directionality of the gravity waves as they propagate up-
ward (NEGALE, 2018; ESSIEN et al., 2018). Especially, when the phase velocity of the
gravity waves is equal to or less than that of the wind speed in the direction of the
wave, then the wave is absorbed into the mean flow (BOOKER; BRETHERTON, 1967;
CROWLEY et al., 1987; MACDOUGALL et al., 2009; VADAS, 2007; WALDOCK; JONES,
1984; ESSIEN et al., 2018). However, if the gravity wave is propagating against the
wind, then it is favored as long as its intrinsic period is longer than the buoyancy
period. In addition, the dissipative filtering mechanism can take place in the ther-
mosphere when viscosity is stronger. In this case, the gravity propagating against
the wind with larger vertical wavelengths are less affected by the molecular viscosity
of the thermosphere compare to those propagating in the same direction with the
wind with smaller vertical wavelengths (NEGALE, 2018).

In the northeast of Brazil Barros et al. (2018), Figueiredo et al. (2017), Fisher et al.
(2015), and Makela et al. (2013) observed the nighttime thermospheric neutral wind
magnitude by Fabry-Perot interferometer reported that the velocities not greater
than 150 m/s. Moreover, Drob et al. (2015) used the monthly average of the Hori-
zontal Wind Model (HWM14) and also reported the diurnal thermospheric neutral
wind not exceeding 160 m/s on quiet days. Also, Essien et al. (2018) applied the
critical level theory of atmospheric gravity waves to investigate the effects of wind
filtering on medium-scale gravity waves (MSGWs) propagation directions. They also
found out that the wind in the equatorial region was weak, yet the MSGWs with
phase speed less or equal to 70 m/s were still susceptible to wind filtering effects.
Paulino et al. (2018), reported that fast waves could skip turning and critical levels
and propagate into the thermosphere/ionosphere. According to them, the strength
and direction of the wind vector in the thermosphere is the main cause for the
anisotropy in the propagation direction of the periodic waves they observed, even if
the sources of these waves are assumed isotropic.

In the case of the present study, wind filtering mechanism in the neutral atmosphere
cannot fully justify the anisotropy in the characteristics since ∼ 90% and ∼ 60% of
the MSTIDs have horizontal wavelengths and phase velocities exceed 500 km and
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300 m/s respectively. These velocities are greater than the wind velocities observed
by Barros et al. (2018), Figueiredo et al. (2017), Fisher et al. (2015), and Makela et
al. (2013) by FPI in the Brazilian equatorial region as well as the HWM-14 analysis
done by (ESSIEN et al., 2018). Probably, those MSTIDs with low phase velocities
would have been filtered out by the background wind while the rest survived due to
their higher parameters.

Furthermore, based on theoretical evidence, diffusive separation is also an important
dissipative mechanism for gravity waves in the lower thermosphere, which increases
with wave period and decreases with wavelength (COLE; HICKEY, 1981). They gave
a typical example that a wave with a period 60 min and horizontal wavelength 400
km will lose 60% of its energy when it propagate between the 140 and 240 km level,
whereas in the same altitude a wave of period 20 min and the same wavelength will
lose only about 10% of its original energy. The above theoretical discovery could
buttress why short period waves below 20 min were not capture, probably they lost
their energy and dissipated therefore, could not get to an altitude of 300-350 km
where this MSTIDs were observed. In the present work, we recorded the mean value
for all season as 36± 7 min with the range between 20 to 60 min which survived the
dissipation in the lower thermosphere (VADAS; CROWLEY, 2010).

5.4 Local time dependency of MSTID occurrence

From the statistical analysis of the occurrence rate of the observed equatorial
MSTIDs, we categorized them into their time of occurrence: the daytime that fre-
quently occurred between 7:00-17:00 LT, evening hours between 17:00-20:00 LT and
nighttime between 21:00-4:00LT as shown in Figure 4.11. However, throughout the 6-
year observation, we observed only 15 nighttime MSTID events among a total of 742
which represent 2% of the total observation. The mechanisms producing MSTIDs in
the daytime, evening and nighttime might be different. Due to the limited number
of the nighttime events in the present work, we will henceforth focus on the daytime
and evening hours events.

To highlight a few previous works; Röttger (1977) reported that in the southern
summer only a small number of TIDs were observed over Peruvian equatorial region
around noon while the diurnal maximum in summer was observed around evening
hours. Kotake et al. (2007) also reported on the statistical characteristics of the
MSTIDs over Southern California observed with densely spaced GPS receivers, and
found that the occurrence rate of nighttime MSTIDs peaked in summer; the day-
time MSTIDs peaked in winter while the dusk events frequently occurred during
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equinoxes and summer as shown in Figure 5.2 (a). Otsuka et al. (2012), also inves-
tigated the statistical characteristics of the MSTIDs observed over Japan and found
that they are different at daytime, nighttime, and dawn and dusk. The observed
characteristics were summarized into occurrence rate of daytime, which was high in
winter and equinoxes whereas nighttime, dawn and dusk MSTIDs peaked in summer
as shown in Figure 5.2 (b). These statistical findings are consistent with the local
time dependence of the present work with the exception of the dawn time MSTIDs,
which is rare in the present work.

Figure 5.2 - Local time and seasonal variations in MSTID occurrence rate over (a) Japan
in 2002 and (b) Southern California in 2002.

(a) (b)
Source: (a) Kotake et al. (2007) and (b) Otsuka et al. (2011).

In the northeast of Brazil, MacDougall et al. (2011) analyzed one year MSTIDs data
and discovered more events in daytime and dusk with few during nighttime which are
in agreement with the present work, probably, due to the fact that both experiments
were conducted at the same latitude. Ding et al. (2011) also observed a total of 793
MSTIDs during using dense GPS receiver array in Central China around 1500 LT
and 0100 LT. According to them, the daytime MSTIDs were characterized by a major
occurrence maximum around the winter solstice. In low latitude over Brazil 15◦S to
30◦W), Figueiredo et al. (2018a) observed 826 MSTID events from December 2012
to February 2016 and found that the maximum peak in daytime winter solstice, and
secondary peak in the daytime equinoxes as shown in Figure 5.3. From the above
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statistical analysis about the local time dependency of MSTID occurrence, there
is a clear evidence that the occurrence rate of the daytime events in winter and
equinoxes are consistent with the present work as shown in Figure 4.11.

Figure 5.3 - Seasonal variation of medium-scale traveling ionospheric disturbance occur-
rence rate with the function of local time in south-southeast of Brazil. Data
from December 2012 to February 2016 are averaged. The black dashed and
dash-dotted lines represent the solar terminator at 300 and 100 km altitude,
respectively.

Source: Figueiredo et al. (2018a).

The local time dependence of these equatorial MSTIDs could be attributed to the
variability of mechanisms causing them (MILLER, 1997; KELLEY; MILLER, 1997).
This variability could arise from the multiple sources of gravity waves in both the
troposphere and thermosphere, as well the medium (background winds and temper-
ature) through which they propagate. The proceeding subsections discuss the local
time dependence of the equatorial MSTIDs in relation to the occurrence rate and
propagation direction.

5.4.1 Daytime equatorial MSTIDs

The daytime MSTIDs over South American equatorial region frequently occur in
winter with secondary peak in equinoxes which is consistent with that of Bristow e
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Greenwald (1996), Kotake et al. (2006), Otsuka et al. (2012), Otsuka et al. (2013),
Figueiredo et al. (2018a), Chen et al. (2019). The horizontal wavelengths, periods
and phase velocities of the observed MSTIDs are between 400 and 1000 km, 20
and 60 min and 100 and 700 m/s respectively. The daytime preferentially propa-
gate north-northeastward, north-northwestward and south-southeastward. We noted
from Figure 4.1 that the seasonal measurements of daytime MSTIDs propagated
predominantly north-northeastward during the winter months and transitioning to
south-southeastward during the summer periods.

As usual, MSTIDs have been known to be the manifestation of atmospheric gravity
waves (HINES, 1960; HOOKE, 1968) at ionospheric height. In the F region, the ion
mobility along the geomagnetic field is high, and the velocity of the ion and neutral
motion along the geomagnetic field is caused by gravity waves Hooke (1968). How-
ever, the collision frequencies of the electrons and ions are relatively insignificant,
therefore, the ion motion across the B is restricted because the ion gyro-frequency is
much higher than the ion-neutral collision frequency. Therefore, the ions gyrate along
the magnetic field rather than drifting with the neutral wind (KELLEY; MILLER,
1997; OTSUKA et al., 2011). This ion mobility causes directivity in the response of
the electron density variations to the neutral motion due to the gravity waves Ko-
take et al. (2006), Otsuka et al. (2011). Since neutral particle oscillation parallel to
B is larger for gravity waves propagating equatorward than for those propagating to
other directions, according to this theory, gravity waves propagating equatorward
could have greater amplitude, hence, advantage compare to those propagating away
from the equator (HOOKE, 1968).

The directivity of ion mobility causes the north-northwestward propagation direction
in the response of the plasma density variations to the neutral motion due to the
gravity waves. In order to verify these equatorward directivity in the present work,
we use the MSTID observed on the June 30th, 2014 around 13:50:00 UT (10:50:00
LT). It is clear that on this day the MSTID that was observed in the South American
equatorial region might have originated from low latitude as shown by the dTEC
map in Figure 5.4 (first row). The oblique line at the left corner (Longitude 45◦W,
Latitude 10◦S) of the map is the geomagnetic equator which is highly tilted in the
South American region. The second row of Figure 5.4 shows South American map
with geomagnetic field lines perpendicular to the magnetic equator. It is obvious
that the propagation direction of these MSTIDs is northwestward (as indicated by
the arrows) which are aligned along the magnetic field lines. In the South American
continents, the magnetic field lines have high declination (between 15◦ and 20◦W) in
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the Brazilian sector as shown in Figure 5.4, therefore it is expected that the daytime
gravity waves propagating northwestward would experience the least amount of ion
drag and thus, the most prominent in ionospheric observations as mentioned by
Kelley e Miller (1997).
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Figure 5.4 - MSTIDs observed on the June 30th, 2014 propagating to northwestward (first
row) and South American map demostrating the geomagnetic field lines (sec-
ond row)
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In addition, some of the daytime MSTIDs propagating to north-northeastward could
be excited by medium- and large-scale daytime secondary and tertiary waves which
are likely Mountain waves with concentric ring structures from the Southern Andes
(VADAS; BECKER, 2019). According them, these waves have wavelength increasing
with radius from the centers of the rings and they propagate northeastward over the
Brazil. We show here, an example of concentric like MSTID propagating from the
east of Southern Andes to the northeast of Brazil on 1st July, 2014 at 15:03:00 UT
(12:30:00 LT), as shown in Figure 5.5. The possible center (indicated with a blue
star) of this MSTIDs is located at latitude 35◦S and longitude 50◦W. The circles are
just to reinforce the clarity of the concentric structures of the MSTID and the blue
short dashes arrow denotes the propagation direction. The primary source region of
this MSTID is shown and discussed in Figure 6.6.

Figure 5.5 - MSTIDs observed on the July 1st, 2014 at 15:03:00 UT (12:30:00 LT) prop-
agating to north-northeastward. The possible center (indicated with a blue
star) of this MSTIDs is located at latitude 35◦S and longitude 50◦W. The cir-
cles are just to reinforce the clarity of the concentric structure of the MSITD
and the blue short dashes arrow denotes the propagation direction.

The two case studies could be the possible reason for daytime MSTIDs propagating
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to north-northeastward and north-northwestward (equatorward) accounting for the
more than 70% of the total MSTIDs observed in the present work. In addition, they
could be the possible observational evidence of MSTIDs propagating from the low
and mid latitude to the equator.

Meanwhile, the south-southeastward daytime MSTIDs in the present work propa-
gating away from the equator are likely excited active gravity waves generated by
ITCZ (RÖTTGER, 1977; MACDOUGALL et al., 2011). These cannot be explained by
the linear theory between plasma density perturbations, and neutral wind oscilla-
tions caused by gravity waves as well as the ion drag force dumps neutral particle
oscillation due to the gravity waves, neither could it explain by the MWs analogy
that breaks and generate secondary and tertiary waves (VADAS; BECKER, 2019) since
there is no mountains north of the study area. The possible primary source of these
south-southeastward MSTIDs will be discussed in chapter 6.

5.4.2 Evening hours equatorial MSTIDs

Evening hours MSTIDs (which occurred 17:00-20:00 LT) over South American equa-
torial region occur frequently in summer with a secondary peak in equinox as shown
in Figure 4.11. The preferential propagation directions of the MSTIDs observed
during the evening hours are south-southeastward, north-northwestward and west-
ward in both summer and equinox. Moreover, in equinox, there are some MSTIDs
propagating to north-northeastward. The seasonality of propagation direction of the
present work is consistent with that of (FIGUEIREDO et al., 2018a) over Southeast of
Brazil, with the exception of the absence of north-northeastward summer MSTIDs
in the present work. Nevertheless, the seasonality of evening time MSTIDs in the
present work is entirely different from the that of Kotake et al. (2007) and Otsuka et
al. (2012) over Southern California and Japan respectively. With regard to the hor-
izontal wavelengths, periods and phase velocities of the evening time MSTIDs, they
are between 500 and 900 km, 25 and 60 min and 100 and 500 m/s respectively. Again,
these horizontal wavelengths and phase velocities of the evening time MSTIDs in
the present work are longer and higher respectively, than the aforementioned works.
This has been explained in subsection 5.2.1.

As described under the daytime MSTIDs, equatorward (north-northwestward) prop-
agating gravity waves could cause a larger amplitude of TEC perturbations than
gravity waves propagating in other directions (HOOKE, 1970; OTSUKA et al., 2011).
This is because the amplitude of the electron density perturbation, which is propor-
tional to the neutral wind velocity in the direction parallel to the geomagnetic, field
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lines. (OTSUKA et al., 2011) explained that gravity waves with a large amplitude of
neutral wind perturbations could be needed to produce the evening time MSTIDs.
Therefore, the north-northwestward events in equinox could be aligned with this
scenario too. In addition, the south-southeastward MSTIDs are still suspected to be
caused by ITCZ, which lies at the north of the present study area.

In order to further explain the westward and eastward dusk MSTIDs, (OTSUKA et

al., 2011) considered the neutral winds in the thermosphere which is driven by the
pressure gradient of the neutral atmosphere, the neutral winds below from the day
side to the night side, and then westward at dawn and eastward at dusk. These
neutral winds in the Earth’s thermosphere are driven primarily by pressure gradi-
ents resulting from temperature differences of the neutral atmosphere. This is a key
feature of the E-region dynamo which generate the zonal electric field that drives a
vertical E×B drift of F-region plasma at the equator, which controls the distribu-
tion of plasma density. The neutral winds blow from the day side to the night side
leading to upward plasma drift during the day and downward drift at night, hence,
eastward at dusk. The zonal (westward) component of the horizontal propagation
velocity of the observed evening time MSTIDs propagate contrary to the neutral
winds. This relationship between the MSTID propagation direction and background
neutral winds suggests that the wind filtering mechanism could be operating effec-
tively (COWLING et al., 1971; WALDOCK; JONES, 1984; OTSUKA et al., 2011). However,
in the situation where the horizontal phase velocity of the gravity waves is close to
the background neutral wind velocity, then the waves can be absorbed by the critical
level (BRETHERTON, 1966). This could account for the absence of eastward propa-
gating MSTIDs during evening and even daytime. Meanwhile, the favored azimuth
of the MSTIDs propagation could counter the background wind. Consequently, the
preferred azimuth of the MSTIDs propagation direction could be westward at dusk
(OTSUKA et al., 2011).

Afraimovich et al. (2009) reported that the evening time MSTIDs over Japan appear
1.5-3 hours before the sunset solar terminator and when it passes over Australia.
Also, Forbes et al. (2008), Liu et al. (2009) observed terminator waves of neutral
density, wind and plasma temperature in the morning and evening by CHAMP
satellite. MacDougall e Jayachandran (2011) studied gravity waves generated by the
sunrise terminator and reported that the propagation direction of solar terminator
sources TIDs was approximately eastward in early morning and rotated clockwise
throughout the day to approximately southward around sunset time. Kotake et al.
(2007) as well suggested that sunset solar terminator might have excited such west-
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ward and eastward dusk MSTIDs. The terminator sources MSTIDs in the present
work will be discussed in chapter 6.

5.5 Seasonal dependency of equatorial MSTIDs occurrence rate

The seasonal variation of MSTIDs has been reported in almost every single study
of MSTIDs research that have been conducted, be it evening, night or daytime. The
seasonal occurrence rate of MSTIDs had already been reported in low (CHEN et al.,
2019; FIGUEIREDO et al., 2018a) and mid latitudes (KOTAKE et al., 2007; TSUGAWA et

al., 2007; OTSUKA et al., 2011; OTSUKA et al., 2013). All the aforementioned authors
found out that MSTIDs were predominantly observed during daytime winter with
second peak during equinoxes. The nighttime MSTID events frequently occurred
in the mid latitude during summer is almost absent in the present work which
is consistent (FIGUEIREDO et al., 2018a). Probably, the mechanism that causes the
nighttime is not situated in the low and equatorial region. Moreover, the variation of
seasonal occurrence rate in the present work is consistent with the day and evening
time MSTIDs observed in Southern California, Japan, Europe, China and southeast
of Brazil by Kotake et al. (2007), Otsuka et al. (2011), Otsuka et al. (2013), Chen
et al. (2019) and Figueiredo et al. (2018a) respectively. However, in the equatorial
region, this is the first time occurrence rate of daytime MSTIDs experiment has
been conducted using long term GNSS dTEC map. Thus, the section will thoroughly
discuss the seasonal variation of MSTIDs occurrence rate in the equatorial region of
South American during the six-year observation. Therefore, the seasonal variation
of the present MSTID occurrence rate maximizes at daytime winter since more than
70% of the events occurred during the day. For example, from the statistical analysis
of the occurrence rate of MSTID events; a total of 307, 106 and 329 were observed
in equinoxes, summer, and winter respectively.

First and foremost, we will discuss the factors that could influence the seasonal vari-
ation of the occurrence rate of the present MSTIDs observed in the South America
equatorial region. Among others, the primary, secondary and tertiary source are im-
portant factors since without them the presence of gravity waves in the ionospheric
height is almost impossible. For example, in winter and fall, there is a strong cold
front emanating from the mid and high latitude which likely excited the north-
northeastward and north-northwestward MSTIDs observed in southeast of Brazil
Figueiredo et al. (2018a). Miyoshi et al. (2014) used general circulation model (GCM)
to study seasonal variations of upward gravity wave propagation during the summer
and winter solstices in South America. They reported that the energy of the grav-
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ity waves at 120 km altitude was slightly high but much higher at 300 km altitude
during winter while in summer the gravity waves lacked the ability to propagate ver-
tically upward: This implies that the high frequency gravity waves with high energy
generated in the troposphere are also capable of propagating to the thermosphere
to induce wave structures in the upper atmosphere especially during winter. They
suggested that the zonal wind filtering effect between 100 and 200 km altitude in
20◦S is the mechanism that normally blocks the vertical propagation of the gravity
waves. It is possible that the MSTIDs in the present work were excited secondary
and tertiary gravity waves in the thermosphere from the likely dissipated primary
gravity waves from deep convection sources in the troposphere. Vadas e Crowley
(2010) also reported that the body forces which generate these secondary gravity
waves often occur within 3-10 degrees in latitude/longitude from the location of the
deep convective plumes which is approximately horizontal distance between 330 to
1300 km.

Meanwhile, the gravity waves being generated by the deep convective sources in the
South American equatorial region, predominant in summer and spring equinox seem
to be filtered out but the winds or probably consumed by thermospheric viscosity.
However, chapter 6 has been dedicated to the primary sources of the present equa-
torial MSTID. Therefore, we will focus on the medium at which the gravity waves
propagate to the ionospheric height. In this case, the background wind and the tem-
perature of the medium are paramount to this study. Bristow e Greenwald (1996)
studied the climatology of the MSTIDs observed with the Super Dual Auroral Radar
Network (Super-DARN) at high latitudes, and reported that the vertical gradient of
the neutral temperature in the thermosphere is less abrupt in winter than in sum-
mer, which implies that more gravity waves can penetrate into the ionosphere during
winter, however, in summer, they are more reflected near the mesopause. Crowley e
Azeem (2018) also reported that thermospheric gravity waves are selectively filtered
by the kinematic dissipation and only the high frequency, long vertical wavelength
components penetrate to the highest altitudes. On the other hand, Fisher et al.
(2015) studied thermospheric winds and temperatures using high-resolution Fabry-
Perot interferometer measurements of the 630.0 nm airglow emission spectral line
at northeastern Brazil August 2009 to August 2014. They however, reported that
while the temperature climatology shows the expected solar cycle dependence, the
neutral winds are most heavily dominated by seasonal change. Therefore, it will
be better to analyze the seasonal variation of the MSTIDs occurrence rate in the
South American equatorial region by considering the wind filtering of gravity waves
analogy.
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In other to investigate the background wind effect on the present MSTIDs, we
present the meridional (left hand side) and zonal (right hand side) winds monthly
averaged between August 2009 and August 2014 over the Brazilian equatorial and
low region from the combined FPIs, as shown in 5.6 (FISHER et al., 2015). They
reported that the typical meridional wind flow (positive northward) at low latitudes
is observed with summer to winter hemispherical flow that peaks at ∼ 50m/s. The
flow from the summer to winter hemisphere peaks at around 21 solar local time
(SLT) which is slightly faster in the local summer months than local winter months.
During the equinox, the meridional winds show two equatorward maxima (23 SLT
and 04 SLT) with a null near 01 SLT. Similarly, the zonal wind flow (positive east-
ward) is in line with previous results from same region with large eastward winds
that slowly decrease toward zero at the end of the night (MAKELA et al., 2013). The
peak eastward wind, occurring an hour or two after local sunset, ranges from 150
m/s in local summer to 75 m/s in local winter. The similarity between these two
wind components is the day-to-day variability of the winds, displayed as error bars.
This could be filtering most of the gravity waves with shorter wavelength and slow
speed in summer.

Figure 5.6 - Monthly averages of the meridional (left hand side) and zonal (right hand
side) thermospheric wind over northeast Brazil plotted against solar local
time (SLT). The positive values are northward and eastward respectively.

Source: Fisher et al. (2015).

In summer, the velocity of the neutral wind is higher than winter (FISHER et al., 2015;
MAKELA et al., 2013), hence, the vertical wave number may consequently be large
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which implies short vertical wavelength (VADAS; FRITTS, 2006): In this regard, the
gravity waves might have been filtered out by critical level or dissipate due to high
thermospheric viscosity. As a result, a few gravity waves might have propagated into
the ionosphere as MSTIDs. On the other hand, in winter, the neutral wind velocity
is slow (FISHER et al., 2015; MAKELA et al., 2013), and less than any of the phase
velocities of the present MSTID which could result in small vertical wave number. In
this case, the gravity waves could propagate into the thermosphere/ionosphere with-
out critical level effect or dissipative filtering (VADAS; FRITTS, 2006). This could be
the possible reason for the high occurrence rate of MSTID events in winter daytime
and low summer daytime events in the present work. Thus, the seasonal variation
of the observed background wind (FISHER et al., 2015; MAKELA et al., 2013) may
address the pertinent question about why the daytime MSTIDs almost disappear in
summer and appear in winter in the present work.

5.6 Long term (solar cycle) variability of equatorial MSTIDs

The six-year present study of MSTIDs during solar maximum (2014-2015), de-
scending (2016-2017) and minimum (2018-2019) yielded a total of 742 events with
43.3%, 33.7% and 23.0% respectively. The aforementioned statistics attest that more
MSTID events were observed during solar maximum compare to minimum phase.
The number of MSTID events obtained during solar descending phase is the inter-
mediary between the minimum and maximum phase events. Once again, the annual
variation of the present work is limited to daytime. The important question is the
connection between the solar activities and MSTIDs, that is whether they have any
direct relationship or not. The climatology of the MSTIDs have been extensively
studied, though the daytime occurrence rate in the South American equatorial re-
gion and its dependence on solar cycle has not been established yet.

Kotake et al. (2006) first studied MSTIDs across the globe during solar descending
(1998) and maximum phase (2000 and 2001). According to them, the daytime events
were different from that of the nighttime with respect to seasonal, solar activity,
longitudinal, and latitudinal dependence. Their nighttime MSTIDs activity at the
Japanese and Australian longitudinal sector shows negative correlation with solar
activity whereas solar activity dependence was not seen in daytime MSTIDs activity.
Hernandez-Pajares et al. (2012) also studied MSTIDs over California, New Zealand,
Alaska and Hawaii during solar maximum conditions most of the MSTID climato-
logical trends were modulated by the solar cycle intensity, especially, in the case of
local fall/winter daytime equatorward MSTIDs. Though the inverse dependence of
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the occurrence of nighttime MSTID in relation to solar activity had previously been
reported by Bowman (1990), Garcia et al. (2000), Shiokawa et al. (2003), Pimenta
et al. (2008) and Candido et al. (2008) in the mid and low latitude, yet the 11-year
nighttime MSTIDs of Paulino et al. (2016) using OI630.0 nm airglow images at
Cariri (36.5◦W, 7.4◦S) did not show any correlate with solar activities.

In order to investigate the possible effect of solar activity on the occurrence rate of
MSTIDs events, the solar flux F10.7 cm and the total MSTID events are plotted
together as a function of month and year as shown in Figure 5.7. The monthly
occurrence rate of MSTIDs during geomagnetically quiet condition is indicated with
red histogram, the green represent the solar cycle numbers while the blue line is the
respective eighty-one day running average. The present equatorial MSTIDs show
strong positive correlation with the solar activity. Probably, this is an indication
of the conspicuous differences of day and nighttime MSTIDs that exist over the
ionospheres of different latitudes and longitudes over the globe. This also implies
the solar cycle dependency of MSTIDs differs in day and nighttime, since the dark
bands observed by all-sky imager have inverse correlation. Therefore, the present
6-year study being the first to investigate long term solar activity dependence on
MSTID in the Brazilian equatorial region cannot be underestimated. Meanwhile the
most important question about this is the connection between the solar activities
and MSTIDs.

The earliest observations of TIDs were conducted by Munro (1948), Munro (1950),
Munro (1958) which coupled with the radar observations of drifting meteor trails
Greenhow (1958), led Hines (1960) to hypothesize that TIDs were simply the man-
ifestations of neutral internal gravity waves in the ionospheric plasma, which is a
generally accepted result today. For instance, medium-scale gravity waves are known
to transport energy and momentum throughout the atmospheric layers resulting in
a coupling between these layers (VADAS et al., 2009; TAYLOR et al., 2009; ESSIEN et

al., 2018). Vincent (2015) reported that medium-scale gravity waves in the thermo-
sphere with high frequency and long vertical wavelength components penetrate into
the highest altitudes. They also mentioned that there was a strong solar cycle effect
on gravity waves propagation into the thermosphere. They concluded that gravity
waves could propagate to higher altitudes during high sunspot activity than mini-
mum conditions. Crowley e Azeem (2018) further reported that gravity waves could
propagate to higher altitudes during high sunspot activity conditions than during
solar minimum conditions. This implies that there is a strong solar cycle effect on
gravity wave propagation into the thermosphere.
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Figure 5.7 - Solar Cycle 24 dependence on the occurrence rate of MSTIDs over South
America equatorial region during geomagnetically quiet conditions. The
monthly occurrence rate of MSTIDs is indicated with red histogram; the green
represent the solar cycle numbers while the blue is the respective eighty-one
day average.

The sources and mechanisms that generate gravity waves in the troposphere could be
a major factor to the variation in the occurrence rate of MSTIDs between solar maxi-
mum and minimum phase. Another factor that could be a possible contributor is the
gravity waves propagation characteristics in relation to the background wind and
thermospheric temperature. The temperature determines thermospheric viscosity,
which is highly dense during solar minimum and consequently impedes the propa-
gation of gravity waves due to high dissipative rate. Cole e Hickey (1981) reported
that the dissipation rates due to thermospheric viscosity and thermal conduction
are inversely proportional to the neutral gas density. This dissipation rate depends
on the temperature structure of the thermosphere, which consequently affects the
wave group velocity. That is, a hotter thermosphere refracts the wave energy up
at more oblique angles and thus increases the dissipation rate. Therefore, the fact
still remains that gravity wave dissipation depends strongly on local time and solar
activity, as well as magnetic activity (COLE; HICKEY, 1981). The aforementioned
factors might have caused the decreasing rate of MSTIDs from January 2014 (Solar
maximum) to December 2019 (Solar minimum).

Investigated the important role tropospheric cloud convection plays in the ther-
mosphere using deep convection and ray trace models, Vadas e Fritts (2006) re-
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alized that in the absence of dissipation, the vertical wavelength of gravity wave
increases by

√
T̄ /T̄0 or greater if its intrinsic frequency is close to the smaller ther-

mospheric buoyancy frequency N =
√
T̄ /T̄0N0, where T̄ and T̄0 are the asymptotic

temperatures in the thermosphere and lower atmosphere, respectively. However, they
mentioned that in the presence of dissipation, vertical wavelength increases in the
thermosphere during active solar conditions, which is more applicable during solar
maximum. Meanwhile, during extreme solar minimum, there is negligible forcing
above an altitude of 230 km, which extends up to 360 km during active solar con-
ditions. With regard to the MSTIDs in the present work, this analogy could be
the possible factor for the high number of MSTIDs during solar maximum phase
compare to minimum phase.

In order to investigate the themospheric temperature in relation with the dissi-
pation of gravity waves in the thermosphere, we plotted altitude as a function of
temperature using values from NRLMSIS-00 model as shown in Figure 5.8. Each
line represents the profiles of average neutral temperature for a particular year as
indicated in the plot. While the thermospheric temperature during solar minimum
is ∼ 650 K, that of maximum phase is ∼ 950 K. It is clear that the temperature
variation between solar maximum and minimum in the thermosphere is wide enough
to influence the dissipative difference between the solar phases. Rishbeth (1972) re-
ported that the basic structure of thermospheric neutral winds above about 150 km
altitude is formed by atmospheric expansion due to solar heating on the dayside,
creating a pressure bulge with a temperature maximum developing near 14:00 LT.
This establish the fact that there is high viscosity in the thermosphere, which leads
to high dissipation of gravity waves during low solar activity.
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Figure 5.8 - Thermospheric neutral temperature profiles from 2014 to 2019 by NRLMSIS-
00 model atmosphere.
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In the equatorial region over Brazil, Makela et al. (2013) used ground-based Fabry-
Perot interferometers to measure thermospheric temperatures between solar cycles
23 and 24 through the maximum of cycle 24. They reported that the increase in the
temperatures associated with the increase in solar flux was seen in the progression
of temperature from 2009 through 2012 which is consistent with the results of Fisher
et al. (2015) in the same study area. For instance, the average early evening (19 LT)
temperatures observed in September increase from 739 K in 2009 F10.7 1/4 71:2 to
950 K in 2011 F10.7 1/41. This trend was seen in the neutral temperature against
the solar flux for several local time. With these real observational thermospheric
temperature data during solar maximum and minimum phase from Makela et al.
(2013), Fisher et al. (2015), we could establish the connection between the solar
activities and the gravity waves dissipation due to thermospheric viscosity as the
precursor of the wide variation of the occurrence rate of the present MSTIDs.

It is well known that the Earth’s ionosphere responds in a complex manner to geo-
physical conditions like solar flux among others with a lot of variability. Hence,
various ionospheric parameters such as electron/ion density, TEC, electron and ion
temperatures behave partially regular and irregular resulting in daily, seasonal, an-
nual, latitudinal variations (KAWAMURA et al., 2002; SHARMA et al., 2012; AGGAR-

WAL et al., 2007; AGGARWAL et al., 2009). From the thermospheric viscosity analogy
discussed above using modeled and observational temperature data, gravity waves
could dissipate due to high viscosity in the thermosphere, which is frequent during
solar minimum. Therefore, during solar minimum only gravity wave with longer ver-
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tical wavelength and higher phase velocity can exist or survive to induced TIDs at
high altitudes in the thermosphere, which led to the current positive correlation of
equatorial MSTIDs occurrence rate during solar cycle 24.

In the present work, the mean phase velocities are higher in the solar descending and
minimum phase compare to the maximum phase as shown in Figure 4.12. Although,
some MSTID speeds are above the supersonic speed, it is still possible that the high
viscosity condition in the thermosphere during the solar descending and minimum
phase filtered out most of the gravity waves events with low speed. Richmond (1978)
reported that the gravity waves vertical wavelength in the thermosphere is larger
than in the lower atmosphere, which is more applicable when the sun is active. This
minimizes the dissipation rate of gravity waves in the thermosphere during high solar
activities, thereby, propagating into the ionospheres as TIDs. This could explain the
positive correlation of the MSTIDs occurrence rate and solar cycle 24.

5.7 Summary

We have thoroughly discussed the characteristics and statistical occurrences rate of
MSTIDs observed over South America equatorial region (between longitude: 30◦ to
55◦W and latitude: 0◦ to 15◦N ) from January 2014 to December 2019 using TEC
perturbation maps and keograms. We particularly discussed the horizontal wave-
length, Period and Phase Speed of MSTIDs, the local time dependency of MSTID
occurrence, seasonal dependency of equatorial MSTIDs, long term (solar cycle) vari-
ability of equatorial MSTIDs and the propagation direction of equatorial MSTIDs.

• The six-year observation of MSTIDs shows strong positive correlation with
the solar activity. We observed 322, 251 and 171 MSTID events during
solar maximum (2014-2015), descending (2016-2017) and minimum (2018-
2019) which represent 43.3%, 33.7% and 23.0%. We realized that gravity
waves dissipate due to high viscosity in the thermosphere as a result of low
thermospheric temperature which frequently occur during solar minimum.

• The seasonal statistics of the MSTID occurrence rate are 307, 106 and
329 events for equinoxes, summer, and winter respectively. The neutral
wind velocity observed by Fisher et al. (2015) and Makela et al. (2013)
are high in summer and low in winter. Consequently, there is high wind
filtering in summer than winter which explains the seasonal variation of
MSTIDs. This account for why the MSTIDs almost disappear in summer
and mostly appear in winter. The summer mean horizontal wavelength,
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period and phase speed are larger than that of winter. This is might be
due to the fact that, only MSTIDs events with long horizontal wavelength
and fast phase speeds survived the critical level and dissipative filtering
during summer.

• We also found out that the MSTIDs were highly dependence on the local
time; the daytime and evening account for ∼70% and ∼28% of the total ob-
servation while the nighttime account for only ∼2%. The daytime MSTIDs
occurred frequently in winter with the secondary peak in equinox, while
the evening time MSTIDs occurred in summer and equinox. The depen-
dency of the MSTIDs on the local time was attributed to the mechanisms
causing them and the medium at which they propagated.

• There is strong link between the MSTIDs propagating to north-
northeastward and north-northwestward of the Figueiredo et al. (2018a)
and the present work especially, during winter and equinox. Also, MSTIDs
observed by MacDougall et al. (2011) and the present have the same prop-
agation directions. The present and the aforementioned works have high
occurrence rate in winter daytime and secondary peak in equinox and a
few events in summer. Among them, only the present work considered a
detailed statistical analysis of MSTIDs and the solar cycle. Concerning
the characteristics, the present equatorial MSTIDs have long wavelengths
(300 - 1300 km m/s) and high phase velocities (100 - 700 m/s) compare to
the former. They were likely induced by the secondary or tertiary gravity
waves created in the thermosphere from the dissipation of primary gravity
waves that were excited from deep convection in the troposphere (VADAS;

CROWLEY, 2010).

• There are three preferential propagation direction of the present MSTIDs;
north-northeastward, north-northwestward and south-southeastward.
Moreover, in equinox and summer evening time, a few MSTIDs propa-
gating westward. The anisotropy of the propagation direction is due to the
wind and dissipative filtering effects, ion drag effects that favors MSTIDs
propagating equatorward along the magnetic field lines and the presence
of the secondary or tertiary gravity waves in the thermosphere.
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6 DISCUSSION II: POSSIBLE SOURCE REGION AND MECHA-
NISM OF THE MSTIDs OVER SOUTH AMERICAN EQUATORIAL
REGION

6.1 Introduction

Knowing and understanding the sources of MSTIDs is of utmost importance for
unraveling the complexities of the thermosphere/ionosphere coupling system as well
as the prediction of the climatology of MSTIDs in the future. Yet, the question
of the primary sources of MSTIDs over the South American equatorial ionosphere
is unanswered. For science to provide answers to these questions, a lot of day-to-
day and seasonal source analysis have to be done in the aforementioned region to
ascertain fully understanding about the subject matter. For that matter, this chapter
presents the possible primary source regions of the MSTIDs over the South American
equatorial region. Effort will be thrown into discussing the possible mechanisms
whereby gravity waves produce these MSTIDs. Pertinent to the present work, the
possible sources for the equatorial MSTIDs will be limited to the upward propagating
and filtered meteorological atmospheric gravity waves (AGWs) as well as secondary
and tertiary gravity waves. The correlation of most MSTIDs propagation directions
in the present work (as shown in Figure 4.4) points to some meteorological sources
of the MSTID exciting gravity waves.

6.2 Possible source regions of the Equatorial MSTIDs

The Earth’s ionosphere is largely impacted by the solar and magnetic activities
as well as perturbed from below by geophysical phenomena such as severe tropo-
spheric weather events, earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanic eruptions and man-made
events such as explosions, rocket and missile launches and mini blasts among others
(ASTAFYEVA, 2019). The disturbances from the below arrive in the ionosphere as
gravity waves (internal or acoustic) leading to TIDs and other disturbances such
as plasma bubbles among others in the case of equatorial region. The upward
propagation of gravity waves triggers the increase in amplitude significantly due
to the exponential decrease of the atmospheric density with altitude. The gravity
waves generated in the neutral atmosphere may consequently give rise to signifi-
cant disturbances in the upper atmosphere and ionosphere, which can be detected
by ionospheric sounding tools, such as, Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
receivers, ionosondes, airglow and cameras among others.

The study of TID commenced by the early days of long-distance radio trans-
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mission, variations and interruptions over-the-horizon transmissions (CROWLEY;

AZEEM, 2018). In the pioneer paper published by Hines (1960), he proposed that
TIDs are cause by the upward propagating gravity wave disturbances originating
from the neutral atmosphere (e.g., troposphere). The gravity wave-MSTID transfer
function depends on the characteristics such as period, phase velocity, horizontal
wavelength, wavenumber, amplitude and propagation direction of the wave in ques-
tion, in addition to the conditions in the neutral atmosphere and ionosphere (HOOKE,
1968; GEORGES; HOOKE, 1970). Thus, the call for the investigation into the origin of
the present equatorial MSTIDs from the neutral atmosphere and other geophysical
sources in relate to the statistical behaviour is of equal importance to science.

Several authors have suggested that the possible source regions for equatorial and
low latitude MSTIDs are associated with the gravity waves in the thermosphere
that are originated from the tropospheric deep convection (PAULINO et al., 2016;
FIGUEIREDO et al., 2018a) and ITCZ (RÖTTGER, 1977; MACDOUGALL et al., 2011)
among others. In the mid latitude, day and nighttime MSTIDs have been reported
to be generated via atmospheric gravity waves propagating in the F-layer bottom
height Otsuka et al. (2013) and Perkins instability Otsuka et al. (2011), Kotake et al.
(2007), Kelley et al. (2000) while the high latitude, MSTIDs haven been attributed
to the geomagnetic storms and polar electroject (LIU et al., 2020). For the purpose,
the present work will discuss the potential equatorial sources of MSTIDs specifically,
in South America.

With regard to the present equatorial MSTIDs in the South American region, the
propagation directions change with seasons as shown in Figure 4.4. The anisotropy
observed in the propagation direction could be due to a non-uniform distribution
of sources of gravity waves that triggered them. The source region with respect
to the propagation direction is an important factor to unearth the mystery of the
MSTID sources in the South American equatorial region. Therefore, based on the
propagation directions we investigate some likely source mechanisms of the gravity
waves exciting the present equatorial MSTIDs such as meteorological sources like
in-situ tropospheric deep convection, intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ), and
the supersonic motion of solar terminator, as well as secondary and tertiary grav-
ity waves sources. Consequently, the relative importance of various gravity waves
sources, their spatial and temporal variability, and their statistical influences on the
larger-scale atmospheric flow are virtually unknown at present. The next section will
deliberately explain the aforementioned potential primary sources of the equatorial
MSTIDs.
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6.3 Tropospherical convection and Frontal Systems

It has been well known and understood for decades that tropospheric deep convec-
tion can excite gravity waves that can propagate into the ionosphere as perturba-
tion in the plasma density popularly known as TIDs (HINES, 1960; RÖTTGER, 1977;
KELLEY et al., 2000; KOTAKE et al., 2007; OTSUKA et al., 2011; MACDOUGALL et al.,
2011; CROWLEY; AZEEM, 2018). Nevertheless, there are still considerable controversy
about the connection of the primary source regions and generation mechanisms of
equatorial MSTIDs. According to Fritts e Alexander (2003), gravity waves gener-
ated by convection are not characterized by a single prominent phase speed or fre-
quency as is the case for topographic waves: Instead, convection can generate waves
throughout the full range of phase speeds, wave frequencies, and vertical and hori-
zontal scales. They reported that the low-frequency waves, in particular, might be
observed in the middle atmosphere at large horizontal distances from the convective
source, making correlation with clouds or other indicators of convection more diffi-
cult. However, in the tropical region far from topography and regions of baroclinic
instability, the occurrence of inertia-gravity waves has been linked to convection as
the source (PFISTER et al., 1986; TSUDA et al., 1994; KAROLY et al., 1996; SHIMIZU;

TSUDA, 1997; WADA et al., 1999; VINCENT; ALEXANDER, 2000). This convection in
the troposphere involves a time-varying thermal forcing associated with latent heat
release that can interact with overlying stable layers and shear in complex ways that
are not fully understood (FRITTS; ALEXANDER, 2003).

In the midlatitude of England (Leicester: 52.53◦N, 1.13◦W), Waldock e Jones (1987)
observed MSTIDs through the Doppler shift in HF (High Frequency) signal. They
analyzed the sources using the trajectory plotter model and identified that most of
them originated from the troposphere within a radius of 1500 km from the observa-
tion point. They suggested that the source could probably be jet streams. Alexander
e Vincent (2000) reported that the seasonal and inter-annual variability in gravity
waves observed at Cocos Island was likely due to deep convection. Using a ray
tracing model Vadas (2007) explored gravity waves properties that resulted from a
wide range of temperatures, calculated the dissipation altitudes, horizontal distances
traveled, times taken, and maximum horizontal wavelengths prior to dissipation for
a wide range of upward-propagating gravity waves that originate in the lower at-
mosphere. Grimsdell et al. (2010) also reported that thunderstorms trigger a broad
spectrum of gravity waves via latent heat release and interactions with the mean
flow.
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In the Brazilian equatorial region, MacDougall et al. (2011) observed that winter
MSTIDs spread to the north-northeast. However, they did not identify a possible
source responsible for the oscillations in the aforementioned direction. In the equa-
torial and low latitude over South America, Essien et al. (2018) studied the possible
sources of SSGWs and MSGWs in the troposphere over Brazilian equatorial region
using the 11 years of daily mean of outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) data ob-
tained from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) as a
proxy for tropospherical deep convection regions. They realized strong convective
regions emanating from Amazon rainforest during fall equinox and summer solstice
that were the possible source mechanism for the gravity waves they observed. How-
ever, in spring and winter the deep convection in the equator region were rare,
therefore, they concluded that deep convective within the vicinity did not play any
important role in the waves observed at Cariri. Most importantly, Figueiredo et al.
(2018a) used cloud top brightness temperature (CTBT) data observed by Geosta-
tionary Operational Environmental Satellite 13 and 16 (GOES 13and 16) to study
the possible sources of the MSTIDs observed in the southeast of Brazil from De-
cember 2012 to February 2016. They reported that the atmospheric gravity waves
in the thermosphere, mesosphere and troposphere could play an important role in
generating the MSTIDs.

The present work is investigating the potential primary sources of the MSTIDs
observed over South American equatorial latitude. In order to achieve this, we adopt
the parameter used to measure the intensity of the convection cloud; cloud top
brightness temperature data from GOES 13 and 16, with spatial resolution of 4×4
km which is available in binary files by the scientific cooperation between GOES 13
and Center for Weather Forecasting and Climate Studies in Brazil. The temperatures
between 208◦ and 233◦ K (-65◦C and -40◦C) were selected to be with associate
cumulonimbus or deep convective clouds (FIGUEIREDO et al., 2018a; INOUE et al.,
2008). In the present study, we consider cloud top brightness temperature with -55◦

and -45◦C as upper limit temperatures. In all the analysis, we considered six hours
of deep convective source before the time of occurrence of the observed MSTIDs
as Vadas (2007) said that gravity waves with wavelengths shorter than 500 km
take around 1 to 3 hours to propagate from the troposphere to the thermosphere.
Vadas (2007) further reported that gravity waves generated from tropospherical
deep convection have much larger amplitudes, and therefore account for most of
the vertical transport of energy and momentum from the troposphere to the middle
atmosphere. Fukushima et al. (2012) reported that most MSTID events observed in
the equatorial and low latitude regions were related to tropospheric convection.
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In order to investigate the potential primary sources of the observed MSTID in
the present work, we consider day-to-day analysis of the observed MSTID and the
cloud top brightness temperature front that are susceptible to trigger the gravity
waves which manifested as the observed MSTID. Figure 6.1 shows the structures
of cloud top brightness temperature front on South American map (left column)
with red arrows indicate the propagation directions of the MSTIDs observed on
30th June and 8th November, 2015 and 1st October, 2017. In order to relate the
MSTID oscillations observed to the possible primary sources, we include the TEC
perturbation maps (right column). For example, on 30th June 2015, it is obvious that
the MSTID is propagating north-northwestward with horizontal wavelength of 552.0
km, period of 29.9 min and phase speed 308.1 m/s. The possible source region for
this direction is located over the low latitude around 20◦ to 25◦ south and 50◦ to 60◦

west. Also, on 8th November 2015, the MSTID is propagating north-northwestward
with horizontal wavelength of 635.7 km, period of 35.0 min and phase speed 322.7
m/s and the source region is located within the equatorial region around 10◦ to
15◦ south and 45◦ to 50◦ west. Finally, on 1st October, 2017 MSTID oscillation is
propagating south-eastward and the source region is located around 7◦ to 12◦ south
and 55◦ to 60◦ W over the Amazon region. The MSTID on this day is propagating
southeastward with respective horizontal wavelength of 647.9 km, period of 35.0 min
and phase speed 308.5 m/s

The distance between the possible source region and the where the MSTIDs was
observed on 30th June 2015 is ∼1150 km (That is each degree in latitude and lon-
gitude is approximately 115 km at 300 km altitude, therefore, ∼10◦ is equivalent to
∼1150). However, Waldock e Jones (1987) reported that gravity waves generated in
the troposphere are capable of traveling within a radius of 1500 km before ascend-
ing vertically into the ionosphere as fluctuation on the plasma density. Vadas (2007)
used ray tracing model to investigate gravity waves source region and propagation
properties. They reported that small- and medium-scale gravity waves can travel
horizontal wavelength of less than 500 km, phase speed of 100 m/s and the period
of less than 60 min can propagate less than 2000 km horizontally from the ground
prior to dissipating at 150 to 250 km altitude. Also Freund e Jacka (1979) and Tay-
lor e Hapgood (1988) reported that in the absence of background winds, gravity
waves of a period of ≤1 h would be expected to propagate from the source region to
OH heights within a ground range of 800 km. According to Takahashi et al. (2018)
the propagation direction of the gravity wave depends on the source region and the
background winds in the lower atmosphere.
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Figure 6.1 - Cloud top brightness temperature (CTBT) below -50◦C (left column) and the
possible corresponding MSTID (right column) on 30th June and 08 November
2015, and 1st October, 2017. The red arrows on cloud top brightness temper-
ature map indicate the propagation directions of the MSTID observed on the
aforementioned days. The possible sources and propagation directions are also
indicate on dTEC map with blue star and arrow.
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In order to investigate the seasonal variation of the sources regions of the observed
equatorial MSTIDs, we plotted convection map for only the days MSTIDs were ob-
served in a particular season as well as the corresponding propagation directions of
the MSTIDs observed on those days. Figure 6.2 shows cloud top brightness temper-
ature maps over South America for (a) summer, (b) autumn, (c) winter, and (d)
spring. The red arrows indicate the propagation directions of the MSTIDs observed
in the particular season. In summer, spring and autumn, there are deep convective
cells associated with cumulus nimbus clouds within the South American equatorial
region that are capable of generating gravity waves and propagate into the iono-
sphere. However, the propagation direction of the MSTIDs do not correlate with
the sources in the troposphere. However, in the winter, convection clouds are lo-
cated in the low latitude (20◦) emanating from the midlatitude, which is the south
of the area of the present study.

Figure 6.2 - Cloud top brightness temperature maps with temperatures below ∼55◦C over-
plotted between January 2014 and December 2019. The red arrows indicate
the propagation direction of medium-scale traveling ionospheric disturbances
observed in (a) summer, (b) autumn, (c) winter, and (d) spring. The selected
time zones for the seasons were 6 hours before the MSTIDs were observed.
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According to Zhang (2004), the deep convection activities in the south of Brazil
during the winter are highly related to the jet stream associated with cold fronts.
This cold front in winter correlate well with the propagation direction of the present
equatorial MSTIDs, particularly those propagating to northward. Therefore, it is
possible that the primary sources of the winter equatorial MSTIDs are from the low
and midlatiude region. Hoffmann et al. (2013) reported that in the wintertime, the
winds do not typically reverse the sign until the mesosphere and, thus, the waves can
propagate up to these altitudes and obtain larger amplitudes before being filtered.
From the area of the observation of the present MSTIDs to the location of the cold
front in the low latitude is between ∼1000 to ∼1500 km, which is consistent with
(VADAS, 2007) model.

Meanwhile, the source regions in summer, autumn and spring are not consistent
with the MSTIDs propagation direction, therefore, it could be possible that they are
non-primary gravity waves, which propagated into the ionospheric plasma density as
MSTIDs. Heale et al. (2020) reported that in summer time, winds switch between
east and westward directions in the middle atmosphere, thus, gravity waves tend
to get filtered in the stratosphere. Probably, the primary wave generated by the
sources of the present MSTIDs encountered critical level, hence, were absorbed into
the mean flow or dissipate. According to them, the dissipation exerts a body force
on the mean flow at packet form, which generates spectra of non-primary waves with
larger scales and longer periods than the primary wave. Therefore, it must be noted
that, the important physics in the north-northeastward and north-northwestward
MSTIDs cannot be described by only tropospheric sources. We therefore, suspect
that secondary or tertiary gravity waves could be the possible source for most of
these equatorial MSTIDs observed.

Nevertheless, the MSTIDs that are propagating south-southeastward could not be
explained by a mere deep convective sources since they do not correlate. Hence, we
will explore ITCZ as the possible option since it lies at the north of the study area.

6.4 Intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ)

The ITCZ is characterized by low atmospheric pressures due to the upward move-
ment induced by the trade winds from the Northern and Southern Hemisphere
convergence which results in high atmospheric pressure in the upper troposphere
(GIRESSE, 2007). The ITCZ is a permanent low-pressure feature lies in the equa-
torial trough where surface trade winds laden with heat and moisture converge to
form a zone of increased convection, cloudiness, and precipitation (WALISER; JIANG,
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2015): The latent heat released in the ITCZ is critical to the atmospheric energy
budget and ITCZ cloudiness provides an important contribution to the planetary
albedo: The position, structure, and migration of ITCZ influence ocean/atmosphere
and land/atmosphere interactions on a global scale. The resulting circulation that
forms with air converging near the surface around the equator and diverging above
is known as the Hadley Cell (MADDEN R. A, 2015). Throughout the year, the ITCZ
follows the migration of the sun’s overhead position typically with a delay of around
1-2 months. As the ocean heats up more slowly than land, the ITCZ tends to move
further north and south over land areas than that over water. In winter, the ITCZ
lies well to the north of the equator and migrates to the south in summer (WALISER;

JIANG, 2015). In South America region, the winter and summer positions can go as
far as 15◦N and 5◦S over the continent.

Therefore, the ITCZ provides a useful framework to study the primary source region
of the gravity waves that might propagated to the ionospheric level as MSTIDs.
This section will investigate the MSTIDs in the present work propagating to south-
southeast direction and the ITCZ, which is suspected to be the possible primary
source.

6.4.1 Data processing and characterization of synoptic systems

First and foremost, images from GOES 13 from the Center for Forecasting and Cli-
mate Studies (CPTEC: INPE; http://satelite.cptec.inpe.br/acervo/) of the National
Institute for Space Research, in the infrared (IR) and water vapor channel, with a
horizontal resolution of 0.42.5◦x0.42.5◦ for every 30 min were obtained to realize
the features of ITCZ. The typical example of these images observed by GOES 13
in South American are shown in first panel of Figure 6.3; The position of ITCZ
is indicated with red box, though there are other features such as frontal systems
(FS) and Bolivia High (BH) at the southeast and central part of South American
continent. All these features are common in the low and equatorial latitude of South
America.
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Figure 6.3 - GOES 13 Satellite images on the IR channel on 1st January, 2017 at 12:00UTC
and 12:30UTC at the first row, average daily OLR fields and horizontal wind
current lines at 1000 hPa (a), wind convergence at 1000 hPa and wind current
lines at 200 hPa on 1st of January 2017 at the second row and the average daily
vertical profiles between 1000-200 hPa of ascending humidity and vertical wind
current lines at the third row.
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In order to study the ITCZ position, we obtained the Outgoing Longwave Radia-
tion (OLR), zonal (u (m/s)), meridional (v(m/s)) and the vertical (omega (Pa/s))
components of wind variables from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin-
istration (NCEP) reanalysis data. These data were used to generate daily average
fields between latitude: 20◦N-40◦S and longitude: 90◦-20◦W as shown in Figure 6.3
second and third rows. The fields comprise of current lines (shown in ??) at the
pressure levels of 1000, 925, 800, 700, 500, 300 and 200 hPa and the divergence of
the wind (shown in ??) at 1/s at the pressure level of 1000 hPa and the average
filtered OLR field (OLR <245 W/m2). The zonal (u) and meridional (v) wind com-
ponents at 1000 hPa pressure and OLR filtered average field (245W/m2) correspond
to longitude (x) and latitude (y) coordinates. The fields composed of filtered OLR
are used to obtain information related to the convective cloud (KOUSKY, 1988). The
remaining fields are used for the identification of the main large-scale systems (syn-
optic scale) responsible for the convective activity over South America; these are
the ITCZ, the High Levels Cyclonic Vortex (HLCV), Bolivia High, South Atlantic
Convergence Zone (SACZ) and transients like frontal systems. The vertical cross-
sections that confirm the performance of the ITCZ, built at fixed lengths of 30◦ -
60◦W and variable latitude according to the position of the ITCZ.

δ = dx

u
+ dx

v
(6.1)

Where δ is wind divergence, u and v the zonal and meridional horizontal wind
components respectively, and x and y are the latitude and longitude coordinates.

In the present work, ITCZ was identified as the current fields lines at the conver-
gence of winds at pressure levels of 1000 hPa (LHS: left hand side) around latitude
∼2.5◦ and the divergence (RHS: right hand side) at tropopause at the pressure of
200 hPa. We then validated the ITCZ position with satellite image from GOES
13 (shown at the first row), through clusters of convective clouds in the equatorial
latitudes. Bolivia High (BH) and HLCV were also identified by anticyclonic and
cyclonic circulation, respectively, in the fields of horizontal wind current lines at the
tropopause (GUTMAN; SCHWERDTFEGER, 1965; VIRJI, 1981; LENTERS; COOK, 1997;
VUILLE, 1999). The frontal systems were identified by the joint analysis of aerody-
namic convergence in the wind fields at 850 hPa level and cloudiness characteristics
of the system in the satellite images on the IR channel (ZVEREV, 1968). The frontal
systems that remained permanent forming a band of cloudiness in the northwest-
southeast direction in the satellite images, in parallel with the convergence of the
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winds in the fields of current lines at low levels were also identified as the SACZ
(QUADRO, 1994; KODAMA, 1992).

Also, the vertical profiles which confirm the performance of the ITCZ over the trop-
ical Atlantic Ocean between longitudes 30◦ and 51◦W are shown in third row of
Figure 6.3. The ascending humidity profile shows values up to ∼80% in the most
intense region where ITCZ operates over the ocean and above 90% over the conti-
nental. In the case of Figure 6.3 it is highly humid between longitude 45◦ and 30◦W
at the low pressure level and extended to tropopause as shown in third row. The
upward vertical movements from the atmospheric layers close to the surface to the
high levels is also shown by the current lines with vertical velocity above 0.2 Pa/s.
The negative sign is an indication of ascending profile.

6.4.2 Day-to-day variations of ITCZ as the possible source of equatorial
MSTIDs

Figure 6.4 shows the average situation of the performance of the synoptic scale
systems responsible for the convective activity over South America on 5th of January
2016, 1st of January 2017 and 29th of January 2017. On these day, the ITCZ is
located between ∼ 0◦ and ∼ 5◦N latitudinal over the tropical Atlantic band, visible
by the convergence of the winds at low (shown in the right column), however, over
the continent, the position of the ITCZ is not clear due to the mountain ranges.
Meanwhile, the performance of BH as a result of superficial warming over the central
part of South America, and frontal systems over the southeastern region enabled
the occurrence of convective activity over these regions (HOREL et al., 1989). The
predominance of the performance of these systems during the day can be observed
in the satellite images on the IR channel as shown in Figure 6.3 where the frontal
systems moved in the northeast direction coupling to BH during most of the day,
forming a convection corridor at northwest-southeast.
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Figure 6.4 - The observed MSTID over South America on 5th of January 2016, 1st of
January 2017 and 29th of January 2017 (left column) and the corresponding
ITCZ position (right column). The red arrow shows the propagation direction
of the observed MSTID.
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In order to relate the ITCZ as the possible primary of the MSTID on the aforemen-
tioned days, we include the corresponding observed MSTIDs (right column) indi-
cating the propagation directions with the blue arrow and the source region with
the blue star on the South American map. The characteristics of the MSTIDs were
calculated, for instance on 5th of January 2016 the oscillation were observed at 16:
16LT with horizontal wavelength of 922.8 km, period of 52.0 min and phase velocity
of 295.8 m/s. On 1st of January 2017, we also observed MSTID oscillations at 15:27
LT with horizontal wavelength of 757.3 km, period of 37.7 min and phase velocity
of 335.1 m/s. Finally, we observed another MSTIDs with horizontal wavelength of
751.0 km, period of 40.0 min and phase velocity of 312.9 m/s 29th of January 2017
at 16:03 LT. We suspect that the gravity waves generated by ITCZ could also break
and secondary waves generated if the phase velocity of the wind is not high enough.

The propagation direction of the aforementioned MSTIDs correlate with the cor-
responding ITCZ position as shown in Figure 6.4. On these days, we found that
MSTID propagating to south-southeastward towards the low latitude. As shown at
the right column, the source positions of the MSTDs are over the north as indicated
by the blue star. This implies that the propagation direction is still a strong factor
to trace or determine the possible sources. Hence, the ITCZ positioning is still the
preferred candidate for the possible primary source of the observed MSTIDs propa-
gating south-southeastward. This and many days (not shown here) are consistence
with the results of MacDougall et al. (2011) and Röttger (1977).

Since the early theories of Hines (1960), Hines e Reddy (1967), tropospheric phe-
nomena, such as weather systems and the orographic lifting of air masses, have
long been suspected as sources of atmospheric gravity waves. Due to the amplitude
growth with increasing altitude, which offsets the decreasing atmospheric density,
these waves of tropospheric origin are expected to contribute significantly to the
wave energy present in the mesosphere (HINES, 1960; GOSSARD, 1962) and beyond.
Additionally, gravity waves are assumed to be generated by mesoscale convective
systems in the troposphere and propagate up to the F region as MSTIDs. These
mesoscale convective systems are usually found within the ITCZ and even ESF
morphology is assumed to be controlled by the seasonal migration of gravity waves
generated by ITCZ (TSUNODA, 2010; SU et al., 2014).

During ALOHA-93 campaign, Gardner (1995) presented aircraft-borne Michelson
Interferometer measurements of OH Meinel band rotational temperature and inte-
grated band radiance observed during a trans-equatorial flight over the ITCZ. The
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aircraft motion afforded the opportunity to examine the horizontal wave number
spectra of the gravity-wave induced fluctuations in the mesospheric OH tempera-
ture and radiance (QIAN et al., 1995; GARDNER, 1995) and both showed the presence
of gravity waves confined to regions near the equator. According to them, the spa-
tial variation of the wavelength of these waves would suggest a source associated
with the convective instabilities of the ITCZ and imply that the ITCZ may play an
important role in mesospheric circulation through its generation of gravity waves.
In the Peruvian equatorial region, Röttger (1977) found a significant correlation
with rainfall activity and occurrence of MSTIDs. They conclusion that penetrative
cumulus convection in the ITCZ was the most likely generation mechanism of the
gravity waves exciting the observed TIDs. In the northeast of Brazil, MacDougall et
al. (2011) reported that the possible source for the southeastward TIDs is the ITCZ.

6.4.3 Seasonal variations of ITCZ as the possible source of equatorial
MSTIDs

In other to analyze the seasonal variability of the MSTIDs propagation direction and
ITCZ as the possible primary sources, we compiled the seasonal average position
of the ITCZ for the days we observed MSTIDs propagating south-southeastward,
and plotted alongside the seasonal variation of the propagation directions of the
MSTIDs observed during the 6-year study, as shown in Figure 6.4.3. In summer
and fall/autumn, the average position of the ITCZ are located on latitude ∼0◦,
meanwhile during the winter it is located at ∼10◦ while ITCZ position in the spring
is located at ∼5◦. The possible source region of the south-southeastward MSTIDs
being far from the area of study during winter could explain why we observed few
events propagating to the said direction. It also explains why south-southeastward
MSTIDs are rare in low latitude (FIGUEIREDO et al., 2018a). Moreover, in summer,
we have majority of the MSTID activity propagating to south-southeast direction,
possibly as a result of the primary source location being located within the study
area.

Also, the deep convictive field shows an intense convection signal over the South
American equatorial region during summer and autumn/fall as a result of surface
warming, and BH at ∼5◦S. Meanwhile, during spring the convective activity is weak
in the equatorial region, but intense in the southeast and subtropical latitudes be-
tween 25◦ and 40◦S). In winter, the convective activity in the equatorial region is
rare, however, there is a strong cold front emanating from the midlatitude into the
low latitude (this can be seen during equinox as well) and these frontal systems are
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the possible primary sources for the north-northeastward and north-northwestward
observed MSTIDs.
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Figure 6.5 - Seasonal average position of the ITCZ (left column) and propagation direction
of the observed MSTIDs (right column).
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Most of the MSTIDs propagating south-southeastward have high phase velocity
equivalent to the phase speed of secondary and tertiary waves as shown in the
Figure 6.4.3. Therefore, we suspect that some of the MSTIDs in the present work
might have been excited by secondary and tertiary gravity waves that were generated
from the ITCZ in the troposphere.

6.5 Secondary and tertiary sources of the Equatorial MSTID

Secondary gravity waves are generated from primary wave breaking while tertiary
gravity waves are generated as a result of secondary wave breaking. The wave break-
ing creates turbulence and generates secondary or tertiary waves (BACMEISTER;

SCHOEBERL, 1989; BOSSERT et al., 2017; EHARD et al., 2016; HEALE et al., 2017;
VADAS, 2013; VADAS et al., 2018; VADAS; BECKER, 2019). These waves are rec-
ognized to have potentially significant effects at higher altitudes such as thermo-
sphere/ionosphere. From the ray tracing model, Vadas e Fritts (2006) reported that
thermospheric body forces likely generate medium and large-scale secondary grav-
ity waves which may be a new source of MSTIDs and LSTIDs which occur during
geomagnetically quiet and active conditions. They also reported the possibility of
tidal winds acting like a filter for secondary wave spectra reaching the thermosphere
(VADAS et al., 2003; VADAS et al., 2018; VADAS; BECKER, 2019). However, the sec-
ondary and tertiary waves analogy still remain theoretical since they have not been
any observational evidence. Meanwhile, most of the characteristics of the present
equatorial MSTIDs shows evidence of been excited by the secondary and tertiary
waves since their propagation directions do not correlate with their corresponding
primary sources and also the fact that their wavelength and phase velocities are
higher beyond the scope of convectively generated gravity from the troposphere.

Vadas e Fritts (2006) used forward ray tracing to calculate the body forces which
resulted from the saturation and dissipation of the gravity waves excited by Tropical
Storm Noel at 04:32 UT on 30 October 2007. They simultaneously analyzed 59
TIDs located at the bottomside of the F layer at 230-290 km, observed by the
TIDDBIT ionospheric sounder. The TIDs had periods of 15 to 90 min, horizontal
wavelengths of 100 to 3000 km, and horizontal phase speeds of 140 to 650 m/s.
They reported that the observed TIDs were likely secondary gravity waves excited
by thermospheric body forces with 40% of their phase speeds faster than 280m/s.
The reason being that none of the TIDs was identified as primary gravity waves
excited directly by Tropical Storm Noel, which precluded a tropospheric source
and suggested mesospheric and thermospheric sources instead. They also compare
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the gravity waves locations with the regions of convective overshoot, mesospheric
body forces, and thermospheric body forces, and discovered that 11 of the selected
gravity waves with phase speed <205 m/s likely reflected near the tropopause prior
to detection. Most of the horizontal wavelengths and phase velocities of the present
equatorial MSTIDs are between 500 and 800 km, and 200 and 400 m/s respectively,
hence, they are likely secondary gravity waves from the mesosphere or thermosphere.

In the case of South American continent, Vadas e Becker (2019) used a gravity
wave resolving global circulation model (GCM) to investigate the effects on the
mesosphere and thermosphere from a strong mountain wave (MW) event over the
Southern Andes during winter. They reported that the MWs broke and attenu-
ated at altitude of 50-80 km, thereby, creating local body forces that generated
large-scale secondary gravity waves having concentric ring structure with horizontal
wavelengths between 500 and 2000 km, horizontal phase speeds from 70 to 100 m/s,
and periods of 3 to 10 hr and can consequently break and generate tertiary gravity
waves. Most of the horizontal wavelengths and phase velocities of the present equa-
torial MSTIDs are between 500 and 800 km, and 200 and 400 m/s respectively. We
also observed few MSTIDs with wavelength as far as 100-1400 as well as phase speed
between 500 to 700 m/s. These characteristics are consistent with the parameters of
the secondary and tertiary medium- and large-scale gravity waves calculated using
GCM (VADAS; BECKER, 2019). However, the period are inconsistent with the sec-
ondary and tertiary gravity waves periods due to the fact that the present MSTIDs
were calculated using 1-hour running average. The phase velocities in the present
work and that of Figueiredo et al. (2018a) from the low latitude (southeast of Brazil)
are not too different, probably, they might have been excited by the likely same sec-
ondary and tertiary gravity waves from the mesosphere or thermosphere that were
generated by the MWs from Southern Andes (VADAS; BECKER, 2019).

We show an observational evidence of such MSTIDs with concentric ring structures
propagating from the east of Southern Andes to the northeast of South American
equatorial region on 1st July, 2014 at 15:03:00 UT (12:30:00 LT), as shown in Fig-
ure 6.6 LHS. The possible center (indicated with a blue star) of this MSTIDs is
located at latitude 35◦S and longitude50◦W. This MSTID propagated at a wave-
length of 534.1 km, period of 35.7 min, phase velocity of 249.6 ms and propagating
north-northeastward. The circles are just to reinforce the clarity of the concentric
structure of the MSITD and the blue short dashes arrow denotes the propagation
direction. The RHS shows the deep convection map observed by GOES 13. The
potential primary sources of the MSTID on this day are located around Southern
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Andes: specifically, latitude ∼40◦S and longitude ∼67◦W. The red arrow indicated
the propagation direction the MSTID observed. It is obvious that the propagation
direction of the MSTID and the source region are not correlated, besides, the dis-
tance from the point source to the point of observation is ∼5750 km. This means
that, the primary gravity waves generated at this source broke and generated a sec-
ondary (is also possible the secondary wave broke and tertiary wave generated) wave
that excited the MSTID we observed in the equatorial region. The characteristics
of the present work is the typical observational evidence of the TIDs excited by
secondary and tertiary medium- and large-scale gravity waves that Vadas e Becker
(2019) calculated.

Figure 6.6 - MSTIDs observed on the July 1st, 2014 at 15:03:00 UT (12:30:00 LT) prop-
agating to north-northeastward (left column). The possible center (indicated
with a blue star) of this MSTIDs is located around latitude 35◦-50◦S and lon-
gitude 65◦-70◦W. The circles are just to reinforce the clarity of the concentric
structure of the MSITD and the blue short dashes arrow denotes the propaga-
tion direction. Cloud top brightness temperature (CTBT) below -50◦C (right
column) on 1st July, 2014. The red arrows on cloud top brightness tempera-
ture map indicate the propagation direction of the MSTID observed on the
aforementioned days

6.6 Summary of the Discussion II

Using the cloud top brightness temperature data from GOES 13 and 16 as a proxy
for tropospheric deep convection, we have successfully located the possible primary
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sources and excitation mechanisms of the MSTIDs observed over the South Ameri-
can equatorial region between January 2014 to December 2019. The experiment was
based on the correlation of the MSTIDs propagation directions pointing to meteo-
rological sources that generated the likely gravity waves, which in turn excited the
MSTIDs.

• Among others we found out that; on the 1st October, 2017, the MSTID
propagated south-eastward and the possible source region is located around
7◦ to 12◦S and 55◦ to 60◦ W over the Amazon region; on 30th June and
8th November, 2015, the possible source region of the MSTID which propa-
gated north-northwestward located over the low latitude around 20◦ to 25◦

S and 50◦ to 60◦ W; and on 8th November 2015, the MSTID propagated
north-northwestward the source region is located within the equatorial re-
gion around 10◦ to 15◦S and 45◦ to 50◦ W.

• We investigated the seasonal variation of the sources regions of the ob-
served equatorial MSTIDs. We realized that there are deep convective cells
associated with cumulus nimbus clouds within the South American equa-
torial region in summer, spring and autumn/fall that are capable of gen-
erating gravity waves to excite the MSTIDs observed. However, some of
the propagation directions of the observed MSTIDs did not correlate with
the sources, which implies that those MSTIDs might have been excited
by secondary or tertiary gravity waves. Moreover, in winter, convection
clouds are located in the low latitude (around ∼20◦) emanating from the
midlatitude, which correlate well with the MSTIDs that propagated to
north-northwestward and north-northwestward. We showed observational
evidence of MSTID having concentric ring structure that were probably
excited by medium- and large-scale secondary or tertiary gravity waves
at the east of Southern Andes and propagated to the northeast of South
American equatorial region on 1st July, 2014 at 15:03:00 UT (12:30:00 LT).

• Using the images from GOES 13 in the infrared (IR) and reanalysis data
such as Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR), zonal(u (m/s)), meridional
(v(m/s)) and the vertical (omega (Pa/s)) components of wind variables,
we located the ITCZ position, the ascending humidity, vertical velocity
and the divergence of the winds. The day-to-day variations of ITCZ as
the possible source of equatorial MSTIDs have done; for instance, on; 5th
of January 2016, 1st of January 2017 and 29th of January 2017, we also
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observed MSTID oscillations propagating to south-southeastward and cor-
relating with the corresponding ITCZ positions.

• We found that in summer and fall/autumn, the average position of the
ITCZ were located around latitude ∼0◦, which is within the study area,
hence, have more MSTID activities propagating to south-southeast di-
rection, possibly as a result of the primary source location being located
within the study area. Meanwhile, in winter, the ITCZ position was lo-
cated around ∼5◦ and ∼10◦N respectively, hence, we observed few MSTID
events in these seasons propagating to the south-southeastward.
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7 CONCLUSION

7.1 Conclusion

This chapter presents the outcome and summary of the present work and recom-
mendation for the future research. The present work is the study on the MSTIDs
over the South American equatorial region during solar cycle 24 (from January 2014
to December 2019) using GNSS (GPS and GLONASS specifically) TEC perturba-
tion maps. First, we improve on the methodology of Figueiredo et al. (2018a) by
including GLONASS data in order to develop detrending TEc maps and keograms
to identify and characterize the day-to-day MSTID events. For the first time over
South American region, we thoroughly studied the statistical analysis of the oc-
currence rate of MSTIDs during the solar maximum phase, descending phase and
minimum phase as well as the long term seasonal variability of occurrence of the
MSTIDs, their horizontal wavelengths, periods, phase velocities and propagation
direction. The comparative study of the MSTID characteristics between the equato-
rial (present work) and low to mid latitude among others Figueiredo et al. (2018a),
Otsuka et al. (2011), MacDougall et al. (2011) and Kotake et al. (2006) have also
been discussed thoroughly. Finally, we investigated the possible source locations and
generation mechanisms of the present equatorial MSTIDs for the first time.

• A total of 742 MSTIDs was observed from January 2014 to December
2019. Among them, 712 MSTIDs representing ∼96% were observed during
geomagnetic quiet time when the Dst was less than 50 nT. The six-year
observation of MSTIDs shows strong positive correlation with the solar ac-
tivity. We observed 322, 251 and 171 MSTID events during solar maximum
(2014-2015), descending (2016-2017) and minimum (2018-2019) which rep-
resent 43.3%, 33.7% and 23.0%. The positive correlation might have been
caused by the variations of thermospheric temperature during the solar
phases. We realized that gravity waves dissipate due to high viscosity in
the thermosphere as a result of low thermospheric temperature which oc-
cur during solar minimum (VADAS, 2007): On the other hand, during solar
maximum when the thermospheric temperature is high, the viscosity is
low, hence occurred low dissipation of gravity waves.

• The seasonal statistics of the MSTID occurrence rate are 307, 106 and
329 events for equinoxes, summer, and winter respectively. The neutral
wind velocity observed by Fisher et al. (2015) and Makela et al. (2013)
are high in summer and low in winter. Consequently, there is high wind
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filtering in summer than winter which explains the seasonal variation of
MSTIDs. This account for why the MSTIDs almost disappear in summer
and mostly appear in winter. The summer mean horizontal wavelength,
period and phase speed are larger than that of winter. This is might be
due to the fact that, only MSTIDs events with long horizontal wavelength
and fast phase speeds survived the critical level and dissipative filtering
during summer.

• The present equatorial MSTIDs have long wavelengths, high velocities and
period ranging from 300 - 1300 km, 100 - 700 m/s and 20 - 60 min with
maximum peak at 500 and 800 km, 200 to 400 m/s and 30 to 45 min respec-
tively, compare to the previous works conducted in low and midlatitude
MSTIDs. Some of them might have likely been induced by the secondary
or tertiary gravity waves created in the thermosphere from the dissipa-
tion of primary gravity waves that were excited from deep convection in
the troposphere (VADAS; FRITTS, 2006; VADAS; CROWLEY, 2010; VADAS;

BECKER, 2019). The mean horizontal wavelength for summer, equinoxes
and winter are 719 ± 163 ,705 ± 120 and 628 ± 114 km respectively; the
mean phase velocities 309 ± 78, 317 ± 85 and 291 ± 66 m/s, respectively;
the mean periods for summer, equinoxes and winter are 37±7 , 39±7 and
34± 6 min respectively. The summer mean of all the characteristics of the
present work is higher than that of winter, which was due to high dissipa-
tion and filtering rate in former than latter. Consequently, only MSTIDs
events with long horizontal wavelength and fast phase speeds consequently
survived dissipation and filtering process.

• We found out that the MSTIDs were highly dependence on the local time;
the daytime and evening account for ∼70% and ∼28% of the total obser-
vation while the nighttime account for only ∼2%. The daytime MSTIDs
occurred frequently in winter with the secondary peak in equinox, while
the evening time MSTIDs occurred in summer and equinox. The depen-
dency of the MSTIDs on the local time was attributed to the mechanisms
generating them and the medium at which they propagated.

• There are three preferential propagation direction of the present MSTIDs;
north-northeastward, north-northwestward and south-southeastward.
Moreover, in equinox and summer evening time, a few MSTIDs propa-
gating westward. The anisotropy of the propagation direction is due to
the wind, dissipative filtering effects, ion drag effects that favors MSTIDs
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propagating equatorward along the magnetic field lines, the primary source
region and the presence of the secondary or tertiary gravity waves in the
thermosphere.

• There is strong link between the MSTIDs propagating to north-
northeastward and north-northwestward of the Figueiredo et al. (2018a)
and the present work especially, during winter and equinox. Also, MSTIDs
observed by MacDougall et al. (2011) and the present have the same prop-
agation directions. The present and the aforementioned works have high
occurrence rate in winter daytime and secondary peak in equinox and a
few events in summer. Among them, only the present work considered a
detailed statistical analysis of MSTIDs and the solar cycle. Concerning
the characteristics, the present equatorial MSTIDs have long wavelengths
(300 - 1300 km m/s) and high phase velocities (100 - 700 m/s) compare to
the former. They were likely induced by the secondary or tertiary gravity
waves created in the thermosphere from the dissipation of primary gravity
waves that were excited from deep convection in the troposphere (VADAS;

CROWLEY, 2010).

• With regard to the sources region of the present equatorial MSTIDs, we
used the cloud top brightness temperature data from GOES 13 and 16 as
a proxy for tropospheric deep convection to locate the possible primary
sources and excitation mechanisms. The experiment was based on the cor-
relation of the MSTIDs propagation directions pointing to meteorological
sources that generated the likely gravity waves, which in turn excited the
MSTIDs. Among others, we found out that; on the 1st October, 2017,
the MSTID propagated south-eastward and the possible source region is
located around 7◦ to 12◦S and 55◦ to 60◦ W over the Amazon region;
on 30th June and 8th November, 2015, the possible source region of the
MSTID which propagated north-northwestward located over the low lati-
tude around 20◦ to 25◦ S and 50◦ to 60◦ W; and on 8th November 2015,
the MSTID propagated north-northwestward the source region is located
within the equatorial region around 10◦ to 15◦S and 45◦ to 50◦ W.

• We also investigated the seasonal variation of the sources regions of the
observed equatorial MSTIDs. We realized that there are deep convective
cells associated with cumulus nimbus clouds within the South American
equatorial region in summer, spring and autumn/fall that are capable of
generating gravity waves to excite the MSTIDs observed. However, some
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of the propagation directions of the observed MSTIDs did not correlate
with the source regions. This implies that those MSTIDs might have been
excited by secondary or tertiary gravity waves. Moreover, in winter, con-
vection clouds are located in the low to midlatitude (around ∼20◦) ema-
nating from the midlatitude, which correlate well with the MSTIDs that
propagated to north-northeastward and north-northwestward. We showed
observational evidence of MSTID having concentric ring structure that
were probably excited by medium- and large-scale secondary or tertiary
gravity waves at the east of Southern Andes and propagated to the north-
east of South American equatorial region on 1st July, 2014 at 15:03:00 UT
(12:30:00 LT).

• Using the images from GOES 13 in the infrared (IR) and reanalysis data
such as Outgoing Longwave Radiation (OLR), zonal(u (m/s)), meridional
(v(m/s)) and the vertical (omega (Pa/s)) components of wind variables,
we located the ITCZ position, the ascending humidity, vertical velocity
and the divergence of the winds. The day-to-day variations of ITCZ as
the possible source of equatorial MSTIDs have done; for instance, on; 5th
of January 2016, 1st of January 2017 and 29th of January 2017, we also
observed MSTID oscillations propagating to south-southeastward and cor-
relating with the corresponding ITCZ positions.

• We found that in summer and fall/autumn, the average position of the
ITCZ were located around latitude ∼0◦, which is within the study area,
hence, have more MSTID activities propagating to south-southeast direc-
tion, possibly as a result of the primary source location being located within
the study area. Meanwhile, in winter and the ITCZ position was located
around ∼5◦ and ∼10◦N respectively, hence, we observed few MSTID events
in these seasons propagating to the south-southeastward.

7.2 Recommendation for the future work

With regard to future research on MSTIDs, we recommend that:

• The sources of the present equatorial MSTIDs traced to clear the discrepan-
cies surrounding primary, secondary or tertiary gravity waves. In addition,
the presence of secondary and tertiary gravity waves in the mesosphere and
thermosphere should be investigated as well as the interaction between the
excitation mechanisms of MSTIDs.
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• The study of solar terminator as a regular source of wave-like atmospheric
and ionosphere disturbances started in the early 1970s (CROMBIE, 1964).
This solar terminator excited MSTIDs in question propagated eastward
and westward during the passing of the sunrise and sunset terminator,
which is common in the midlatitude (MACDOUGALL et al., 2011; KOTAKE

et al., 2007). Meanwhile, in the present work, we could not see any perfect
examples matching the above claim. Therefore, we recommend a thorough
research into the solar terminator excited MSTID in the equatorial region.

• We also observed that during the equinox and summer, when the solar
terminator is aligned with the magnetic equator, some MSTIDs became a
seed for equatorial plasma bubbles Takahashi et al. (2018). We recommend
for a future study on the seeding process between of the plasma bubbles
by MSTIDs.

• Narayanan et al. (2014) reported that the nighttime MSTIDs disappear-
ance was associated to the interaction with the EIA crest region. Since
EIA is more pronounced during the daytime, we recommend for thorough
statistical analysis between daytime EIA and MSTIDs.

• Last but not the least, we hope to extend the present study to the African
continent for studying the conspicuous differences that exist between the
ionospheres over the two continents. It is believing that this study will be
able to unravel the effect of gravity waves and, MSTIDs in producing these
differences.
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